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Cambridgeshire Police 
and Crime Panel

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL
 HELD AT PETERBOROUGH CITY COUNCIL

ON 16 MARCH 2016

Members Present: Councillors Shelton (Chairman), Coles (Vice Chairman)   McGuire, 
Shellens, Bullen, Criswell, Sinnott and Independent Co-opted 
Members Francesca Anderson and Edward Leigh.

Officers Present: Paulina Ford Secretariat Peterborough City Council
Ian Phillips                  Lead Officer Peterborough City Council

Others Present: Sir Graham Bright Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Commissioner

Brian Ashton Deputy Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Commissioner

Dr Dorothy Gregson Chief Executive, Office of the Police and          
Crime Commissioner

Josie Gowler               Chief Finance Officer

1. Apologies for Absence

Apologies were received from Councillor Shaheed, Councillor Lane, Councillor Pearson, 
Councillor Oliver and Councillor Herbert.  Councillor Sinnott was in attendance as substitute 
for Councillor Herbert.

2. Declarations of Interest

Item 11.  Decisions by Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Councillor Criswell declared an interest in that he was the Chairman of the Cambridgeshire 
and Peterborough Road Safety Partnership which was mentioned under Decision notice 
CPCC 2016-002:  Delegation of an element of the Casualty Reduction and Support Fund to 
the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Road Safety Partnership.

3. Minutes of the meeting held on 3 February 2016

The minutes of the meeting held on 3 February 2016 were approved as an accurate record 
subject to the following amendments:

 Page 4 under agenda item 2, Election of Vice Chairman it stated that Councillor Coles 
represented South Cambridgeshire and it should have stated that Councillor Coles 
represented Peterborough City.

 Page 10 under agenda item 11. Decisions by Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Commissioner, CPCC 2015-040 Developing a Restorative Justice Approach in 
Cambridgeshire – Extension of Delivery Partnership.  Members noted an omission of 
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the following words:  and conditional caution.  The wording therefore to be changed to 
the following

o Members requested that there be consistency and clarification when using the 
term restorative justice as it was sometimes confused with both community 
remedy and conditional caution. 

The Chairman noted that a letter had been received from the Police and Crime 
Commissioner in response to requested actions from the last meeting.

Chairman’s Statement

The Chairman thanked the Commissioner and his deputy for all they had achieved over the 
last four years and made reference to the fact that the post of Police and Crime 
Commissioner had been a new concept both in Cambridgeshire and nationally.  This had led 
to numerous challenges especially in the first few months in post as both the public, the 
Constabulary and the Panel adjusted to this new way of working. The Chairman noted a   
number of achievements that the Commissioner had made and in particular two areas which 
was the Victims Hub and the robust financial stewardship which had been critical to 
protecting front line services.  Members of the Panel also noted the good work that had been 
done with regard to domestic violence.

On behalf of the Panel, the Chairman wished the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner 
best wishes for the future.

The Commissioner thanked the Panel for their good wishes and said that it had been one of 
the most rewarding jobs he had ever taken on.

4. Public Questions/Statements

No public questions or statements were received.
  

5. Review of Complaints

The Panel received a report which provided an update on any complaints made against the 
Police and Crime Commissioner. 

The Panel AGREED to note the report and that no complaints had been received against the 
Police and Crime Commissioner or his Deputy since the last report received. 

6. Cambridgeshire Police  and Crime Panel – Administrative Costs and Member 
Expenses

The Lead Officer for the Panel introduced the report which provided the Panel with details 
about the budget claimed to support the Police and Crime Panel including the expenses and 
allowances of Panel Members.

As there were no questions or comments the Panel AGREED to note the report.

7. Police and Crime Plan Variation – Appendix 1 Finances Update

The Police and Crime Commissioner introduced the report which provided the Panel with an 
update of the Police and Crime Commissioners Police and Crime Plan, Appendix 1 – 
Finances.  The Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner accompanied by the Chief Finance 
Officer gave a presentation to provide context to the report.  Key areas highlighted included:

 Year by Year savings
 Balance sheet effects of policy
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 Breakdown of Budget 2016/17
 Real purchasing power of gross revenue expenditure (GRE) in %
 All Police Officers compared to Constables (PCs)
 National vs local officers
 Trends in overall recorded crime per 1000 households
 Trends in recorded crimes by type per 1000 households
 Victim satisfaction
 Delivery of pledges
 Transforming the service
 The Future and efficiency and effectiveness

Observations and comments raised by the Panel included:

 Members congratulated the Commissioner on a prudent budget.
 Reference Page 23, Risks and Uncertainties, final bullet point “Overtime claims for 

undercover officers – the claim is passing through the courts at present and the outcome 
remains uncertain”.  How much has the Commissioner had to budget for this claim and 
was there an upper limit to the claim.  Why were undercover officers claiming overtime?

 Reference page 52, slide titled “Future, Savings planned through BCH Collaboration”.  
How will devolution and the possibility of the Fire Service coming under the Police and 
Crime Commissioner affect the Commissioner’s office and finances. Will either of the 
above improve finances of the Constabulary.

 Reference page 24, table referring to Revenue Budget 2015/16 and 2016/17 and page 
28 Workforce projections (establishment) 2015/16 – 2016/17. It was noted that there was 
a reduction in local policing for 2016/17. Members sought further clarification.

 Page 50, table showing Trends in Recorded Crimes by type per 1000 Households.  Why 
was Domestic Violence not listed as a separate category.

 Page 27, paragraph 10.12, Seven-Force Collaboration.  Clarification was sought on 
whether the budget for the collaboration team would come out of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner’s office budget or the Constabulary’s budget.

 Members commented that the number of constables per 1000 population would need to 
be kept track of historically and going forward to ensure it was in line with population 
growth.

 A Member of the Panel had attended the recent Cybercrime Conference hosted by 
Cambridgeshire Constabulary and Cambridgeshire’s Police and Crime Commissioner 
and  sought the Commissioners views on the balance between central activity and local 
activity on cybercrime and if there had been any reactions received since the conference 
took place.

Responses by the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner to questions from the Panel 
included:

 It was unknown how much the overtime claim would be for undercover officers which was 
passing through the courts and therefore could not budget for this.  The Panel were 
informed that a case had been lodged about whether undercover officers should have 
been paid overtime whilst undertaking undercover operations.  The case concerned 
historical undercover work undertaken.  It was therefore difficult to know what the 
outcome of this would be and therefore how to budget for it.  A note would be put in the 
accounts identifying this as a risk.  This was not a problem solely for Cambridgeshire but 
a national problem.  

 Devolution could possibly offer more efficiencies but would not have any serious effects 
financially.

 The Commissioner explained that consideration had already been given to the proposals 
for the Fire Service and Blue Light Services to come under the Police and Crime 
Commissioners office.  He advised the Panel of several scenarios where savings could 
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be made by bringing them together including the Police and Fire Service sharing 
accommodation and amalgamating the call centres.

 The tables on pages 24 and 25 showing a reduction in local policing was due to the 
collaboration of forces and there had actually been an increase of 93 officers through 
collaboration.

 The Trends in the “Recorded Crimes” table had not listed Domestic Violence as a 
separate category as the categories listed were Home Office categories.  The 
Commissioner advised that he had taken this up with the Home Office.

 The budget for the Seven-Force Collaboration would come out of the Constabulary’s 
budget.

 The request was noted for historical and future tracking of constables per 1000 
population but Members were informed that it would be easier to keep track of constables 
per 1000 households rather than population as the data would be more current.

 Cybercrime was growing rapidly however 80% of cybercrime could be stopped by people 
taking precautions. The Commissioner had convinced the Chief Constable to set up a 
specialist cybercrime unit.    There had been a good response from companies attending 
the Cybercrime Conference offering to come forward as volunteers to work on cybercrime 
and Cambridge University had offered to work with the police.

Following debate the Panel AGREED to the variation to Appendix 1 - Finances of the Police 
and Crime Plan.

The Panel also requested that in future reports the number of constables per 1000 
households should be tracked both historically and going forward to ensure it was in line with 
population growth.

8. Public Engagement

The Police and Crime Commissioner introduced the report which provided the Panel with an 
update on how the Commissioner was engaging with the public to obtain greater public 
participation and what value this was having.

Observations and comments raised by the Panel included:

 Page 57, Listening and Responding, paragraph 7.1.  Did the Commissioner have a 
service level agreement on how requests for information from the public, the media and 
partners is handled?  A member of the Panel had written to the Commissioner’s office in 
February but had not received a response or acknowledgement of the correspondence.  
The Panel felt that an acknowledgement of an initial request should be automatically sent 
even if the request could not be answered straight away.

 Page 57, Working with Others.  The Commissioner provided grants to Community Safety 
Partnerships.  Did the Commissioner have an overview and understanding of what was 
working well and what was not working well within the Community Safety Partnerships.  
The Commissioner advised that further detail on this would be provided in the report on 
Community Safety Partnerships later on in the agenda.

 Page 57, paragraph 8.3 regarding road safety and the Speedwatch scheme.  It was 
noted that in the Outcomes section of the report there had been no mention of the 
outcome from this scheme.  There were particular problems in Cambridge with regard to 
speeding cars, unroadworthy bicycles, people riding their bicycles without lights and 
ignoring traffic light signals.

 Page 56, paragraph 6.3, “The Commissioner monitors public opinion and public 
satisfaction through both the Performance Working Group and through the Business 
Coordination Board (BCB)”.  How do you measure public satisfaction and what is the 
Working Group and BCB scrutinising.  What is being done to survey people who do not 
generally come into contact with the police.
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 The Panel noted that the Commissioner had asked the Constabulary to review how 
Special Constables might be used in some communities to patrol their local patch and 
increase visibility.  The Panel requested a report on how this was progressing at a future 
meeting.

Responses by the Commissioner to questions from the Panel included:

 The Commissioner apologised for the delay in a response from his office to the Panel 
member who had sent in a request for information and would look into it and ensure a 
response was sent.

 Responses to correspondence received at the Commissioner’s Office were sometimes 
delayed as research often had to be undertaken to establish the facts to provide the 
response.  Some enquires were quite complex and lengthy.  All enquiries were handled 
as quickly as possible.  The Commissioner noted the request from the Panel that an 
acknowledgement of any request for information sent to the Commissioner’s office should 
be sent out on receipt of the request.

 PCSO’s were out and about in Cambridge issuing tickets to cyclists behaving 
dangerously and not having their lights on.  The issue with cyclists in Cambridge was that 
it was more of a problem in term time. Unroadworthy bicycles with no breaks etc. were 
taken off the road.

 The Police Force conduct extensive telephone surveys to measure public satisfaction of 
victims of crime.  Police surgeries provide an opportunity for feedback from members of 
the public and also through police positioned in supermarkets.  Most people were happy 
with the service provided.

Following debate the Panel AGREED to note the report and requested that a report be 
brought back to the Panel on the use of how Special Constables were being used in some 
communities to patrol their local patch and increase visibility.

The Panel requested that any communication sent to the Police and Crime Commissioner’s 
Office from a member of public should be sent an automatic acknowledgement on receipt of 
the request.

9. Rural Crime

The Police and Crime Commissioner introduced the report which provided the Panel with 
details on how Cambridgeshire Constabulary tackle rural crime and what support 
mechanisms were in place for Special Constables in rural areas.

As there were no questions or comments the Panel AGREED to note the report.

10. Community Safety Partnerships

The Police and Crime Commissioner introduced the report which provided the Panel with the 
outcome of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s review of Community Safety Partnerships 
and how they had used their crime and disorder reduction grants to help secure the reduction 
of crime and disorder in Cambridgeshire.

Observations and comments raised by the Panel included:

 Page 66, paragraph 6.2, Understand – Developing an Evidence Base for Grant Funding. 
Members referred to the following statement “Cambridgeshire Constabulary support this 
process by providing the detailed crime and incident data required to ensure a complete 
picture of reported crime and disorder is available.  These reports are in turn shared with 
the Constabulary…”  Clarification was sought as to what was meant by “shared with the 
Constabulary” as it was the Constabulary who was providing the data. The Commissioner 
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responded that the information was shared with other partners and then returned to the 
Constabulary as a different report.

 Members referred to the funding provided for programmes for young offenders and asked 
the Commissioner if he felt earlier intervention programmes with children were more 
effective and more beneficial.  The Commissioner responded that the earlier the 
intervention the better the outcomes.  An example of this was the Volunteer Police Cadet 
Programme at Thomas Deacon Academy which had provided good results.  This 
programme was making an impact into various communities.

 Star Chambers.  Members asked if it would be possible for members of the Panel to 
attend and observe one of the Star Chamber meetings.  The Chief Executive responded 
that it would need to be the decision of the new Commissioner.

Following debate the Panel AGREED to note the report and requested that a request be 
made to the new Commissioner when in post that members of the Panel be allowed to attend 
and observe a Star Chamber meeting.

11. Decisions by Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner

The Panel received a report to enable it to review or scrutinise decisions taken by the Police 
and Crime Commissioner under Section 28 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility 
Act 2011. The Panel was recommended to indicate whether it would wish to further review 
and scrutinise the decisions taken by the Police and Crime Commissioner since the previous 
Panel meeting. 

Observations and comments raised by the Panel included:

CPCC 2016-002 – Delegation of an element of the Casualty Reduction and Support 
Fund to the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Road Safety Partnership

 Page 78, paragraph 4.1.  “£146K to upgrade static Automatic Number Plate Recognition 
cameras.”   Clarification was sought as to whether Cambridgeshire County Council no 
longer contributed to the maintenance of the cameras.  Members were informed that this 
was correct and that the Commissioner’s Office now funded this.

CPCC 2016-004 – Finance, Human Resources, Learning and Development and Duties 
Management System Procurement

 The decision referred to the appointment of a supplier for the IT system. The BCB 
minutes state that a supplier had been appointed.  Was there a reason why the supplier 
had not been named.  Members were informed that the supplier could not be named until 
the cooling off period had passed.

 Members referred to page 86, paragraph 7.8 and asked that congratulations be passed 
on to senior analysts Emily Doran and Amanda Huggins and Strategic Intelligence 
Analyst Sally Brierley for their outstanding achievement in being put forward for the 
Association of Crime and Intelligence Analysts awards for their work in developing a 
strategic risk matrix.

The Panel AGREED to note the report and decisions that had been made by the 
Commissioner.

12. Draft Agenda Plan and Meeting Dates for 2016/2017

The Panel received and noted the draft agenda plan for 2016/2017 which provided dates and 
times of meetings for the next municipal year.

The Panel noted and AGREED the dates and time of meetings for 2016/2017.
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A short discussion was held regarding the following areas:

 The Chief Constable to be invited the first meeting of the Panel in the new municipal 
year.

 The Panel to review any urgent issues raised within recent HMIC reports at the June 
meeting or another future meeting.  Edward Leigh to identify any critical items 
requiring review within the HMIC reports and circulate via email to members of the 
Panel to assist the Panel in deciding which items should be brought to the first 
meeting of the Panel in June.

 That an agenda planning meeting be held prior to the start of the new municipal year 
to discuss the work programme for 2016/2017.

ACTIONS

DATE OF 
MEETING

ITEM ACTION UPDATE

13. Police and 
Crime Plan 
Variation – 
Appendix 1 
Finances Update

Following debate the Panel AGREED to 
the variation to Appendix 1 - Finances of 
the Police and Crime Plan.

The Panel also requested that in future 
reports the number of constables per 
1000 households should be tracked both 
historically and going forward to ensure it 
was in line with population growth.

Police and Crime 
Commissioners Office 
to note for future 
reports.

14. Public 
Engagement

Following debate the Panel AGREED to 
note the report and requested that a 
report be brought back to the Panel on 
the use of how Special Constables were 
being used in some communities to 
patrol their local patch and increase 
visibility.

The Panel requested that any 
communication sent to the Police and 
Crime Commissioners Office from a 
member of public should be sent an 
automatic acknowledgement on receipt 
of the request.

Report to be 
programmed in to the 
2016/2017 work 
programme.

15. Community 
Safety 
Partnerships

Following debate the Panel AGREED to 
note the report and requested that a 
request be made to the new 
Commissioner when in post that 
members of the Panel be allowed to 
attend and observe a Star Chamber 
meeting.

16 March 2016

16. Decisions by 
Cambridgeshire 
Police and 
Crime 
Commissioner

CPCC 2016-004 – Finance, Human 
Resources, Learning and 
Development and Duties Management 
System Procurement
The Panel also asked that 
congratulations be passed on to senior 
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DATE OF 
MEETING

ITEM ACTION UPDATE

analysts Emily Doran and Amanda 
Huggins and Strategic Intelligence 
Analyst Sally Brierley for their 
outstanding achievement in being put 
forward for the Association of Crime and 
Intelligence Analysts awards for their 
work in developing a strategic risk 
matrix.

Draft Agenda 
Plan and 
Meeting Dates 
for 2016/2017

 The Chief Constable to be invited the 
first meeting of the Panel in the new 
municipal year.

 The Panel to review any urgent 
issues raised within recent HMIC 
reports at the June meeting or 
another future meeting.  Edward 
Leigh to identify any critical items 
requiring review within the HMIC 
reports and circulate via email to 
members of the Panel to assist the 
Panel in deciding which items should 
be brought to the first meeting of the 
Panel in June.

 That an agenda planning meeting be 
held prior to the start of the new 
municipal year to discuss the work 
programme for 2016/2017.

Report provided by the 
Commissioner at the 
meeting on 29 June 
2016

To be arranged after 
the Annual Meeting.

The meeting began at 2.00pm and ended at 4.07pm                                              CHAIRMAN
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item No. 7

29 JUNE 2016 Public Report

Report of Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner 

Contact Officer – Dorothy Gregson
Contact Details – cambs-pcc@cambs.pnn.police.uk 0300 333 3456

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S APPROACH 

1. PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”) with an 
overview of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (the “Commissioner”) role, how he intends to 
take forward his role, and how his Police and Crime Plan (the “Plan”) will be developed. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 To note the report. 

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1 Item 6 – To review or scrutinise decisions made, or other action taken, by the Police and Crime 
Commissioner in connection with the discharge of the Commissioner’s functions.

Item 8 – To support the effective exercise of the functions of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner.

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the “Act”) sets out the statutory duties, 
role and responsibilities of Commissioners.  Primarily, the Commissioner has a statutory duty 
and electoral mandate to hold Cambridgeshire Constabulary (the “Constabulary”) to account on 
behalf of the public.  

4.2 In addition, the Commissioner, amongst other duties, has the legal power to:

 set the strategic direction and objectives of the force through the Plan;

 scrutinise, support and challenge the overall performance of the Constabulary including 
against the priorities agreed within the Plan;

 maintain an efficient and effective police force for the police area;

 provide the local link between the police and communities, working to translate the 
legitimate desires and aspirations of the public into action;

 enter into collaboration agreements with other Commissioners, other policing bodies and 
partners that improve the efficiency or effectiveness of policing for one or more policing 
bodies or police forces.
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4.3 The Policing Protocol Order 2011 (the “Protocol”) sets out the way in which various bodies 
involved in policing governance will exercise their functions in relation to each other.  This 
includes Commissioners, Chief Constables and Police and Crime Panels. The Protocol is clear 
that an effective and constructive working relationship between these bodies is likely to be 
achieved where communication and clarity of understanding are at their highest, one which will 
enhance policing.

5. HOW THE COMMISSIONER PROPOSES TO TAKE FORWARD HIS ROLE 

5.1 Challenges bring opportunities but foremost potential benefits to improve policing and to ensure 
Cambridgeshire is a safe place. The Commissioner is clear that local policing starts with 
understanding of local concerns being listened to.  Communication and engagement with 
public, communities and partners, is key to understanding the challenges, seizing opportunities 
and creating solutions.  

5.2 The Commissioner is clear that communication and public engagement is essential.  As such, 
the Commissioner wishes to be as visible as possible to make sure the needs and concerns of 
the people of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough are listened to, enhancing the link between the 
public and the police.  This is central to police effectiveness, efficiency and legitimacy and helps 
build trust and confidence in the police, which in turns leads to building stronger and resilient 
communities, so to prevent crime and reassure the public.

5.3 The Commissioner has already carried out a number of engagement activities across the 
county with the public, partners, volunteers and Constabulary officers and staff.  The 
Commissioner is aware from public feedback that delays in answering 101 remains a concern to 
some people.  Whilst there has been investment in the system over the past year and the 
service is better now than it was, it is the Commissioner’s intention to make sure that 
improvement to the service will continue. 

5.4 Equally communication and engagement by both the Commissioner and the Constabulary is 
essential in managing the challenges and expectations of how threat, risk and harm is balanced 
against demand and resources.  Concerns over careless parking or anti-social behaviour which 
effects individuals and local communities have to be balanced against resources required to 
deal with child abuse cases, serious sexual offences, domestic violence and counter terrorism.  
The ability to build capacity which is responsive to the changing nature of crimes and threats 
faced nationally and internationally, whilst at the same time focussing on delivering priorities 
that reflect the concerns of local people, will inevitably be challenging for the police service as a 
whole.  Nonetheless, the Commissioner is committed to protecting frontline policing, delivering 
an appropriate and proportionate policing response, and importantly putting the vulnerable and 
victims of crime first.   

5.5 The Commissioner is clear about the need to drive down crime, maintaining public confidence, 
and giving victims support and satisfaction in the service they receive. The Crime Survey for 
England and Wales shows that people’s experiences of crime are down nationally.  As at     
March 2016, public confidence in Cambridgeshire Constabulary had significantly improved 
when compared to March 2015, with 74.3% of respondents agreeing that the Constabulary are 
dealing with the things that matter to people in the local area.   For the 12 months to           
March 2016, victim satisfaction with the overall service received from the Constabulary was 
86.4%, which is comparable to the previous year. 

 5.6 Policing in Cambridgeshire has seen some joint initiatives and efficiencies that have delivered 
millions in savings and benefits to Cambridgeshire.  Efficiency is crucial at all times, especially 
when there is less money to deliver a service.  The Commissioner believes innovation plays a 
key part in how service levels are maintained.  The implementation of new technologies are a 
good example in how improvements effectiveness and efficiencies can be achieved, however 
implementing any new systems or process also requires cultural change to embrace different 
ways of working. 
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5.7 Funding opportunities are a lever to deliver innovative and joined up working to further enhance 
effective and efficient policing.   Crucial to achieving this is partnership working with others 
across police forces and organisational boundaries.  The challenge is to ensure there is both 
the appetite for change and collaborative partnership working to drive these forward into 
sustained efficient and effective business as usual.  Further powers and responsibility devolved 
from central Government to Commissioners over the next four years, such as collaboration with 
the fire service, youth offending, and the wider criminal justice system will further enhance 
efficiency and effectiveness.  

6. COMMISSIONER’S POLICE AND CRIME PLAN 

6.1 Key to ensuring Cambridgeshire is a safe place is the Commissioner’s Plan.   The 
Commissioner has a statutory duty to issue a Plan as soon as practicable after taking office - 
specifically before the end of the financial year which they are elected (i.e 31st March 2017). 
The Plan must determine, direct and communicate the Commissioner’s priorities during their 
period in office and set out for the period of issue. 

6.2 The statutory requirements for the Plan’s development can be grouped into three areas of work: 
a police led, partner-led and public-led evidence base.  

 Police-led evidence base - will be led by the Constabulary’s strategic planning process. 
This looks at current and future demands, using a risk based approach, to inform 
prioritisation and resourcing decisions. 

 Partner-led evidence base - includes the relevant joint strategic needs assessments and 
priorities of responsible authorities and the criminal justice bodies along with the local 
proposals submitted to government for a devolution deal. 

 Public-led evidence base - includes making arrangements to obtain the views of the 
community, including victims of crime, on policing.

6.3 The Commissioner has committed to produce an overarching strategic three-year Plan to tackle 
crime and disorder which takes into account the police, partner and public evidence bases.  In 
order to gather this evidence the Commissioner intends to start a three-month period of 
engagement and consultation. This will involve ongoing engagement and dialogue with the 
Chief Constable and members of the Constabulary. It will also include opportunities for partner 
agencies and stakeholders to share the current and emerging local priorities from their locality 
or area of business and their views on how the Plan could enable them to reduce crime and 
disorder. A series of events will also be planned to enable local people to have their ‘voice’ 
reflected within the Plan.  Feedback received will build upon the Commissioner’s election 
manifesto.

6.4 The Commissioner is also keen to engage with members of the Panel throughout the process 
and will be inviting the Panel’s views on how to facilitate this. It is proposed that the draft Plan 
will be taken to the Panel in September 2016 for formal comment. 

7. FUTURE APPROACH 

7.1 It is envisaged that the Commissioner’s approach to matters will also be shaped through the 
development of the Plan

7.2 The Commissioner is fully aware of the need to be transparent and accountable, thus enabling 
scrutiny by the public.  The Commissioner wishes to work within the spirit of, and akin to, 
certain aspects of local government access to information provisions.  This includes publishing 
the agenda and reports of governance meetings in advance.  

7.3 The Commissioner welcomes having an informed and closer working relationship with the 
Panel.  It is envisaged this relationship is twofold: both to enhance the challenge and support 
the Panel provides to the Commissioner in the exercise of his statutory functions and also to 
enable the Panel to have more of an insight into the Commissioner’s role.  The Panel’s Working 
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Group, as provided for in their Rules of Procedure, would facilitate this approach.

8. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/contents

The Policing Protocol Order 2011 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/2744/made
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item No. 8

29 JUNE 2016 Public Report

Report of Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner 

Contact Officer – Dorothy Gregson
Contact Details – cambs-pcc@cambs.pnn.police.uk 0300 333 3456

HER MAJESTY’S INSPECTORATE OF CONSTABULARY INSPECTION REPORTS 

1. PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”) with an 
overview of how the findings of the Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) Police 
Effectiveness, Efficiency, and Legitimacy (PEEL) reports have been addressed and how the 
Police and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) intends to address these in the future. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 To note the report.

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1 Item 6 – To review or scrutinise decisions made, or other action taken, by the Police and Crime 
Commissioner in connection with the discharge of the Commissioner’s functions.

Item 8 – To support the effective exercise of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s functions.

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 The Policing Protocol Order 2011 (the “Protocol”) sets out some key guiding principles for all 
Police and Crime Commissioners, Chief Constables and Police and Crime Panels.

4.2 Under the Protocol, the Commissioner has the legal power to scrutinise, support and challenge 
the overall performance of Cambridgeshire Constabulary (the “Constabulary”) and hold the 
Chief Constable to account for the performance of the Constabulary’s officers and staff.  The 
Protocol is clear that the Commissioner must not fetter the operational independence of the 
Constabulary and the Chief Constable.  

4.3 In turn, the Protocol enables the Panel to scrutinise the Commissioner in the exercise of his 
statutory functions, but does not provide for the Panel to scrutinise the Chief Constable. 
 

5. HMIC 

5.1 HMIC independently assesses and routinely monitors the performance of police forces in order 
to ensure that:

 emerging problems with the efficiency or effectiveness of individual forces are spotted 
quickly, and Chief Constables and Commissioners are aware of these problems and are 
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taking corrective action; and

 if problems with efficiency or effectiveness of a force are enduring and there is a low 
prospect of them being resolved, those problems are raised formally with the 
Commissioner, so that they can respond. 

5.2 PEEL is an annual assessment of police forces in England and Wales on their effectiveness, 
efficiency and legitimacy. They are judged as ‘outstanding’, ‘good’, ‘requires improvement’ or 
‘inadequate’ on these categories (or pillars) based on inspection findings, analysis and Her 
Majesty’s Inspectors’ (HMIs) professional judgment across the year.  In addition, as part of the 
PEEL inspections, HMIC assess how well the police forces are led at every rank and grade.   

6. HMIC PEEL INSPECTION OF CAMBRIDGESHIRE CONSTABULARY

6.1 HMIC undertook their PEEL inspection of the Constabulary throughout 2015, with individual 
inspection reports being published in October and December 2015 and February 2016.   In 
addition, in February 2016 HMIs brought together all the judgments made throughout the year 
together with other findings and information, to produce a rounded annual assessment of the 
Constabulary.  

6.2 HMIC’s PEEL reports, are by their nature, comprehensive and contain a number of 
observations, findings and areas for improvement.   The Constabulary’s focus is towards the 
recommendations and areas of improvement identified in the reports but equally some of the 
observations and narrative are key to inform and improve the Constabulary’s work.  However, 
action against all of these are balanced and prioritised against threat, risk, harm, and demand 
and resources.   

6.3 The Constabulary’s overall PEEL assessment, as published in February 2016, by HMIs judged 
that the extent to which the Constabulary was:

 Effective at keeping people safe and reducing crime = ‘requires improvement’;

 Efficient at keeping people safe and reducing crime = ‘good’;

 Legitimate at keeping people safe and reducing crime = ‘good’;

 Leadership = no formal grading. 

7. CAMBRIDGESHIRE CONSTABULARY GOVERNANCE 

7.1 HMIC reports, the recommendation and areas for improvement identified within the reports, 
have been noted and accepted by the Constabulary. The Constabulary maintain responsibility 
for the assurance and progression of activity against HMIC recommendations.   The 
Constabulary has governance arrangements in place to ensure actions are undertaken and 
progress monitored.  Further to this, a self-assessment by the Constabulary against all 
recommendations was completed in April 2016.  

7.2 This Constabulary plans to run a programme of internal assurance work in key business areas, 
the main objectives of this work being to:

 act as a 'critical friend'  and ensure the Constabulary is ready for HMIC  Inspections against 
key priority areas;

 identify progress against organisational goals;

 identify opportunities for improvement;

 comparing performance against both internal and external standards and to  provide  
reassurance to the Commissioner and the Constabulary’s Chief Officer Team.
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8. POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S ROLE

8.1 As given above, the Commissioner has a statutory role to hold the Chief Constable to account 
for the performance of the force.  The Commissioner also has a statutory duty under the Police 
Act 1996 to publish, as he sees fit, a copy of his comments on HMIC reports and then forward 
these to the Home Secretary, with a copy sent to HMIC. 

8.2 The Constabulary will continue to submit reports to the Commissioner’s governance board 
following a HMIC Inspection report.  The purpose of these reports will be to enable the 
Commissioner to hold the Chief Constable to account for the findings of the Inspection and the 
actions that would be taken forward to address these recommendations.  A copy of the minutes 
of the governance meeting and a link to the published governance report, will be subsequently 
sent to the Home Secretary, with a copy to HMIC, thus fulfilling the Commissioner’s statutory 
duty under the Police Act 1996.  The Commissioner’s office will work with Constabulary officers 
and staff to both challenge and support the delivery of individual recommendations and areas 
for improvement.  Progress with recommendations will also be tracked by the Commissioner’s 
office. 

8.3 The Commissioner will also use the Performance Working Group to ensure the Constabulary 
have the mechanisms in place to make progress against HMIC recommendations and are 
proactively identifying emerging issues. Alongside wider consideration of how the Constabulary 
are addressing wider performance issues, this will enable him to hold the Chief Constable to 
account for the Constabulary’s performance.   

8.4 The Commissioner will be spending time on the ‘front-line’ both with the Constabulary and 
engaging with the public.  This will enable the Commissioner to not only gain an understanding 
first-hand as to how the Constabulary are progressing with the recommendations in practice, 
but also provides further opportunity for feedback and holding the Constabulary to account.

8.5 In addition to the scrutiny role, the Commissioner will enable and support the Constabulary to 
deliver recommendations and areas for improvement.   An example of this is looking for 
opportunities to bid for national funding to take forward initiatives or provide direct funding to the 
Constabulary and partners for resources if required.   

9. HMIC 2016-17 INSPECTION PROGRAMME 

9.1 In addition to the PEEL inspections, HMIC’s inspection programme for 2016-17 will range from 
counter-terrorism, harassment and custody.  This will include inspections of individual police 
forces along with national thematic inspections which examine a key issue across a 
representative number of police forces and comment solely on performance in relation to that 
issue.  

9.2 HMIC undertook their Efficiency, Legitimacy and Leadership Inspection of the Constabulary in 
May 2016 and a further Effectiveness Inspection is planned for September 2016 (exact details 
yet to be confirmed.) Inspection report findings will be published later in the financial year.

9.3 HMIC also work in partnership with Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons to look at the 
implementation of statutory requirements and the conditions of detention, and the treatment of 
detainees. Each year will see a mixture of announced and unannounced inspections and 
periodic thematic reports. Cambridgeshire’s last inspection was in 2011 – since then inspectors 
have re-focused their inspection regime to look at the welfare and safety of people who are the 
most vulnerable in police custody. This includes an extension of the scope of the inspection to 
include first contact and opportunities for the diversion of the most vulnerable people. 
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10. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

10.1 HMIC Reports:

PEEL – overview report from Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary, February 2016

http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-2015/cambridgeshire/

‘PEEL: Police Efficiency 2015 – An inspection of Cambridgeshire Constabulary’, October 2015

‘PEEL: Police Effectiveness 2015 – An inspection of Cambridgeshire Constabulary’, February 
2016

‘PEEL: Police Effectiveness 2015 (Vulnerability) – An inspection of Cambridgeshire 
Constabulary’,  December 2015

‘PEEL: Police Legitimacy 2015 – An inspection of Cambridgeshire Constabulary’, February 2016 

http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk

Business Co-ordination Reports:

‘HMIC – Identifying victim and witness vulnerability in criminal case files’, 16th December 2015

‘HMIC ‘PEEL: Police Efficiency 2015’, 16th December 2015 

‘HMIC Inspection – PEEL Police Effectiveness 2015’, 30th March 2016

‘HMIC Inspection – PEEL Police Leadership 2015’, 30th March 2016

‘HMIC Inspection – PEEL Police Legitimacy 2015’, 30th March 2016

http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/work/business-coordination-board/
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item 9

29 JUNE 2016 Public Report

Report of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner

Contact Officers – Dorothy Gregson
Contact Details – cambs-pcc@cambs.pnn.police.uk 0300 333 3456

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S - ANNUAL REPORT 2015/16

1. PURPOSE

1.1 This report is being presented to the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”) to 
enable it to review the Annual Report issued by the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) under Section 12 of the Police Reform and Social 
Responsibility Act 2011 (the “Act”). 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The Panel is asked to review the Annual Report attached as Appendix A.

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1 Item 2 - To review, put questions to the Commissioner at a public meeting, and make a report or 
recommendation (as necessary) on the Annual Report. 

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 This report is presented to enable the Panel to carry out its functions as noted in paragraph 3. 
The Panel is required to review the Annual Report.

4.2 Under Section 12 of the Act, the Commissioner must produce an Annual Report on the exercise 
of the organisation’s functions in the financial year and the progress that has been made in 
meeting the police and crime objectives in the Police and Crime Plan. 

4.3 As soon as practicable after producing the Annual Report, the Commissioner must send the 
report to the Panel. The Commissioner must attend before the Panel at a public meeting, present 
the report to the Panel and answer the Panel’s questions on the report. 

4.4 The Commissioner must arrange for the Annual Report to be published.

5. KEY ISSUES

5.1 The Annual Report covers the period from April 2015 to March 2016. 
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5.2 The Annual Report for 2015/16 is produced under unusual circumstances given that the new 
Commissioner came into office after the end of the financial year.  The previous Commissioner 
provided the Panel with a review of the year’s activities in his report ‘Police and Crime Panel 
Variation – Appendix 1 Finances Update’, March 2016.  As this report was approved by both the 
previous Commissioner and the Panel it has been used as the template for the Annual Report.  

5.3 The sections of the Annual Report are: 

Foreword 

1. Annual review 

2. Delivering the Commissioner’s pledges

3. Transforming the service 

Appendix 1 – Independent Custody Visitor Annual Report

Appendix 2 – Finance and resourcing 2015-16

5.4 The new Commissioner will produce his first Annual Report next year by which time there will 
also be a new Police and Crime Plan. The Commissioner welcomes comment from the Panel 
about the style and content of future Annual Reports.  

6. CONSULTATION

6.1 The Commissioner has made appropriate arrangements for obtaining the views of the people in 
Cambridgeshire, the previous Chief Constable, responsible authorities and other relevant parties 
in carrying out the functions outlined above.

7. NEXT STEPS

7.1 The Commissioner will respond to the Panel’s report and any recommendations they may have 
on the Annual Report, and then publish the Annual Report.  

8. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

8.1 Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan 2013-16 

www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/police-crime-plan

‘Police and Crime Plan Variation – Appendix 1 Finances Update’, Police and Crime Panel,       
16th March 2016

http://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=543&MId=3476&Ver=4

9. APPENDICES

9.1 Appendix A - Annual Report
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4 Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner’s Annual Report 2015-16

Foreword 
Welcome to this year’s Annual Report. I am in the unusual position of reporting on a year
in which my predecessor, Sir Graham Bright, was in charge. I took over as Police and Crime
Commissioner for Cambridgeshire on 12 May 2016. 

To report on the year’s work I thought it best to use records that Sir Graham himself had already presented. 
Sir Graham provided the Police and Crime Panel with a review of the year’s activities in March 2016 as part of a
budget setting presentation. As this was a paper approved by Sir Graham and considered by the Panel, it has
been used as the template for this Annual Report.

As 2015-16 marks the end of Sir Graham’s three and a half years in office, this report looks back not only at the
last year but also at the longer term. 

Huge financial challenges have been faced and met. These challenges are not yet complete and there are
more tough decisions for me to make going forward. I would like to thank Sir Graham and his deputy, Brian
Ashton, for handing over a financially stable Constabulary well placed to move forward with confidence in the
years ahead. 

As the newly elected Police and Crime Commissioner, I am now looking to build on this legacy and over the
coming months will be working with partners to produce my new Police and Crime Plan. It will be this plan
on which I will report in next year’s Annual Report.

This year marks a new era for Cambridgeshire with a completely new top team. In addition to myself we have
a new Chief Constable, Deputy Chief Constable and Assistant Chief Constable. Together we will build on the
work of our predecessors to make Cambridgeshire Constabulary even stronger. 

On behalf of Sir Graham I would like to thank everyone who worked with and supported him during the year.
I know that he was enormously appreciative of the talent and energy given by so many in keeping the people
of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough safe. 

Jason Ablewhite
Police and Crime Commissioner
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1 – Annual review 
In the year 2015-16 there were significant budgetary pressures as the national austerity measures continued. 

The overarching ambition for the year remained the delivery of an efficient and effective police service for the
people of Cambridgeshire which is sustainable for the future. Every effort was made to protect front line
policing. It was determined that short–term measures would not be taken at the expense of long-term
financial stability and long-term borrowing would not be used for short-term needs. 

Achieving financial stability

Financial stability was achieved in a number of ways. It was based on a prudent budget strategy. There was a
continual process of looking forward to find suitable projects and initiatives to help meet future savings
requirements. 

Collaboration with neighbouring forces played a big part in financial planning, particularly with Bedfordshire
Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary. In addition to savings achieved through collaboration, there were also
significant savings with local projects such as procurement, estates and changes to some of our processes.

The result 

Savings of £4.7 million were made in 2015-16 making a total of £13.3 million since 2013-14. If we include the
balanced budget for 2016-17, this amounts to £16.1 million. 

Services were managed within budget during the financial year and the effective usage of resources during
the financial year meant an underspend of £0.9 million was achieved. This underspend has been allocated to
a new IT renewal budget (part of the Capital Reserve) to ensure that the necessary resources are available for
the replacement of the Airwaves Police Communications System by the Emergency Services Network.

                                                                 

                                                                 Year                                                                            £m

                                                            2013/14                                                                3.7

                                                            2014/15                                                                4.9

                                                            2015/16                                                                4.7

                                                            2016/17                                                                2.8

                                                                 Total                                                                          16.1
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Looking ahead, we can expect budget pressures to continue with a further £6.3 million of savings to be found
by the end of financial year 2019-20. In Cambridgeshire, we have a number of long-term initiatives in place to
help deliver these savings. Nevertheless, we will continue to need to make tough decisions about how the
available resources are deployed. 

We are now in a position where long-term borrowing has been reduced from £16.8 million in March 2012 to
£10.2 million in March 2015 (latest audited figure available). We no longer have any short term loans and have
a healthy cash flow with cash balances over £14 million throughout the year. 

Our budget assistance reserve was at £9.8 million as at March 2016. The 2015/16 underspend of £0.9 million
will be applied to the Capital reserve for ICT developments and the proceeds from sales of redundant
properties will be applied to the Capital Reserve and will be used to fund estate developments such as the
vehicle workshops.

2015-16 Budget 

The total budget for 2015-16 was:

Officer numbers

One of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s key aims has always been to protect front line officer numbers in
the face of ongoing budget reductions. If we look at the Gross Revenue Expenditure over the last ten years we
can see that police finances reached a peak in 2010-11 and have dropped dramatically since then. If we then
overlay the total number of officers and the total number of Constables we can see how the relative
proportion has changed over time.

          Budget area                                                                                                                  £m

          Constabulary                                                                                                                      124.0

          Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner                                                            1.2

          Victims’ Commissioning, Crime and Disorder Reduction 
          Grants and Police ICT Company funding                                                                     2.2

          Capital Financing                                                                                                              1.8

          Total                                                                                                                                   129.2
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Chart 1 – All police officers compared to constables (PCs) 

Officers refers to all police officers, including senior ranks. 

Constables refers to front line police constables and does not include senior ranks. 

Taking a starting point of 2006-07, this chart demonstrates the shift that has occurred since 2010-11 as budget
reductions came into effect. In the two years following 2010-11, officer and constable numbers dropped.
However, since 2012 numbers have remained stable. In addition, the relative proportion of constables (as
against all officers) has increased. This is the result of a thinning out of senior posts and focussing the budget
on maintaining front line constable numbers. 

National Comparison 

When we compare the position in Cambridgeshire to the position nationally, we can see that Cambridgeshire
has lost less officers compared to the national average since March 2012. 
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Chart 2 – National vs local officers

Overall crime levels 

According to the Crime Survey for England and Wales for the year ending December 2015, crime continues to
fall in terms of the estimated incidents of crime or people’s experiences of crime. The chart below shows how
the number of recorded crimes per 1000 households in Cambridgeshire has been slowly decreasing since
2007-08 (figures exclude fraud). This is despite the budget cuts that began to bite in 2010-11. In the last three
years, there has been a slow increase in recorded crime, reflecting national trends. This rise is largely owing to
improved crime recording by the police leading to a greater proportion of reports of crime being recorded. 
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The changes in recording practices have impacted on some crime types more than others. The chart below
shows trends in recorded crimes by type. This shows an increase in violent crimes being recorded from 
2013-14, particularly Violence without Injury, again reflecting national trends. Minor altercations between
individuals are now being recorded as crimes where, in the past, they may not have been.  

Chart 4 – Trends in Recorded Crimes by Type per 1000 Households

Source: Police Recorded Crime based on Cambridgeshire data submitted, rolling 12 month average at 
month six of financial year.
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Chart 3 – Trends in Overall Recorded Crime per 1000 Households

Source: Police Recorded Crime based on Cambridgeshire data submitted, rolling 12 month average at 
month six of financial year.
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Chart 5 – Satisfaction with the service received by victims of crime 

Source: CORA (Crime Overview Results & Analysis) – Victim User Experience

Satisfaction with the support received from the police by victims of crime is an important measure of how we
are performing. Satisfaction has slowly increased over the years and for the last three years has been over 85%.
Support for victims of crime has been transformed over the last year as the Victims’ Hub has established itself
as the central point for victim support. 

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) 

The Constabulary is continually inspected on different aspects of performance by the HMIC and given overall
gradings against three main criteria: Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy. These gradings are known as
PEEL assessments. The Constabulary’s overall ‘PEEL’ assessment, as published in February 2016 by Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) judged the Constabulary as follows:

5 Effective at keeping people safe and reducing crime =  ‘requires improvement’
5 Efficient at keeping people safe and reducing crime =  ‘good’
5 Legitimate at keeping people safe and reducing crime is =  ‘good’

Action plans are already in place to address the areas for improvement identified and implement the
recommendations made. 
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2 – Delivering the Commissioner’s pledges 
When Sir Graham Bright was elected Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire he produced a Police
and Crime Plan which included a number of personal pledges. These pledges arose from what the people told
him were the main concerns they had regarding crime and policing in the county. Below is a summary of some
of the activity undertaken to deliver these pledges. 

Visible and local policing

The public tell us they want to see more officers on the streets. They want greater police visibility. 

Despite the significant funding reduction, since 2012 police officer numbers have been maintained. The total
number of police officers in 2015-16 was 1,343 with 1,147 of these being local policing officer posts. These
officers are supported by an establishment of 825 police staff. 

Cambridgeshire Constabulary is one of the lowest costing police forces in the country with one of the highest
percentages of officers deployed operationally on the “frontline”. 

Our 150 Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) play an important role in local policing and we have
placed a new emphasis on the support they can provide in safeguarding victims of crime and responding to
reports of anti-social behaviour and domestic violence.  

Through collaborating with Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
also has access to additional officers if needed, providing resilience to cope with major incidents or high
demand. 

The implementation of mobile technology over the year has had a major impact in the way local police teams
work. It allows officers to send and receive real-time information while out and about, reducing the need to
return to a fixed base to complete paperwork and increasing the amount of time they can be visible in the
communities. 

Working in partnership and collaboration

Collaboration between Bedfordshire Police, Cambridgeshire Constabulary and Hertfordshire Constabulary is
delivering a significant contribution to the overall goal of the three forces to scale back office costs by up to 
£20 million each year from a baseline of £120 million. This Strategic Alliance enables the three forces to develop
plans to collaborate on a range of operational support and organisational support functions. The three are
already collaborating on a number of areas including Armed Policing, Procurement, the Professional Standards
Department and Roads Policing.

Not only does Cambridgeshire collaborate with Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire, we also work in partnership
with other forces, particularly with regard to serious and organised crime. Cambridgeshire is part of the Eastern
Region Special Operations Unit (ERSOU), set up to tackle the threat of organised crime across the six police
force areas of the Eastern Region and to provide specialist covert policing capability and law enforcement. 
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Largely unseen, this unit works to protect the people of Cambridgeshire from the threat of serious organised
criminal activity such as drugs, human trafficking and computer-enabled crime. 

The Constabulary is also working in partnership with the public, encouraging citizens to get involved in
policing and their communities through volunteering.  

Special Constables, Police Support Volunteers, Independent Custody Visitors and Community Volunteers in
the Victims’  Hub all contribute their time in different ways to protect and safeguard the people of
Cambridgeshire. See Appendix 1 for the Independent Custody Visitor Annual Report. 

In addition, there are various community watch schemes that do an excellent job at looking out for each
other and work in partnership with the police. Neighbourhood Watch continues to develop close 
community links and Speedwatch, which addresses the issue of speeding vehicles, has grown considerably
during the year. 

Outreach

Whilst the Police and Crime Commissioner attended many events himself, he was unable to attend
everything. During the year he appointed a second outreach worker to act as his “eyes and ears” on the
ground. The outreach workers spoke to the public in many forums, such as Parish Council meetings, at Police
Contact Points, through schools liaison and through a range of conferences and events. Outreach workers
also worked with local policing teams and with partner agencies to co-ordinate local activity and respond to
public demand. What they learned they were able to feedback directly to the Police and Crime Commissioner
to help shape future decision making. 

Victims’ Services 

2015-16 saw the first full year of the Victims’ Hub delivering support to the victims of crime. 

Launched in October 2014, the police-led Victims’ Hub is staffed by local people who understand local crime
trends and the local support services available. It ensures that people receive the right support in the right
place at the right time. It has received national recognition and its pioneering approach has been adopted by
other areas across the country. 

Constabulary staff carry out an Initial Victim Needs Assessment when they take a crime report and those
victims who need additional support to cope and recover are referred to the Hub. Victim Care Co-ordinators
within the Hub assess victims of crime (through a Detailed Victims’ Needs Assessment) to determine the level
of support they need and then help them in the most appropriate way, bringing in specialist services,
commissioned primarily by the Commissioner, as required. 

The Hub staff are also providing support to low and medium risk victims of domestic violence where an
Independent Domestic Violence Advocate (IDVA) isn’t assigned.

A number of additional services have also been put in place to cover identified gaps in services. This has
included Community Psychiatric Nurses (CPNs) to support those victims who appear to have significant
mental health problems, and specialist support for exploited migrant workers. 
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The bereaved families of those killed on the county’s roads in fatal road traffic collisions are being supported
by The Road Victims Trust, a charity that receives funds from the Commissioner. The work of the charity’s
volunteers not only saves officer time but professionalises the support offered to families in what are often
traumatic circumstances. 

In 2015-16, 7,586 victims were referred to the Hub for contact. Of these 5,734 were contacted (1,647 could not
be reached after three attempts). Of the 5,734 contacted 4,032 accepted support (1,702 said they did not
need any support). 

In addition, nearly 30,000 letters were sent to victims who had reported a crime, offering support if they
wanted it. The Victims’ Hub Community Volunteers received 185 referrals equating to around 2,800
volunteering hours.  

Victims of crime in Cambridgeshire can now request to meet their offender in a restorative justice conference.
The Constabulary has integrated the provision of restorative justice into the Victims’ Hub and is working
alongside partners from other agencies to develop a sustainable delivery model. The Restorative Justice team
have received over 100 referrals of which ten percent have progressed to a full conference.

Protecting the vulnerable – Safeguarding the most vulnerable has been at the core of policing in
Cambridgeshire. There is as much a focus on prevention as there is on supporting those that have become a
victim of crime. 

The volume of recorded domestic abuse has increased year on year. The rise in levels of recorded hate crime is
again an indication of more confident victims who can then be safeguarded. Child sexual exploitation and
human trafficking continue to be an issue for the county. 

Mental Health – The Commissioner has been the primary funder of three Community Psychiatric Nurses
who are based in the Force Control Room where 999 calls are handled. The nurses are part of Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough Foundation Trust (CPFT) Integrated Mental Health Team. They are able to offer expert
advice to 999 call takers and also speak to callers who have, or are dealing with someone who has, a mental
health issue. The Commissioner has continued to take a lead in pushing forward the agreement made by
partners under the Mental Health Crisis Care Concordat to ensure those in mental health crisis get the right
help, from the right service at the right time.

Child Sexual Exploitation – The Constabulary runs regular campaigns to raise awareness of this issue and
to target offenders to prevent exploitation taking place. Operation Makesafe was a campaign where officers
delivered letters and postcards to the public to raise awareness of the signs of Child Sexual Exploitation and
how to report concerns. Operation Erle culminated in the prosecution of ten men from Peterborough for the
trafficking of young girls for sex. Total sentences of over 100 years were given by the court. 

Educating young people, particularly girls, to be aware of such exploitation is an important strand of activity.
The Commissioner supported the “Chelsea’s Choice’ initiative through the community safety partnerships.
Chelsea’s Choice is a play designed to educate children about the dangers of sexual exploitation, based on a
true story of a girl who was groomed and forced into prostitution. 
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Modern day slavery – The Constabulary is committed to safeguarding people who are vulnerable to, or
already a victim of, modern day slavery and exploitation, and prosecuting those responsible using the
legislation available. The Constabulary continues to work with partner agencies on joint operations,
identifying potential victims through visits to homes where many migrant workers live. Victims are helped to
cope and recover from their experiences by a support worker funded by the Police and Crime Commissioner’s
Victims’ Service grant which is referred to in the Victims’ Hub section.

Youth Fund and Cadets

Youth Fund – The Youth Fund is to engage young people (up to the age of 18) in positive activities in their
community. Community Groups and charities have been able to apply for grants up to £2,000 for projects
related to activities that have the potential to divert young people at risk of offending. Since its launch, the
Youth Fund has awarded 41 grants totalling £61,000. 

Volunteer Police Cadets – Championed by the Police and Crime Commissioner, the Volunteer Police
Cadet scheme continued to grow in 2015-16. The Cadets are between 13 and 18 years old and undergo an
extensive training programme in which they learn about all aspects of modern policing. The scheme
encourages a spirit of adventure, good citizenship and inspires young people to participate positively in their
communities. At the end of March 2015-16 there were three schemes operating out of Peterborough, Soham
and Wisbech with units in development in Cambridge and Cambourne. 

The Cadets have accrued hundreds of hours of volunteering time in local communities, boosting their
personal confidence and, in many cases, helping them to improve their academic performance. 

Improve call handling 

At the heart of maintaining local police performance is the Constabulary’s relationship with the public.
Understanding the concerns and priorities of members of the community is essential if the police are to meet
the public’s needs and deliver a service people have confidence in. In addition to listening, officers and staff
need to be accessible and responsive to the public whether that be in person, by phone or online. 

Around 109,000 calls were received by the police 999 service with around 95% picked up within the 10
second target. The 101 service received around 348,000 calls with 94% picked up within the 30 second target.
Around 50% of calls are dealt with immediately. The other 50% need to be transferred to a secondary handler.
In order to avoid callers having to hang on waiting for calls to be answered a Queuebuster system was
installed allowing a call back facility. Average pick-up on secondary calls is under five minutes. 

Tackling anti-social behaviour, burglary and drugs misuse

Anti-Social Behaviour – In 2015-16, the Commissioner provided over £260,000 grants to Community
Safety Partnerships to tackle and reduce local fear of crime and ASB at a very local neighbourhood level. This
was part of his work to create safer, stronger communities by tackling crime and reducing victimisation. Their
activity includes preventative work with young people to reduce ASB, initiatives for families, working with the
vulnerable and supporting victims. 
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The ECINS system (Empowering Communities Inclusion and Neighbourhood Management System), which
was initially for ASB, brings together partners from across the county in a virtual world to share information,
saving time and money and ensuring there is a ‘whole agency’ approach to support victims. 

Burglary – Both the Commissioner and Chief Constable prioritise tackling domestic burglary and
supporting victims of this type of crime. This has resulted in high levels of satisfaction from the victims of
domestic burglary – 91.8% to the end of March 2016. 

The Commissioner contributed £50,000 towards supporting the Cambridgeshire Shrievalty Trust’s ‘Bobby
Scheme’.  This scheme provides a free service to vulnerable victims of burglary aged 60 or over who live in the
county, installing locks, bolts, peepholes, door chains and alarms, providing vital reassurance to victims of
burglary. 

Drugs and alcohol – In line with the Commissioner’s pledge to support work with partners to tackle drug
misuse, significant funds have been granted for programmes to enable partners to work together to deal with
drug-related issues. These activities include reducing the impact of drug-related offending, thus creating
fewer victims of crime and building more cohesive, safer and confident communities. 

Working in partnership with the Cambridgeshire Drugs and Alcohol Action Team (DAAT), there has been a co-
ordinated approach to tackling drugs issues. This has included targeting support at those that cause most
harm to themselves and others, preventing harm to children, young people and families affected by drug and
alcohol misuse. It also ensured effective treatment pathways are available to help people reintegrate into the
community and develop their full potential.

The overarching aim of the adult drug treatment service in Peterborough is to support clients with
problematic drug misuse into recovery, free from dependence. In doing so, the service contributes to tackling
crime and disorder (particularly that linked to drug misuse and prolific offenders on the Integrated Offender
Management scheme). 

In addition to local work, the Eastern Region Specialist Operations Unit plays an important role in tackling the
organised crime aspect of the drugs trade, targeting international drugs trafficking and distribution.
Although tackling drugs misuse remains important, there has been an increasing focus on the impact of
alcohol misuse. This has not just been seen in the criminal justice system but also in the NHS, public health
and social care system. We have worked closely with a range of partners to deal with the misuse of both drugs
and alcohol and its consequences.

Taking a preventative approach 

The Constabulary has continued to invest resources into the county-wide Integrated Offender Management
(IOM) Scheme. The scheme targets repeat offenders mainly around serious acquisitive crime such as house
burglary and vehicle-related crime. Offenders are usually responsible for multiple offences and often have
mental health and/ or substance misuse issues. There are usually 160-180 offenders on the scheme at any one
time. Integrated Offender Management continues to evolve and develop bringing on board new partners
and extending the criteria through which people are accepted onto the Scheme. This ensures the
Constabulary focuses on those who cause the most harm to the people of Cambridgeshire.
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3 – Transforming the service 
Tough decisions had to be made early on in order to meet the financial challenges required by government.
The scale of the reductions meant that large scale, transformational change was needed, not just small scale
minor efficiency savings.  

The cornerstone to this was creating a strong financial base from which the Commissioner and the Chief
Constable could operate. With a further £6.3 million of savings still to be found by the end of financial year
2019-20, the transformational work started needs to continue. A number of major change projects continued
to be delivered during 2015-16 as part of the long term transformation of policing in Cambridgeshire. 

Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Strategic Alliance 

There is extensive collaboration within the Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, and Hertfordshire Strategic Alliance
in a number of policing areas including Joint Protective Services. This unit consists of over 950 officers and
staff, the majority of which are in the Major Crime Unit, Armed Policing Unit and Roads Policing Unit. These are
specialised units that provide a considerable degree of resilience for operations within Cambridgeshire. 

Seven Force Eastern Region Collaboration

In October 2015, members of the Eastern Region Strategic Alliance formally agreed to the commencement 
of a Seven Force Strategic Collaboration Programme. The Programme intends to consider broader
collaboration between the seven Forces to deliver further efficiency and savings. The seven forces are
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent, Norfolk and Suffolk. 

Eastern Region – Eastern Region Special Operations Unit (ERSOU)

ERSOU is a collaborated unit that targets serious and organised crime across the region. The nature of
organised crime groups is that they operate across force boundaries and so require a cross-border response.
The unit’s assets are deployed anywhere within the region. 

The unit combines resources from across Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk and
Suffolk. Its aim is to identify, disrupt and dismantle Organised Crime Gangs impacting on the Eastern Region.
The unit comprises a number of highly specialised teams working closely together and has embedded
partners from other policing and enforcement bodies.

In addition, ERSOU represents the region on the national stage looking at serious and organised criminality.
Attending and feeding back from the various national forums in this highly specialised area of policing is a
significant part of the Eastern Region Special Operations management role.
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Counter Terrorism 

The Constabulary is able to draw on national, regional and local layers of resources to tackle the threat posed
by terrorism. Each region is served by a Counter Terrorism Unit.

The benefits of preventing people from becoming violent extremists are also well recognised and as part of
the collaboration arrangements with Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary there is a “Prevent”
team. They have an established referral process whereby anyone at risk of radicalisation can be referred for 
intervention and support. 

Technology 

In 2015-16, Cambridgeshire Constabulary continued its implementation of mobile technology to support a
culture of agile working. Supported by a £2 million grant from the Home Office Innovation Fund, there has
been a complete redesign of all force systems, processes and structures. This focuses on utilising technology
to release officers’ time, allowing them to spend more hours out in their communities and less time back at
base completing paperwork. Officers have been issued mobile devices that allow immediate sending and
receiving of real-time data, supported by a system that allows interrogation of multiple databases at the 
same time.  

This programme is being rolled out across Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire as part of our
collaboration work. It is one of the major change programmes underway aimed at improving service
efficiency and finding the millions of pounds necessary to balance the budget in the coming years. The scale
of this change cannot be underestimated as the Constabulary moves to a culture of increasingly agile and
flexible working.

Estates 

The adoption of mobile technology has had implications on the infrastructure requirements in terms of the
estate. The Commissioner is responsible for an estate worth around £35 million which costs around £4 million
a year to maintain. Agile working means officers are not tied to police buildings to complete paperwork. The
Commissioner has therefore continued, in consultation with the Chief Constable, the work of reviewing estate
requirements, maintaining those buildings that are required and selling or leasing those that are not. 

Computer Enabled Crime (Cybercrime)

The Constabulary continues to adapt to new and emerging crime types. Cybercrime is the most obvious
example of this in 2015-16. Across the region, forces and ERSOU are developing their capability to coordinate
a response at a regional and national level. In 2015, the Constabulary established its own Cybercrime team to
ensure it is able to prevent and respond to cybercrime victims, both individuals and businesses. The
Constabulary has been targeting Cambridgeshire businesses and residents who are most likely to become
victims of cybercrime and providing online safety advice. In March 2016 the Commissioner organised the
county’s first Cybercrime Conference for businesses. 
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APPENDIx 1

Highlights and achievements
from 2015-16
5 Improved the quality of information

gathered and how it is logged and
monitored, helping to raise
standards of custody in
Cambridgeshire.

5 Moved to a single administrative
panel to allow greater sharing of
best practice from across the county.

5 Hosted and organised an Eastern
Region Conference for more than 50
ICVs which explored the theme of
vulnerability and helped ICVs
identify enhanced questioning
opportunities.

5 Recruited four new ICVs, to provide a
wider range of visit times, bringing
the total number up to 22.

5 Cambridgeshire continues to
represent the Eastern Region on
ICVA’s Board helping to shape
national change and ensure
Cambridgeshire can respond 
quickly to it.

Recommendations for 2016-17
5 To work with colleagues in Bedfordshire and

Hertfordshire to ensure the schemes can
respond to the tri-force collaboration of
custody.

5 Design a digital tri-force visit report form to
enable sharing of information and make
identification of issues easier and more efficient.

5 Continue to recruit ICVs to broaden the skills
and experiences within the group.

Issues raised by ICVs and
subsequently resolved
5 Delays in detainees being seen by a

Healthcare Professional.
5 Requests from detainees like blankets

or exercise.
5 Qibla arrows missing or pointing in

the wrong direction.
5 Concerns that the cleaning regime is

not frequent enough or to a high
enough standard.

Independent Custody Visitors’ Scheme 2015-16
Independent Custody Visitors are members of the local community who make unannounced
visits to custody suites to check on the treatment of detainees. The scheme offers protections
and confidentially to detainees and reassurance to the wider community. The Police and
Crime Commissioner is responsible for co-ordinating and overseeing the scheme

More than 
100 hours 

spent in 
custody suites

445 detainees
were visited

124 visits were 
completed 

across the five 
custody suites
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APPENDIx 2 – Finance and Resourcing 2015-16
(outturn figures are draft and subject to
finalisation and audit)
The Police and Crime Commissioner was responsible for a budget £129.2 million for 2015-16 and this was
approved and endorsed by the Police and Crime Panel. To enable the budget to be balanced, savings and
efficiencies of £4.7 million were identified. At the end of the year, actual spending was £128.3 million, an
underspend of £0.9 million. This underspend has been allocated to a new IT renewal budget (part of the
Capital Reserve) to ensure that the necessary resources are available for the replacement of the Airwaves
Police communications system by the Emergency Services Network.

Capital expenditure on buildings, vehicles and information and communications technology amounted to
£4.3 million. This was financed by grant (£1.0 million), revenue contributions (£1.1 million), and capital
receipts/reserves (£2.2 million). 76.5 per cent of the budgeted capital programme was achieved.

Reserves: Total (useable) reserves at the 31st March 2016 are £28.8 million (£27.7 million at 31st March 2015).
Of this total, £19.9 million are earmarked for specific purposes, including the Budget Assistance reserve 
(£9.8 million) which is the only effective cash resource available to deal with funding pressures. Of the
remainder, the General Fund Balance, held as a working balance and general contingency, is £7.2 million
(about 5.5 per cent of the Net Budget Requirement for 2016-17).

The above budget for 2015-16 included an establishment of 1,343 police officers, 825 police staff and 
150 PCSOs.
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Grants
Police and Crime Reduction Grants

Until 2014 -15, the Home Office ring-fenced Community Safety Funding from which Crime and Disorder
Reduction Grants were distributed. For 2015-16 the community safety grants were again awarded from the
main police grant rather than from a ring-fenced Community Safety Fund.

During 2015-16, the Police and Crime Commissioner distributed Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants to the
following partners:

Partner                                                                                                                                                                 Award 2015-16
                                                                                                                                                                                  (£)
Cambridge City Community Safety Partnership                                                                 39,217
Fenland Community Safety Partnership                                                                               34,710
Huntingdon Community Safety Partnership                                                                       22,990
East Cambridgeshire Community Safety Partnership                                                        17,580
South Cambridgeshire Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnership                               15,777
Peterborough Substance Misuse (Drug Intervention Programme)                                166,050
Cambridgeshire Drug and Alcohol Action Team                                                                93,960
Safer Peterborough Partnership                                                                                             102,326
Safer Peterborough Partnership Pool (Crosskeys)                                                               30,013
Tackling Substance Misuse and Mental Health                                                                   35,000
Cambridgeshire Youth Offending Service                                                                           127,296
Peterborough Youth Offending Service                                                                               135,506
Integrated Offender Management                                                                                        38,909
Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements                                                                  50,000
Huntingdon Business Against Crime                                                                                    5,694
Countryside Watch                                                                                                                   12,337
Crimestoppers                                                                                                                           19,431
Cambridge Local Safeguarding Children Board                                                                  48,468
Peterborough Local Safeguarding Children Board                                                             37,773
Cambridge Safeguarding Adults Board                                                                                4,745
Peterborough Safeguarding Adults Board                                                                           4,745
Criminal Justice Board                                                                                                              23,725
ECINS – Empowering Communities                                                                                      75,600
Road Victims Trust                                                                                                                     41,000
Peterborough Neighbourhood Watch                                                                                 250
Speedwatch Equipment                                                                                                          4,800
Volunteer Police Cadet Schemes                                                                                           14,000
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Partner                                                                                                                                                          Allocation 2015-16
                                                                                                                                                                           (£)
Cambridgeshire Constabulary – Victims’ Hub                                                                             446,682

Shrievalty Trust                                                                                                                                  50,000

Migrant Support Worker                                                                                                                 16,961

Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) – Family Worker                                                             51,500

Cambridgeshire Independent Domestic Violence Advisor (IDVA)                                          40,000

Young People’s Independent Sexual Violence Advisor (ISVA) - Peterborough                     40,000

Young People’s Independent Sexual Violence Advisor (ISVA) - Cambridgeshire                  40,000

Mental Health Pathfinder Project                                                                                                  75,000

Cambridge City Council – Restorative Justice Panel                                                                 3,000

Ormiston Families Trust                                                                                                                   9,900

Embrace – Counselling for Young Victims of Crime                                                                  2,000

Embrace – Counselling                                                                                                                   6,500

Cambridge Rape Crisis                                                                                                                    3,000

Cambridge Rape Crisis – Adult Sexual Violence Counselling                                                  9,500

Centre 33                                                                                                                                            2,500

YMCA Cambridgeshire and Peterborough                                                                                  2,000

Family Action                                                                                                                                     500

Restorative Justice Co-ordinator (Constabulary)                                                                        10,000

Restorative Justice                                                                                                                            96,886

Restorative Solutions                                                                                                                       1,875

Cambridgeshire County Council – Research Team                                                                    2,196
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Victims’ Services 

Police and crime commissioners have been responsible for commissioning the majority of emotional and
practical support services for victims of crime locally since October 2014. Specific support services are
targeted at those most in need. 

In 2015/16 the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner received £0.9 million to:

5 build restorative justice capacity;
5 build capacity and capability of the wider voluntary, community and social enterprise victim service

providers in advance of local commissioning; and
5 to prepare for local commissioning. 

Grants for funding were made to the following partners in line with the Inter-agency Victim Strategy and
Commissioning Intentions:
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2016-17 and beyond

Looking ahead to 2016-17 the Police and Crime Commissioner has set a budget of £130.5 million. The Police
and Crime Commissioner has ensured all efficiencies are identified, performance is protected, and that reserve
levels are at an appropriate level to meet the needs of policing. He stated he would ensure value for money
policing with no extra burden on the council taxpayer. The Police and Crime Commissioner increased council
tax by 0.99% for 2016-17. Over a three year period, since November 2012 when the Commissioner took over
from the Police Authority, the increase in council tax has been lower than the change in the key national
indicators of the Consumer Price Index, the Retail Price Index and average weekly earnings. Savings of a
further £2.8 million have been identified to cover cost pressures and inflation. The Medium Financial Plan
identifies that further savings of £6.3 million may need to be found by the end of the financial year 2019-20;
both the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable are developing plans to tackle this.

In 2016/17 the Police and Crime commissioner will also be allocating:

5 £1.3 million in Crime and Disorder Reduction Grant to partners;
5 £1.0 million for the provision of local commissioned services for victims of crime, to include restorative 

justice services. 
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CONTACT US

Contact the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner:

Telephone: 
0300 333 3456

Online:
www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk

Email:
Cambs-pcc@cambs.pnn.police.uk

Follow us on Twitter: 
@PCCCambs

Write to:
Office of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner,
PO Box 688, Huntingdon, PE29 9LA

How to contact the police
In an emergency always call 999
When a life is in danger or a serious crime is being committed.

For all non-emergencies call 101
For calls not requiring immediate police attendance or any other enquiry.

Online www.cambs.police.uk
Visit the Cambridgeshire Constabulary website.

Follow us on :                                 @CambsCops eCops
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item No. 10

29 JUNE 2016 Public Report

 Report of Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner 

 Contact Officer – Dorothy Gregson
 Contact Details – cambs-pcc@cambs.pnn.police.uk 0300 333 3456

 DECISIONS BY CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER

1. PURPOSE 

1.1 This report is being presented to the Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”) to enable it to review 
or scrutinise decisions taken by the Police and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) under 
Section 28 of The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the “Act”).

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The Panel is recommended to indicate whether it would wish to further review and scrutinise the 
decisions taken by the Commissioner. In these circumstances further information would be 
provided for a future meeting. 

2.2 The Panel is asked to note the key decisions to be taken by the Commissioner during the 
forthcoming period.

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

3.1 Item 6 - To review or scrutinise decisions made, or other action taken, by the Commissioner in 
connection with the discharge of the Commissioner’s functions.

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 This report is presented to enable the Panel to carry out its functions as noted in paragraph 3. 
The Panel is required to review or scrutinise decisions made and required to support the effective 
exercise of the functions of the Commissioner.  

5. KEY ISSUES 

5.1 The decisions taken by the previous Commissioner and the new Commissioner which have been 
notified to the Panel is attached at Appendix 1. 

5.2 The relevant decision records are attached at Appendix 2.

5.3 If the Panel wishes to scrutinise these decisions, further details can be provided for the next 
meeting.
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6. IMPLICATIONS 

6.1 Subject to the Panel’s need for further information or scrutiny on any of the decisions, it may be 
required that further information is submitted to a future meeting of the Panel.

7. CONSULTATION

7.1 The decisions are in line with the direction set in the previous Commissioner’s Police and Crime 
Plan and the decisions made by the new Commissioner.  These decision records have been 
placed on the Commissioner’s website.

8. NEXT STEPS

8.1 The Panel members may request further information about the decisions detailed in Appendices 
1 and 2. 

8.2 Future decisions taken by the Commissioner will continue to be notified to the Panel. The Act 
introduced a number of statutory decisions to be taken by the Commissioner. Key decisions to    
be taken in the near future will include:

 Appointment of Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner

 Police and Crime Plan 

 Section 22A Agreements under the Police Act 1996 (as amended) 

 National Ballistics Intelligence Service 

 GPS tagging pilot

 Professional Standards Department  (update to existing Section 22A Agreement)

 Joint Protective Services (update to existing Section 22A Agreement)

 ACPO Criminal Records Office 

 National Vehicle Crime Intelligence Service 

8.3 These decisions will be taken against a challenging financial background, for the Commissioner 
and Cambridgeshire Constabulary, but also for key partners. All parties are faced with 
considering how the budget gaps can be bridged to make best use of available resources. 

9. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

9.1 Decisions records notified to the Panel.

10. APPENDICES

10.1 Appendix 1 - Decision records notified to the Panel.

Appendix 2 - Decision records and background papers
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Appendix 1

Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner’s Decision Records notified to the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel 

Date Decision Record Decision Decision Summary 

7th March 2016 CPCC 2016-012 Police and Crime Commissioner’s Youth 
Fund

To continue the provision of funding for the 
Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner’s Youth 
Fund, managed by the Cambridgeshire Community 
Foundation, in 2016/17.

17th March 2016 CPCC 2016-013 Sexual Assault Referral Centre Relocation To terminate the current lease at Rivergate, Peterborough 
and take a 15 year lease of a vacant Ward at 
Hinchingbrooke Hospital.    

30th March 2016 CPCC 2016-014 Police and Crime Plan 2013-16 – Variation 
– Appendix 1 Finances

To approve the decision to vary the Police and Crime Plan 
2013-16 in respect of ‘Appendix 1 – Finances’ which sets 
out the Police and Crime Commissioner’s budget and 
resourcing for the financial year 2016/17 and financial 
forecasts to 2019/20.

30th March 2016 CPCC 2016-015 S22A Agreement under the Police Act 
1996 (as amended) for the collaboration of 
the Information Management Department 
functions between Bedfordshire Police, 
Cambridgeshire Constabulary and 
Hertfordshire Constabulary

To sign the Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 
1996 (as amended) for Cambridgeshire Constabulary to 
share the Information Management Functions with 
Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary.

30th March 2016 CPCC 2016-016 S22A Agreement under the Police Act 
1996 (as amended) for the collaboration of 
the Criminal Justice and Custody functions 
between Bedfordshire Police, 
Cambridgeshire Constabulary and 
Hertfordshire Constabulary

To sign the Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 
1996 (as amended) for Cambridgeshire Constabulary to 
share the Criminal Justice and Custody functions with 
Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary.

30th March 2016 CPCC 2016-017 Capital Programme 2016/17 to 2019/20 To approve the Capital Programme for 2016/17 to 
2019/20.

28th April 2016 CPCC 2016-018 Histon Police Station To approve the grant of the lease of the first floor of Histon 
Police Station to Cambridgeshire & Peterborough NHS 
Foundation Trust.

12th May 2016 CPCC 2016-019 Cambridgeshire Constabulary Vehicle 
Workshop Decision to Opt to Tax 

To approve the decision to opt to tax the vehicle workshop 
at the Lakes Business Park, St Ives
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Appe ndix 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DECISION RECORDS AND  BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

 
 

Decision Notices  CPCC 2016 -0012 to CPCC 2016 - 019 
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Cambridgeshire 

Police & Crime 

Commissioner 
 
 
 
 

CAMBRID G ES HI RE POLICE    AND    CRIME    CO MMIS SI O N ER DECISIO N RECO R D -     CPCC    2016-012 

Subject Police    and   Crime    Commi s si o ne r  's    Youth     Fund 

Decision To continue the provision of funding for the Cambridgeshire  Police and Crime 

Commissioner's  Youth Fund,managed by the Cambridgeshire  Community 

Foundation, in 2016/17. 

Decision Summa ry The Police and Crime Commissioner's ("the Commissioner") Finance Sub-Group 

(FSG) meeting on the 24th February 2016 considered and approved a report 

proposing the intended Grant recipients for 16/17 for Community Safety Grants 

and V ictims Services Grants totalling £2.2m. 
 

 
 

The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner's Youth Fund was created to 

support work w ith young people to divert them away from a life of crime .This is 

one of the Commissioner's personalpledges, it is also part of work to continue to 

tackle cr ime and diso rder which  is Objective 3 with in the Police and Crime Plan. 

 

 
The grant of £40,000 has been raised through the sa le of unclaimed and 

recovered stolen property in accordance  with the Police Property Act 1997. 

 
Cambridgeshire Community Foundation will manage the fund and  assess 

potential applicants. Awards will be made in partnership  with the Commissioner, 

the Chief Constable and the Head of Strategic Partnerships and Commissioning. 

 
 
 

Contac t     O ffice r Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive 
 

Tel: 0300 333 3456 

Email: dorothy .gregson@camb s.j2nn .j2olice.uk 

Backgro u n d     Paper Cambridges hire Police and Crime Plan 2013 -16 

Finance Sub Group Minutes 24 02 2016 

htt12:L Lw ww .ca m bri d ge  shire-j2cc  .gov.ukLw orkL B CB 
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Sir   Graham   Bright,   Cambridgesh ire Police   and  Crime   Commission er  

I confirm that Ihave reached the above decision after consideration of the facts above . 

- ) ) 

 

 
 
 
 

 

/ I 

I Signatur e Date 

7/s I  2:JI6 
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NO T P RO TECTIVELY MA RKED 
 
 

 

Cambridgeshire 
Police & Crime 
Comm issioner 

 

 
 
 

FINANCE SUB-GROUP 

APPROVE D  MINUTES 

Date: 24 February 2016 
 

 
Time: 10:00 hours 

 
Location: OPCC Office at Police HQ 

 

Members: Brian Ashton 

Alan  Baldwin 

Niki Howard 

Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner 

Deputy Chief Constable 

Director of Finance & Resources 

 

In Attendance: Nancy Leversha Strategic Accountant 
 
 
 

1. Welcome  and Apologies 
 

The DPCC welcomed  everybody to the meeting. 
 

Apologies were received from Alec Wood, Chief Constable, Dorothy Gregson 

Chief Executive for the OPCC and Josie Gowler CFO for the OPCC. 
 

2. Actions arising from minutes  of meeting 27th January  2016 
 

The minutes were  agreed as correct and the DPCC signed them. 
 

3. Force Revenue Monitoring  report Month  9 2015/16 
 

It was clearly recognised the CTC figure is a budget surplus and that Cambs will 

spend this on road safety and casualty reduction. 

 

The forecast continues to be positive. NH informed the group that the WAN and 

Body Work Video will  appear on next month's report. 

The group requested that the surplus balance from 2015/16 be transferred to an 

ICT Capital Reserve for future expenditure for Emergency Services Network (ESN) 

and related Control Room changes. 

 

(i) The group noted the report. 
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NO T P RO TECTIVELY MA RKED 
 
 

4. Capital Programme  Monitoring  M9 

The  outturn   for the  year  is currently   projecte d   at 84%,  this  is  due  to the  delays 

in the  new vehic le   replaceme nt   contract  so there will   be a carry forward 

required. 
 

(i) The group  noted the  report. 
 

5. Capita l  P rogramme 2016/17 
 

NH informed the group that no Innovation Fund has been included as 

notifications from bids are not known yet. The ERP shown is the Cambs 

contribution which will be reduced by Innovation Fund amount if successful. The 

group   asked  for the  WAN   expenditure   to come  from   15/16  rather  than  16/17. 
 

Section   C awaits  any further   business   cases. 
 

 
{i} The group noted   the report. 

 
6. 2016/17 Grants 

 

The  paper  outlines  the  intended  Grant  recipients  for  16/17  for  Community  Safety 

Grants  and  Victims  Services  Grants  totalling   £2.2m.   The   group   approved   the 

recomme nda tions    for  allocations    of  grants. 

 
(i) The group noted  the report. 

 
7. Cash  Flow 

 

Nothing to  report,   the   pensions legal   case  has  been  paid out   and   we  await 

reimburse me nt   from  the Home  Office. 

(i) The group noted   the report. 
 

8. WAN Update 

The Director  of  Estates has met with  ICT regarding   the  number   of buildings they 

were making   provision for. The  number   include d   prisons   and courts.  The group 

agreed  to the  recomme ndation and  were  pleased  to note  the flexibility in  the 

contract  to ensure  that  buildings  that  are to be  dispose d   of  and  possibly other 

points   of service  in  related  public  buildings will be able  to be  exclude d  from  the 

cost. 

(i) The group noted  the report. 

(ii) Decision notice to be signed by the PCC. 
 

9. ESG Minutes   14th January  2016 

The  group   received  the minutes. 

(i) The group  noted  the minutes. 
 

10. AOB 

The  P CC wishes  to continue the Youth  Fund  for 16/17.  This  is  £40k  taken from 

the  P olice   P roperty  Act  Funds   that  is  administered by  Cambridgeshire 

Community Foundation. The  group   agreed  to this   fund   being   continued. 
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NO T P RO TECTIVELY MA RKED 
 

 
 
 

The DPCC asked that in light of the revision in the BCH Collaboration Budget 

presented at the BCH Strategic Alliance Summit  on 23 February that NH review 

the budget so the group can have clarity over the implications  in Cambs  MTFP. 

(i) Decision notice to be prepared for continuation of Youth Fund 16/17. 

(ii} Final MTFP to come to March FSG meeting prior to BCB. 

11. Date of ne xt me e ting 
 

Wednesday 30th  March 2016  at 10:00  hours, OPCC Cambourne. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Brian    Ashton 
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Police & Crime 
Comm issio ner 

 

 
 

CAMB R ID G ES HIR E POLIC E   AND  CRIME   COMMIS SION ER DECISIO N    RECOR D -   CPCC   2016-013 

Subje ct Sex ual Assa ul t   Re ferral  Ce ntre  Re locati on 

De cision To terminate the current lease at Rivergate/ Peterborough and take a 15 year lease of a 
 

vacant Ward at Hinchingbrooke  Hospital. 

De cision 

Summa ry 

The Police and Crime Commissioner/s  ("the Commissioner 
11   

Estates Sub-Group (ESG) 
) 

meeting on the lOth March 2016 considered and approved a report proposing to move the 

Sexual Assault  Referral Centre from its current location in Peterborough to a new location in 

Huntingdon. 

 

The current lease has a break option to terminate the lease on 25th September 2016 subject 

to forma l notice no later than 25th March 2016. 
 

The main heads of terms for the new lease are as follows: 

• Demise:Acer  Ward1  Hinchingbr ooke Hospital/ Hinchingbrooke  Park Road/ 

Huntingdon PE29 6NT 
 

• lessor:  Hinchingbrooke Health Care NHS Trust (HHCT) 
 

• lessee: Police & Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire ( PCC) 
 

• Use: Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) and uses ancillary thereto. 
 

• Term: 15 years 
 

• Break Clause: landlord & Tenant break in the lOth year (subject to 6 months notice) 

• Rent: £134J42.72  (half rent from 1st June to 25th September  2016) inclusive of 

building insurance/  utilities and business rates. Rent is to be shared with NHS 

partner. 

• Repairs & Maintenance: Tenant internal (non-structura iL landlord external 

The refurbishment  cost have been estimated  at £871 666 with costs being shared with  NHS 
1 

partner. 

 

 

Conta ct  Officer Dorothy   Gregson/ Chief   Executive  Tel: 0300   333  3456 

Email:dor oth .gregso n@ca m bs.j2nn   .j2o  lice.uk 

Backgro un d 

Papers 

Estates Sub Group dated 10th March 2016 

 
 
 

Sir Gra ha m Bright, Ca mbridgeshire  Police a nd Crime Commissione r 
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Iconfirm that Ihave reached_;A€ above 
1
decision after consideration of the facts above. 

/ 

 

Signa ture Da te 
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Title : Se xual Assault Re fe rral Centre Re location 

Pr e par ed for : Estate s Sub Gr oup 

Pr e par ed by: DCI Jon M cAdam & Dir e ctor of Estate s Colin Luscombe 

Se nior Re sponsible Office r: ACC M ar k Hopkins 

Date : 10th M ar ch 2016 
 
 

 
1. Introducti on 

 
1.1 The purpose of this paper is to provide a briefing to the Estates Sub Group regarding issues 

with future proofing our current Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) provision, and to 

outline a proposal to move the SARC from the current location in Peterborough to a new 

location in Huntingdon. 

 
1.2 Support and authority is sought from the Estates Sub Group to continue work to move the 

SARC provision for Cambridgeshire from Rivergate in Peterborough to Hinchingbrooke 

Hospital in Huntingdon. 
 
 
 

2 Background 

 
2.1 The SARC is currently  based at the Oasis Centre in Rivergate, Peterborough. The premises is  

leased through Local Health Providers within Peterborough on behalf of the National Health 

Service   {NHS). In order to meet the running costs for the SARC  provision  there  is  an 

agreement  between Cambridgeshire  Constabulary  and NHS  England that all running costs 

are split 50/50. 

 
2.2 The lease agreement for the current location has an end date in 2019. Although a healthcare 

setting, and with NHS England being a concerned party in the lease, the different makeup of 

the NHS factions means that NHS England do not own the physical lease to the building. The 

lease is in the process of being moved over to Cambridgeshire Community Services (CCS), 

who should be the lease holders in the next few weeks. 

 
2.3 W hen the SARC was first established the other half of the building was occupied by the 

integrated Contraception and Sexual Health Service (iCaSH). Both these services 

complemented each other's purpose and offered victims of serious sexual offences immediate 

and localised support. Over the last few years iCaSH have moved out to other premises 

within Peterborough that are not as locally based.  Since the departure of iCaSH this  half 

of the building has remained vacant. 

 
2.4 W ith the lease moving over to CCS, plans have been made to place MultiRSkeletal services 

into this building, with a proposed date of 151 April2016.  In order to complete this move there 

is a significant amount of building works to take place, which will require careful planning and 

liaison to ensure there is no adverse impact to the running of the SARC and ultimately anything 

that would impact on any victim of serious sexual assault attending the SARC. 

 
2.5 Early indications are that CCS have plans for the full building and would like to see the SARC 

moved out, either at the end of the contract term or (if possible) sooner.   Given the disparity 
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in services each will be providing, there is likely to be some conflict over joint provisions (such 

as parking). Management meetings are taking place to allay any of these issues, but given 

these meetings are having to take place identifies these may be real issues that have an 

impact on the service provided. 

 
2.6 Although the lease for the current SARC provision runs until2019, there is a break clause that 

enables this to be terminated early, at no additional cost, should the need arise. This break 

clause requires six months' notice of the intention to leave the premises, with notice having to 

be given on 25th March 2016 with a view to leaving the premises on 251 
h September 2016. If 

the break clause is not utilised then the full term of the lease contract has to be seen through. 

 
2.7 In  anticipation   of  the   2019   lease  expir y   date,  a    w or king    gr oup    was    for med     by    the    SARC 

Str ategic  Par tner ship  Boar d  ( SSPB)  to  scope   other   options  for   the   SAR C  to    be  r e located  to    in 

the  futur e.  G iven  the  build ing  r equir ements  for  any   SARC   facility,   it   is   anticipated   any   move 

would  need  some  months  r un  in  time  to  a llow  the  build ing   w or ks   to   be   completed   and  ensur e 

limited  d isr uption  to  th is  vita l  ser vice.  Significant   wor k   was   car r ied  out   by  th is   wor king    gr oup, 

with      a     number     of     Police,     NH S         and          pr ivate          pr emises         consider ed          ( including 

O r tonANer r ington/Br etton   Police   stations,   O tter   Retr eat   in    Peter bor ough,    Huntingdon    Police 

station  Annex  and  the   O aktr ee    centr e   in    Huntingdon) .   Following    th is   seeping   exer cise   a ll   of  

the  pr oper ties  wer e   r u led   out  as   being  suitable  as  they  w er e   e ither   too  small   or   too   expensive. 

W ith  time  having  moved  on  the  status  of  a  number  of  these   pr oper ties   have   a lso  changed  and 

none   ar e   deemed    suitable. 

 
2.8 Following the findings of the SSPB working group it was decided that work should carry on to 

identify a suitable relocation premises, however it was more likely that this would be ahead of 

the contract end date in 2019, as opposed to the break clause date. It was at this point a 

property has been identified at the Acer W ard situated within the grounds of Hinchingbrooke 

Hospital in Huntingdon. 
 

 
 

3.0 Proposed   Location 
 

3.1 The proposed relocation of the SARC is to ACER W ard within Hinchingbrooke Hospital, 

Huntingdon. This is a stand-alone ground floor building to the front of the Hospital with only a 

single linking corridor leading to the main hospital as it stands. 

 
3.2 This location is double the floor space of the existing SARC. As a stand-alone building it is 

proposed that the whole premises is taken over as a new SARC facility, however this is to be 

an enhanced version of the current SARC with collocated services of Sexual  Assault 

Referral Services, Police, Rape Crisis and  Independent  Sexual  Violence Advocates.  This 

will ensure a single victim centred location where they can attend and be supported throughout 

regardless of whether this is to be a criminal allegation or self-referral for support and advice. 

 
3.3 W ith the improved layout this location offers there is opportunity to locate all of the described 

personnel, whilst additionally providing improved bespoke services to victims of serious sexual 

offences. Currently all victims are dealt with through the same medical room settings, with no 

separate provisions for children or young persons. W ithin the new location there is opportunity 

to completely separate these facilities to allow a spur for adult victim care and examination 

and a separate spur for child and young person victim care and examination. This will move 

the  SARC  from  being a victim  focussed  centre to  one of excellence enabling  the  most 
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appropriate and best setting for victims who have been subjected to a horrendous ordeal and 

ensure their recovery can start straight away. 

 
3.4 In addition to separate locations within the SARC for victims, dependant on their age group, 

there is also opportunity to develop one of the proposed adult forensic examination rooms into 

a facility for disabled victims. This is not a facility that currently exists within the SARC location 

and will  be a significant improvement to service. 

 
3.5 The layout of this  premises allows for the police Rape Investigation Team to be moved and 

collocated within the SARC premises.  Although sharing the premises the layout enables a full 

separate spur to be allocated for the police.  This will see the investigation team located with 

all the support services that will join up their responses to the victim,  whilst  keeping a sterile 

corridor where needed for cases that are self-referred and not wanting any police involvement. 

Whilst  improving  communication  this will  also  improve  efficiencies  where  current duplication 

exists  between services and agencies due to them not being able to directly liaise and agree 

how individual cases will be managed. 

 
3.6 It is necessary for the location of the SARC  to have good transport links and infrastructure. 

This site is central to the County and has good access from the main arterial routes and public 

transport (train and bus). 
 

 
3.7 Due to the services the SARC provides it is not wholly acceptable to place the SARC within 

any identifiable  police  premises.  The SARC is predominantly a healthcare environment and 

it is important the victim's health and wellbeing remains the priority at all times. Through 

relocation to this site the previous ready access to services such as iCaSH is improved, with 

sexual health services located within  Hinchingbrooke  Hospital.  This means victims remain in 

a familiar setting when attending these other services and referral pathways for these services 

can be improved with  immediate  liaison and communication   on site where necessary. 

 
3.8 It is a known fact that allegations of Serious Sexual Assaults are increasing, with the impact 

also being on the SARC. From 2014 to 2015 the SARC saw an increase of adults accessing 

the services rise by 44%. There is also a rise being realised from child and young person's 

requiring attendance and examination at the SARC, as healthcare referral pathways for such 

examinations are now all to be sent to the SARC facility. The increased SARC premises that 

this location offers means there is opportunity to grow the  services within the SARC should 

the need arise to meet this growing demand. 

 
3.9 The SARC  is  pivotal  in starting the victim recovery from horrendous offences  against  the 

person and with this proposed facility there is opportunity to considerably enhance this service 

and aid this recovery in an improved provision. 

 
3.10 The  ACER   Ward  is  currently unoccupied  and  discussions  with  Hinchingbrooke Hospital 

estates  management  have shown  a willingness  to support the SARC facility  moving to this 

premises.   This would  mean any move to utilise this space could be taken up straight away, 

and  although tight timeframes, could see the  move  of SARC  location by utilising the break 

clause. 
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4.0 Re location   Conside rations 

 
4.1 Due to the lease expiry date being 2019, and the realistic timeline for identifying a newfacility, 

commissioning the works, and allowing the works to take place being about a year, there is a 

need to consider seeping a new location in the coming twelve to eighteen months. Where 

timescales become narrower then there is danger that a new location is selected on availability 

as opposed to it being an ideal location. At this time there is opportunity to move into an 

enhanced premises without being forced to make do, and to a premises identified as vacant 

and readily available.  This will enable a new SARC location to be set up and established. 

 
4.2 There is a need to establish and maintain a victim focussed centre for support to victims in 

a  suitable  location  for  them to  start  their  recovery.  Although  the current  SARC facilitates 

this,  with the impending conclusion of the lease this may not  be an option moving forward 

and any option to enhance this service and the environment  of the SARC needs to be seized. 
 

 
4.3 Through identifying a new location nowand moving at this time will ensure the SARC provision 

is   protected, providing longevity of this vital  service.  The  Peterborough  SARC was  the 

first and   only SARC within Cambridgeshire and has served excellently as this facility. The 

statutory requirement coupled with the clear benefits of the facility demonstrate that this is a 

necessity to   retain.  Any  option  to  keep  and  improve  this  service  must  be  explored  and 

implemented wherever  possible. 

 
4.4 The provisions for servicing the SARC are currently undergoing change. Current practice is 

that staff are employees of Cambridgeshire Constabulary, with the SARC manager being 

employed by the Local Authority. The whole SARC service provision has been subject to a 

tendering process and as of 1st April2016 all staff and services will be provided by an external 

provider (Mountain Healthcare). Contract finalisations are being made over the next few 

months and it is important that any move of premises is factored into this to ensure no 

significant additional financial burden. Given there will be a requirement to move premises in 

the near future it makes sense to negotiate these terms now ahead of any new service 

provision start date. 

 
4.5 Current plans to place multi-skeletal services into the other half of the building next to the 

existing SARC means there will be two distinctive services  running from the same premises 

that are completely separate to each other. Early indications are that there will be some 

conflict as boundaries are established between the two services and how they will maintain 

their daily business. Although both services involve working professionals there will be 

inevitable problems as the multi-skeletal services will be situated at the front of the building 

and as such will need to direct people to the correct SARC location. This is as the front of the 

building has the image of being the main entrance to the whole  building. 
 
 
 

5.0 Costings 
 

5.1 An independent consultant has been commissioned to scope the requirements for the 

proposed new SARC location. Initial castings identified costs of £1,133,938. Further 

consultation has been held with the consultant and a number of amendments made to items 

that had been accounted for. This has identified savings and a revised version of castings 

has now been produced, with costs now being estimated at £871,662 (it should be noted that 

this is believed to be the maximum costs expected and further savings are anticipated if a full 

survey is commissioned). 
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5.2 Current budget within the SARC provision has an excess of approximately £250,000, which is 

to be utilised in its entirety for the capital costs of any relocation building work. Taking this 

from the current costing figure and then splitting the remaining castings 60/50 between the 

Police and NHS England (as per current arrangements) means each organisation needs to 

commit to allocation of funds for capital costs of £310,831. 

 
5.3 Current rent for the SARC location is £90,000. This is split between the police and NHS 

England, meaning each organisation pays £45,000 a year. 

 
5.4 The   r ent   for   the    pr oposed   new   SAR C   location     is      £134,743.      This      split      between      both 

or ganisations   means   each   or ganisation   pays£   67,371.50    a   year .    Although    ther e   is   an   uplift 

for   each   or ganisation  of  £22,371.50   a   year   ( p lus   additional  cleaning   costs   of    £16,056  to    be 

split  equally) ,  the  pr emises  and  location  benefits  outweigh  th is.  In   addition   to   the   benefits   to 

develop  the  SAR C  facility  the  added  benefit  o f  th is  uplift  in  r ent  is  th is  incor por ates  a   w hole 

build ing  pr emises,  w hich  will  not  be  shar ed  and  is  in  contr o l   of   the   SARC   management   as 

opposed  to  o ther  th ir d  par ties  who  can  factor   in   other  ser vices,  as  is  the  case   in   the   cur r ent 

SAR C   facility.     A  financia l   summar y     is  shown   below  w ith   the   fu ll  spr eadshe et    attache d : 

 
Possible additional  expenditure for  new accommodation:  

  NHS/Police 

 Total 

costs 

50:50  split 

Additional  rental cost of Acer W ard £44,743 £22,372 

Increased  cost for cleaning £16,056 £8,028 

TOTAL  ADDITIONAL    COSTS £60,799 £30,400 

   
Project cost for set up of Acer circa:  £871,662 £435,831 

    
Carry forward  from  SARC 15/16 budget £250,000 £125,000 

   
Net balance £621,662 £310,831 

 

5.5 This lease will be classified as an "Operating Lease" in the Financial Accounts and as such 
the refurbishment works will be revenue expenditure  (cannot be classified as capital}. 

 

 
5.6 In addition to this minor uplift in current servfce costs, the move of the Rape Investigation 

Team (RIT) from existing police premises needs to be taken into account, as this will realise 

further savings and assist the current police property review plans (the RIT are currently based 

at Copse Court and Parkside Police station). 

 
5.7 The Health & Justice Commissioning Manager has confirmed NHS  approval  in  the 

following e-mail of 2nd   March 2016: 
 

D e ar J on, 

I  am  pleased   to confirm   that  NHS  England   has  supported    the  proposal   to mov e the  Cambridgeshire 

SARC to Hinchingbrook e Hospital. 

Please note that the f ollowing  conditions need to be agreed f or the f unding  to be dev olv ed: 
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h 

1. Cambridgeshire  Constabulary must lead the relev ant consultations  regarding  the proposed 

mov e. 

2. Cambridgeshire Constabulary will lead the project, NHS England will attend the relev ant 

meetings as required. 

3.  The amount to be dev olv ed f or the project  is £310,831. lf there is any underspend  on this 

budget then this will be returned  to NHS England. 

4. If f or any reason the proposed  mov e does not proceed  the f unding  must be returned in f ull  to 

NH S E ngland. 

5. Thef ull  amount must be inv oiced by 20th March to enable payment  bef ore the end of the 

f inancial year. 

If the conditions are agreeable then please conf irm that NHS England will receiv e an inv oice v ia the 

usual route to enable this project  to progress. 

 
 
6.0 Le ase Terms 

 

 
6.1 The following Heads of Terms have been agreed with Hinchingbrooke Health Care Trust: 

 

 
Demise: AcerW ard, Hinchingbrooke  Hospital, Hinchingbrooke  Park Road, Huntingdon  PE29 6NT 

Lessor: Hinchingbrooke  Health Care NHS Trust (HHCT) 

Lessee: Police & Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire  (PCC) 

Use: Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) and uses ancillary thereto. 

Indicative  Floor Area: 830m 2 

Term:  15 years 

Break Clause: Landlord & Tenant   break in the 101   year (subject to 6 months notice) 

Lift & Shift: HHCT may relocate the SARC to an agreed specification within HHCT's   campus expansion 

plans 

Rent: £134,742.72   (half rent from  1'1 June  to 251 
hSeptember  2016) 

Rent review:  annual review   to CPI or annual  castings basis (as per current  rent assessment) 

Buildings Insurance: Inclusive 

Repairs  &  Maintenance:  Tenant  internal  (non-structural),   landlord  external 

Utilities:   Inclusive 

Business Rates: Inclusive 

Cleaning:  Tenant  responsibility 

W aste: landlord but recharges (same as current  SARC) 
 
 
 

7.1 C onclusion 
 

 
7.2 Ther e  is   a   statutor y  r equir ement   and  need  for   a   SARC ,  and  th is  w ill  continue  to  be  necessar y  in 

the  futur e.  Due  to  the  natur e  of  the  w or k  car r ied   out   in  the    SARC  it   is  not  a  suitable   option to 

consider  th is  as   par t  of  any  existing  police  pr emises   and  as  such  th is  needs  to  be  r etained as  a 

separ ate  location,   pr efer ably   in   a   healthcar e     setting,    to    ensur e    a    victim   focused    ser vice  

that a ids   r ecover y  fr om   Ser ious   Sexual  Assault   fr om   the   outset. 

 
7.3 In order to fully explore the feasibility of any requirement and opportunity to change locations 

of the SARC, a working group has been established; chaired by DCI Jon McAdam, with 

members at this time being Colin Luscombe (Office of PCC Director of Estates), Mark Hotchkin 

(Head of Estates}, Trish Harding (Head of Business Support}, Rachel Matheson (SARC 

Manager),  and 01 Leigh Allman (Rape Investigation  Team Manager).   The group will review 
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tender specification and returns to ensure all costs are necessary and affordable and this will 

be a pre-requisite to contract approval. 

 
7.4 Although  ther e  ar e  options  to  r emain   in   the  cur r ent  location  to   see   the   end   of   the   lease    out, 

ther e  is  a  clear  oppor tunity  to  develop  and  move  to  an  impr oved  location  that  can  have   a 

significantly   longer   lease   per iod   and   secur e   the   fu tur e   of   the   facility,   whilst    upgr ading   the 

SAR C   to  become   a  centr e   of  excellence   for   victims   of  Ser ious   Sexual  Assaults. 

 
7.5 The   pr oposed   new  pr emises  is   of   significant  impr ovement   to    the   cur r ent   SARC    facility,    and 

with   it  being  vacant   and  r eadily  available  ther e   is  a    need to   consider  the   move  to  th is   location 

at  th is  time.     Ther e   is a lso   significant   added   benefit   of  collocation   of  ser vices. 
 
 
 

8.0 Recommendations 
 

8.1 It is recommended that the contents of this report are noted and that plans are progressed to 

develop a new SARC at Acer W ard within Hinchingbrooke  Hospital in Huntingdon. 

 
8.2 That the Estates Sub Group supports a Decision Notice to terminate the current lease and 

enter into a 15 year lease at £134,742.72 for the former AcerW ard at Hinchingbrooke Hospital. 
 

 
8.3 That the Estates Sub Group supports the refurbishment of the building at a cost to the Police 

of£310,831. 
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER   DECISION  RECORD-  CPCC 2016-014 

Subje ct Police a nd Crime  Plan 2013-16- Va ria tion- Appe ndix  1 Finance s 

De cision To approve the decision to vary the Police and Crime Plan 2013-16 in respect of 

'Appendix 1- Finances' which sets out the Police and Crime Commissioner's 

budget and resourcing for the financial year 2016/17 and financial forecasts to 

2019/20. 

De cision   Summary The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner's Business Coordination 

Board meeting on the 25th February 2016 discussed the proposal to vary the 

Police and Crime Commissioner's ("the Commissioner") Police and Crime Plan 

2013-16 ("the Plan")  in respect of 'Appendix 1- Finances'. 
 

Under Section 5 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 ("the 

Act") the Commissioner  before issuing or varying a Plan must: 
 

 
• send the draft variation to the Police and Crime  Panel ("the Panel"); 

• have regard to any report or recommendations   made by the Panel in 

relation to the variation; 

• give the Panel a response to any such report or recommendations;  and 

• publish any such response. 
 

 
The Commissioner sent the draft variation to the Plan to the Panel and presented 

these to the Panel at its meeting on the 16th March 2016. 
 

The Panel reviewed the draft variation to the Plan and endorsed the variation. 

The Panel produced a report on their recommendation to endorse the variation 

to the Plan and this is published on their website  at 
 

http ://democracy.peterborough.g ov.u k/ielistDocuments.aspx?Cid=543 &Mid=3 

476&Ver=4 
 

Under Section 5 of the Act/ the Commissioner must have regard to any report or 

recommendations made by the Panel in relation to the draft variations and give 

the Panel a response to any such report or recommendations. The Commissioner 

sent the report to Panel accepting their recommendation and this is available on 

his website  at http://www.cam brid geshire -pcc.gov.uk . 
 

The Commission er  will  publish the Plan whic h includes the variation endorsed 

by the Panel on his website  at: http://www.ca mbridgeshire -pcc.gov.uk 
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Contact  Officer Dorothy   Gregson, Chief  Executive 
 

Tel: 0300 333 3456 

Email:  dorothy:.gregso n@cambs.  nn. olice.uk 

Background Paper  'Police and Crime Plan Variation',  Report of the Police and Crime Commissioner 

to the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel on 16th March 2016 
 

 
htt:L[democracy:.eterborough .gov.ukfielistDocument   s.as x?Cid=543&Mid=3 

 476&Ver =4 

 

 

 

Sir   Graham Bright,   Cambridgeshire Police   and   Crime   Commission er 
 
 

Iconfirm that I have reached the above decision after co nsideration of the facts above. 

/q-7 

Signature (/ / Date / 1!!otC 

f ) J J
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Conta ct  Officer Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive 
 

Tel :0300 333 3456 

Email :dorothy   .gregson @>cam b  s.Qnn .Qolice.uk 

Backgr o un d Bedfordshire, Camb  ridgeshir  e  and Hertfordshi re Inform ati on Manag em ent 
 

Pa pe rs Department functions Section 22A Agreement-  Business Coordination Board 30th 

March  2016. 

  
 

 

Cambridgeshire 
Police & Crime 
Comm issio ner 

 

 
 

CAMB R ID G ES HIR E POLIC E   AND  CRIME   COMMISSIO N E R DECISIO N    REC OR D -   CPCC   2016-015  

Subje ct S22A Agree ment unde r the Police Act 1996 (as a me nde d)  for  the  colla bora tion  of 

the  Informa tion  Ma na ge me nt  De pa rtme nt  functions  be tw ee n   Be dfordshire 

Police ,  Ca mbridge shire   Consta bula ry   a nd  He rtfordshire    Consta bula ry 

De cision To  sign the Section  22A Agreement under the  Police Act 1996 (as amended)  for 

Cambridgesh ire Constabulary to share the Information  Management  Functions with 

Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire  Constabulary. 

De cision   Summary The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner's Business Coordination Board 

meeting on the 30th March 2016 discussed and agreed the proposa l for 

Cambridgeshire Constabulary to share the Information Management Department 

function with Bedfordshire Po lice and Hertfordshire Constabu lary based on the 

information set out in the Board paper by enter ing into a Section 22A Agreement 

("the Agreement") under the Police Act (as amended) to effect the collaborative 

arrangements  for the purpose of providing efficient  and effective policing. 

 
A Business Case has been prepared in line with the Five Case Treasury Model with 

externa l Assurance Reviews conducted to ensure value for money and effective 

management of risk. Engagement has been conducted and external Consultancy 

support utilised in certain instances to ensure rigour and  robustness.  Equality 

Impact Assessments have been conducted for all the business cases. The Alliance 

Summit has been involved in every stage of the development of the business case 

and has provided robust scrutiny in their development. This has been both through 

the Summit meetings themselves and also in monthly Engagement Sessions which 

have been held with PCCs and their teams. 

 
The Business Case for collaboration of Information Management (IM) functions was 

approved at the Strategic Alliance Summit  on approved on 13th October 2015. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

httQ :LLwww .cambridgeshire-Qcc.gov .ukLworkLBCB 
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Sir Graham Bright, Cambridgeshire  Police and Crime Commissioner 

Iconfir m that I have reached the above decision after consideration of the facts above. 

//  /) 
Signature / ;/ / Date 

5J 
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To: Bus ines s Coordination Board 
 

 
 

From: Chief Executive 
 

 
 

Date: 25 February 2016 
 
 
 

SECTION 22A COLLABORATION AGREEMENT FOR INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

1 .  Purpose 
 

 
1.1 The purpos e of this report is to pres ent to the Bus ines s Co-ordination Board (“the 

Board”) the Section 22A Collaboration Agreement under the Police Act 1996 (as 
amended) (“the S22A Agreement”) for the Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) Department for the s ix corporations s ole (the Chief Cons tables of 
Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire and  Hertfords hire  and  the  Police  and  Crime 
Commiss ioners for Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire and Hertfords hire)  that  have 
formed  a Strategic Policing Alliance (“the Alliance”). 

 
1.2 The  report  s hows where  and  how due cons ideration has  been given to key public 

s ector principles and objectives to ens ure informed and trans parent decis ions have 
been made to enable the Section 22A Agreement in line with s tatutory functions . 

 
2 .  Recommendation 

 
2.1 The Board is recommended  to note that the bus ines s case for ICT Department and 

ass ociated functions and s ervices was cons idered and the S22A Agreement s igned by 
the s ix corporations s ole at the Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire & Hertfords hire  
Alliance Summit on the 28th January 2016. 
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2.2 It is in the public interes t that a Decis ion Notice is s igned by the Police and Crime 
Commiss ioner (“the Commiss ioner”) to enable trans parency, accountability and 
s crutiny of how the decis ion to s ign the S22A Agreement was arrived at. 

 
3 .  Backgro und 

 

 

3.1 Sections 22A and 23 Police Act 1996 (as amended) (“The Act”) enable the Chief 
Officers of one or more police forces and two or more policing bodies to make an 
Agreement relating to: 

 
 the discharge of functions of the members of the Chief Officer’s forces 

(“force collaboration provision”) and for such other provision as shall be 
referred to in this agreement.  “Functions” comprise all and any of the 
powers and duties of police forces, and/or 

 the provision about support by a policing body for the police force which 
another policing body is responsible for maintaining (“policing body and 
force collaboration provision”).  “Support” includes the provision of 
premises, equipment, staff, services and facilities. 

Provided that: 

 the Chief Officers think that such an agreement is in the interests of the 
efficiency or effectiveness of one or more police forces, and 

 the policing bodies think that the agreement is in the interests of the 
efficiency and effectiveness of one of or more policing bodies or police 
forces. 

 

 

3.2 Through the Police Reform and Social  Res pons ibility  Act  2011 (Section 89)  the 
pres umption is now in favour of collaboration, i.e. joint working s hould be taken 
forward where in the opinion of chief officers or policing body collaboration delivers 
greater efficiency or effectivenes s . 

 
3.3 The Alliance has already collaborated a number of operational (e.g. Joint Protective 

Services  functions ),  operational  s upport  (e.g.  Local  Criminal  Jus tice  Board 
adminis tration) and organis ational s upport (e.g. Profes s ional  Standards , 
Procurement) functions .  In  December  2013  they  s igned  a  ‘Memorandum  of 
Unders tanding’ to fos ter further organis ational and operational s upport s ervice 
collaboration where greater efficiency and effectivenes s is s upported. To date s even 
bus ines s cas es have been agreed (i.e. Firearms Licens ing, Human Res ources , Public 
Contact, Criminal Jus tice, Cus tody, ICT and Information Management) in addition to 
progres s ing a number of joint enabling initiatives (i.e. the Athena policing s ys tem and 
a s ingle Human Res ources and Finance s ys tem). 

 
3.4 Bus ines s Cas es have been prepared in line with the Five Cas e Treas ury Model with 

external Ass urance Reviews (i.e. Gateway Reviews ) conducted to ens ure value for 
money and effective management of ris k. Engagement has been conducted and 
external  cons ultancy  s upport  utilis ed  in  certain  ins tances  to  ens ure  rigour  and 
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robus tnes s . Equality Impact Ass essments have been conducted for all the bus ines s 
cas es . The Alliance Summit has been involved in every s tage of the development of 
the bus ines s cas e and has provided robus t s crutiny in their development. This has 
been both through the Summit meetings thems elves and als o in monthly 
Engagement Ses s ions which have been held with Police and Crime Commiss ioners 
and their teams . In addition Office of the Police and Crime Commis s ioner (OPCC) 
Chaired governance boards have been es tablis hed for Joint Protective Services , 
Operational Support and Organis ational Support to provide more detailed s crutiny. 

 
3.5 The Board is as ked to note that Hertfords hire Cons tabulary Leg al Services , acting on 

behalf of the s ix Corporations Sole, have led on the drafting of each individual 
agreement with s upport for the Change Portfolio Office. 

 
 

4 .  Information and Communication Technology 
 

4.1 The Outline Bus ines s Cas e (OBC) for collaboration of ICT functions was approved at 
the Strategic Alliance Summit on 14th Augus t 2014 with the Full Bus ines s Cas e (FBC) 
approved on 13th October 2015. Since the approval of the OBC the ICT Department 
has been operating  under  a  s ingle  Head  of  ICT  to  ens ure  convergence  of 
infras tructure and applications . Prior to this point ICT s ervices and functions were 
already fully collaborated between Bedfords hire and Hertfords hire. 

 

 

4.2 Overall, the purpos e for creating a three force s ingle ICT Department is to provide: 
 

1) A cons is tent approach to ICT s ervice delivery enabling day-to-day delivery of 

policing s ervices ; 

2) A  converged  infras tructure  which  brings  s tandardis ation  and  cons is tency  to 
s ervice us ers , regardles s of whether they work in a collaborated or local 
function; 

 

3) Better cos t control and contract management; 
 

4) Delivery of  enabling  s olutions (e.g. Athena, Mobilis ation, etc.) to s tandardis e, 
s implify,  s elf-s erve,  automate  and  mobilis e  value-adding  operational   and 
bus ines s proces s es ; 

 

5) Cos t s avings – The above approach has already delivered £0.626m of s avings in 
2014/2015. It is expected to yield further cos t s avings of about £4.0m over the 
next 3 years , a total of approximately £4.6m. Thes e will ultimately come from 
infras tructure convergence, application convergence and reduction in s taff cos t: 

 

a. Summary of  s avings  already  identified -  From  the  work  done  s o far, 

£0.626m have already been deducted from the current budget whils t the 
majority of the remaining s avings will be achieved over the coming years . 
The break down of the identified s avings are s tated below: 

 

 Non Payroll s avings 

FY 14/15 - £0.626m 

FY 15/16 - £0.92m (Mos tly Telecoms ) 
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FY16/17 –  £0.385m 
 

• Application Convergence- (Small Sys tems , Mobile HCL, 
As s ys t, NIMS)– £0.227m 

 

• Infras tructure  convergence  – (CITRIX, 3 Cards , Voice 
Recording etc.) - £0.158m 

 

FY17/18  – Circa £1m 
 

• Application Convergence (including Athena)- £0.1m 
 

• Infras tructure Convergence – £0.9m 
 

 Payroll s avings : 
 

FY 16/17 – Circa £1.507m 
 

• Staff annual s avings are es timated to be circa £1.507m. 
 
 

4.3 The programme will deliver the propos ed s avings and improved levels of s ervice 
delivery through s everal means which are detailed in this FBC. The high level 
enablers that will lead to the achievement of thes e goals are: 

 

 A s ingle Senior Management Team; 
 

 Merging of functions into joint units to deliver economies of s cale; 
 

 Application convergence; 
 

 Infras tructure convergence; 
 

 Contract renegotiations ; 
 

 Res tructuring – Savings from s taff cos ts .  
 
 

4.4 The ‘To Be’ s tate will build on the s trengths of the current approaches and s tructures 
in the two current departments . 

 

 

4.5 The Table below s ummaris es how the key public s ector principles and objectives 
were met to enable the decis ion to be made to collaborate the function. 

 
Principle W ork Completed (ICT) 

Public Value Police and Crime Commiss ioners have been involved in ens uring 
the target operating model for this function would s ecure bes t 
value. This has been through the governance arrangement of 
the Strategic Alliance Summit, monthly Engagement Ses s ion 
with the project teams and the Organis ational Support 
Governance Board. In addition OPCC repres entatives have 
attended s coping and des ign works hops .  

 
Address ing organis ational  s upport as part of that collaborative 
vis ion is an opportunity to maximis e s avings from this area of 
the bus ines s  to pres erve res ources  that directly contribute  to 
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Principle W ork Completed (ICT) 
 the delivery of operational policing. Cambridges hire OPCC as 

lead holding to account body for the function have es tablis hed 
an Organis ational Support Governance Board to ens ure the new 
collaborated function will deliver public value and value for 
money. This body holds the new collaborated ICT function to 
account for s trategy, change and performance. 

The ICT collaboration s eeks to unify the ICT functions of 
Bedfords hire / Hertfords hire and Cambridges hire police forces 
into a s ingle organis ational s upport function.  As a key initiative 
of the BCH Strategic Alliance, the collaboration is being 
delivered to provide effective, efficient and economic 
organis ational s upport at a reduced cos t whils t s ufficiently 
enabling local policing in each force. 

 

 

The vis ion is that the ICT organis ation will res hape and  
trans form, through a portfolio of programmes  and projects , 
that will enable the organis ation to become (s ee below): 

 Smarter; 

 Leaner; and 
 Sus tainable 

 
Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire and Hertfords hire require the 
ability to exploit data and information  as s ets, initiate and 
complete tas ks in a timely and a far more effective, efficient  
and economical way, while maximis ing vis ibility of the front line 
and to keep people as s afe as poss ible. 

 
To s upport front line officers we will take the advantages of 
Athena  and provide  it to officers  at  s cene,  along with  other 
s ys tems through our mobile platform tuServ, via appropriate 
mobile devices . This will provide all the operational benefits of 
having the right information, without having to return to the 
police es tate for acces s to s ys tems . Today, wherever you are 
acros s the three counties , at leas t a quarter of a uniformed 
police officer’s time is s pent on adminis tration. If we can cut 
that burden in half us ing technology, we could free up time to 
ens ure where pos s ible front line numbers can be maintained. 
This means more time in communities , vis ible and acces s ible to 
the public and les s time in offices and buildings , facilitating our 
plans for es tates cons olidation. It means a better res pons e 
when and where it is needed mos t. 

 
For the public, we need to offer modern digital ways of 
communicating with us . If the public can quickly get the 
information they need online at a time that s uits them, it s aves 
them a call or vis it to the police es tate.  This is how members of 
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Principle W ork Completed (ICT) 
 the public are us ed to dealing with other s ervice organis ations .  

 
Given the demands the s ervice faces , we mus t continue to 
develop our flexible, agile workforce. That flexibility mus t be 
underpinned by terms of employment that are fair and modern 
and where pos s ible make BCH an attractive employer of choice 
and challenge that s hould be accepted even given the aus terity 
in front of us . 

 
A bus ines s benefits bas eline is being es tablis hed. This will then 
feed into the Benefits Realis ation Plan for the Project. 

 
 
 
 
 

Smarter 
 

Delive ri ng a modern, 
res pons ive s e rvice 

Protectingcommunitie s from 
ha rm 

Supporting Community well- 
being 

Deploying in a modern 
flexible wa y 

Able to a daptto emerging 
threa ts a nd cha lle nge s 

 

Leaner 
Sustainable 

Keepi ng the vul nera bl e a s  s a fe a s  
Fo cu ssed o n good data pos s ible 

q u l i ty 
Offeri ng our staff modern, fl exi ble 

Pro vi di ng b est va lue 
terms of empl oyment, a i ming to be 

Uti l i s i n g mo d e rn a n empl oyer  of choi ce 
te ch n ology to i mprove 

e ffi ci e n cy Opera ti ng wi th  opennes s  a nd 

Wo rk i ng with partne rs tra ns parency, wi th our va lue of 

a n d co mmunities to i ntegri ty, fa irnes s a nd res pect a t the 
d e l i ve r s ervi ces hea rt of a l l we do 

Re d u cing bureacracy Del i veri ng our services wi thin our 
a va ilable budget 

Bui l ding public trust a nd confidence 
through the del i very of a n     
outs ta ndi ng pol i ce s ervi ce 

Professional / Specialist 
Advice 

In preparing the OBC and FBC other forces who have 
collaborated functions or which utilis e greater s elf-s ervice were 
engaged with. 
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Principle W ork Completed (ICT) 
 

 

 

The operating model its elf was des ig ned with the active 
involvement of leaders and managers from the  three  forces 
who are the profes s ional experts in their areas of res pons ibility. 
This enhanced the s trength of the model which was developed. 

 
KPMG cons ultancy s ervices  provided s pecialis t ass is tance and 
s ubject matter expertis e throughout in developing the 
operating model along with commercial rigour and s crutiny. 

 
An external independent Ass urance Review (i.e. Gateway 
Review) of the Full Bus ines s Cas e was conducted by Concerto 
LLP with s ite vis its and interviews between the 21s t and 24th 
September 2015 along with a detailed review of all the Project 
Documentation. The review made a number  of 
recommendations  which   were  incorporated   into   the   final 
vers ion of the FBC. The As s urance Review findings 
accompanied the pres entation of the FBC to the Strategic 
Alliance Summit on 13th October 2015. 

Engagement and 
Communicat ion 

Pres s Releas es / Announcements have been iss ued at key 
miles tones including the approvals  of  the  Outline  and  Full 
bus ines s cas es and the final Operating Model. Ongoing 
communication is continuing with internal cus tomers . 
Governance arrangements are being put in place s o  the 
function can unders tand and deliver to cus tomer needs plus be 
held to account. 

 
Individual Police and Crime Panels / Coordination Boards have 
been kept updated with update papers , briefing  notes  and 
pres entations . The redacted vers ions of the OBC and FBC are 
available on Police and Crime Commiss ioner’s Webs ites . 

Value for Money In addition to the cos t s avings of £4.6m the following  benefit 
categories are being monitored: 

 Tracking revenue budgets ;  

 Meas uring  delivery  agains t Service  Level  agreements , 
including exis ting KPIs within BCH ICT; 

 Meas uring cus tomer s atis faction with new 
meas urement proces s es put in place. 

The key facets of the Target Operating Model are: 

 The es tablis hment of a joint Senior Management Team 
(SMT); 

 The reduction of the number of data centres – there are 
currently 11 data centres in 5 locations to a maximum of 

2. Thes e data centres will be located in Huntingdon and 
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Principle W ork Completed (ICT) 
 Welwyn Garden City; 

 Scope to reduce the number of s taff on help des ks – 
currently 10 in 2 locations ;  

 A future need to es tablis hing single points of s upport 
thereby reducing duplication in infras tructure, networks 
and applications acros s the two departments ; 

 Hos ting a highly available s ys tem(s ) in one of the forces 
with Dis as ter Recovery being in other (or potentially 
outs ide the region); 

 Single procurement  of s upplies creating economies of 
s cale e.g. s ingle product catalogue of end us er devices 

i.e. des ktops , laptops , s lates, smartphones ; 

 Time and cos t s avings through a s ingle project 
management approach; 

 Applying bes t practice identified in either department to 
realis e further s avings ; 

 Reduction in the amount of ad hoc s mall s ys tems 
procured  and s upported.  It is expected that only ICT will 

be procuring ICT Sys tems \Solutions to meet bus ines s 
need; 

 The converg ence of key applications in the medium- 
term. 

 

 

Chief Finance Officers from the s ix Corporations Sole have 
s crutinis ed the financial data through a range of forums . 

Risk Management Project related implementation ris ks continue to be monitored 
through change governance  arrangements  including  a 
fortnightly Ass urance Review Group. OPC Cs monitor the 
management of the ris ks through their Organis ational Support 
Governance Board. 

Equality As part of the ICT project, an Equality Impact Ass es s ment was 
undertaken      to     identify     whether     there      would      be 
dis proportionate neg ative impacts on any one particular group 
of individuals . The Ass es s ment s howed that there may be s light 
negative impacts on thos e with flexible working arrangements 
and thos e with dis abilities as the new Target Operating Model 
may require additional travel  for s ome roles . However the level 
of impact brought by the change was deemed to have been 
low. 

 
 
 

4.6 The collaborated ICT Department will be fully operational from late 2016 and further 
phas es will then be implemented within a continuous improvement  culture. 
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5 .  Recommendation 

 

 

5.1 The Board is recommended  to note that the bus ines s case for ICT Department and 
ass ociated functions and s ervices was cons idered and the S22A Agreement s igned by 
the s ix corporation’s s ole at the Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire & Hertfordshire 
Alliance Summit on the 28th January 2016 

 
5.2 A Decis ion making  notice is s igned by the  Police and Crime  Commis s ioner (“the 

Commiss ioner”) 
 
 
 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

 
 

Source Document(s) 
 

Police Act 1996  (as amended) 
 

BCB paper October2015  (agenda item 10) –     collaboration update 

 

Contact Officer Dorothy  Gregs on, Chief Executive, Office of the Police and Crime 
Commiss ion 
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Cambrid geshire 
Police & Crime 
Comm issioner 

 

 
 

CAMB R ID G ES HIR E POLIC E   AND  CRIME   COMMISSIO N E R DECISIO N    RECOR D -   CPCC   2016-01 6 

Subje ct S22A Agree ment unde r the Police Act 1996 (a s a me nde d)  for  the  colla bora tion  of 

the   Crimina l   Justice    a nd   Custody   functions    be tw ee n   Be dfordshire    Police , 

Ca mbridge shire    Consta bula ry   a nd  He rtfordshire   Consta bula ry 

De cision To  sign the  Section  22A Agreement under  the Police Act 1996 (as amended)  for 

Cambridgeshire Constabulary to  share the  Cr iminal Justice and Custody functions 

with Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire  Constabulary. 

De cision  Summary The Camb ridgeshire Police and Cr ime Commissioner's Business Coordinat ion Board 

meeting on the 30th March 2016 discussed and agreed the proposal for 

Cambridgeshire Constabulary to share the Crimina l Justice and Custody functions 

with Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary based on the  information 

set out in the Board paper by entering into a Section 22A Agree ment ("the 

Agreement") under the Police Act (as a mended) to effect the collaborative 

arrangements  for the purpose of providing efficient and effective policing. 

 
A Business Case has been prepared in line with the Five Case Tr easury Model with 

exte rnal Assurance Reviews conducted to ensure value for money and effective 

management of risk. Engagement has been conducted and external consultancy 

support utilised in certain instances to ensure rigour  and  robustness.  Equality 

Impact Assessments have been conducted for a ll the business cases. The Alliance 

Summit has been involved in every stage of the development of the business case 

and has provided robust scrutiny in their development. This has been both throu gh 

the Summit meetings themselves and also in monthly Engagement Sessions which 

have been held with PCCs and their teams. 

 
The outline Business Case for collaboration of Criminal Just ice and Custody 

functions was approved at the Strategic Alliance Summit 24th June 2015 with the 

Full Business Case approved on 13th October 2015. 

 
Conta ct  Officer Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive 

Tel: 0300 333 3456 

Email: doroth.gregson @cambq nn.Qolice  .uk 

Backgro un d 

Papers 

Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire  and Hertfordshire Criminal Justice and Custody 

functions Section 22A Agreement-  Business Coordination Board 30th March 2015. 

httQ:LL w w w .cam bri dges hire-Qcc.g ov   .ukLwo rkL B CB 
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Sir   Graham Bright,   Cambridgesh ire Police and  Crime   Commission er 
 

Iconfirm that Ihave  reached the above decision  after consideration  of the facts above. 

/? 7 
Signature ( Date 

.)._J -.] IJ I L() { b 

./ 
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Agenda Item 9.0 
 
 
 

To: BUSINESS COORDINATION BOARD 
 
 

 
To: CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

 
 
 
Date:   30th MARCH 2016 

 
 

 
SECTION 22 COLLABORATION AGREEMENTS FOR: IN FORMATION MANAGEMENT, 

CRIMIN AL JUSTICE AND CUSTODY BUSINESS AREAS 
 
 
 

1.0 Purpose 
 

 

 The purpos e of this report is to provide the Bus ines s Coordination Board (“the 
Board”) with details of the rationale and to note the intention to s ign the Section 22 
Collaboration Agreements for the Information  Management Department, Criminal 
Jus tice Department and Cus tody Bus ines s Area for the s ix corporations s ole (the 
Chief Cons tables of Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire and Hertfords hire and the Police 
and Crime Commiss ioners for Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire and Hertfords hire) that 
have formed a Strategic Policing Alliance (the Alliance). 

 

 The report s hows where and how due cons ideration has been given to key public- 
s ector principles and objectives to ens ure informed  and trans parent decis ions have 
been made to enable the Section 22s in line with s tatutory functions . 

 
 
2.0 Recommendation 
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 To note the decis ion to s ign the Section 22 for Information Management Department 
and a combined Section 22 for Criminal Jus tice and Cus tody including the ass ociated 
functions and s ervices . 

 

 The Commiss ioner is as ked to s ign a Decis ion Notice to approve the Collaboration of 
the Information Management Department Ag reement under s ection 22A of the 
Police Act 1996 (as amended). 

 

 The Commiss ioner is as ked to s ign a Decis ion Notice to approve the Collaboration of 
the Criminal Jus tice and Cus tody Bus ines s Area Agreement under s ection 22A of the 
Police Act 1996 (as amended). 

 

 

3.0 Backgro und 
 

 

 Sections 22A and 23 Police Act 1996 (as amended) (“The Act”) enable the Chief 
Officers of one or more police forces and two or more policing bodies to make an 
Agreement relating to: 

 

 the discharge of functions of the members of the Chief Officer’s forces 
(“force collaboration provision”) and for such other provision as shall be 
referred to in this agreement.  “Functions” comprise all and any of the 
powers and duties of police forces, and/or 

 

 the provision about support by a policing body for the police force which 
another policing body is responsible for maintaining (“policing body and 
force collaboration provision”).  “Support”  includes the provision of 
premises, equipment, staff, services and facilities. 

 

Provided that: 
 

 the Chief Officers think that such an agreement is in the interests of the 
efficiency or effectiveness of one or more police forces, and 

 

 the policing bodies think that the agreement is in the interests of the 
efficiency and effectiveness of one of or more policing bodies or police 
forces. 

 
 
 Through the 2011 Police Reform and Social Res pons ibility Act (Section 89) the 

pres umption is now in favour of collaboration, i.e. joint working  s hould be taken 
forward where in the opinion of chief officers or policing body collaboration delivers 
greater efficiency or effectivenes s . 

 

 The Alliance has already collaborated a number of operational (e.g. Joint Protective 
Services functions ), operational s upport (e.g. Local Criminal Jus tice Board 
adminis tration) and organis ational s upport (e.g. Profes s ional Standards ,  
Procurement)  functions . In December 2013 they s igned a ‘Memorandum  of 
Unders tanding’ to fos ter further organis ational and operational s upport s ervice 
collaboration where greater efficiency and effectivenes s is s upported. To date s even 
bus ines s cases have been agreed (i.e. Firearms Licens ing, Human Res ources , Public 
Contact, Criminal Jus tice, Cus tody, ICT and Information Management) in addition to 
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progres s ing a number of joint enabling initiatives (i.e. the Athena policing s ys temand 
a s ingle HR & Finance s ys tem). 

 

 Bus ines s Cases have been prepared in line with the Five Cas e Treas ury Model with 
external Ass urance Reviews (i.e. Gateway Reviews ) conducted to ens ure value for 
money and effective management of ris k. Engagement has been conducted and 
external cons ultancy s upport utilis ed in certain ins tances to ens ure rigour and  
robus tnes s . Equality Impact Ass essments have been conducted for all the bus ines s 
cas es . The Alliance Summit has been involved in every s tage of the development of 
the bus ines s case and has provided robus t s crutiny in their development.  This has 
been both through the Summit meetings thems elves and als o in monthly 
Engagement Ses s ions which have been held with PCCs and their teams . In addition 
OPCC Chaired governance boards have been es tablis hed for Joint Protective Services , 
Operational Support and Organis ational Support to provide more detailed s crutiny. 
Section 22 Agreements have been recently s igned for Human Res ources , ICT and 
Firearms  Licens ing plus an interim to overs ee Public Contact implementation. 

 

 

4 .1 Information Management  Department (IMD) 
 

 

 The Bus ines s Case (BC) for collaboration of Information  Management (IM) functions 
was approved at the Strategic Alliance Summit on approved on 13th October 2015. 
Since the approval of the Bus ines s Case a Designate Head of IMD has been appointed 
and reports to the BCH Director of Information. 

 

 The following functions are in the s cope for the change in management s tructure: 
 

 Information  Standards including the Force Crime and Incident Regis trar (FCIR) 
function; 

 Information Acces s (IA); 

 Records Management (RM); 

 PNC Adminis tration (PNC); 

 Athena Adminis tration 

 Dis clos ure and Barring Service (DBS); 

 Vetting and Acces s Control; and 

 Information  Ass urance (als o known as Information Security). 

 Overall, the purpos e for creating a three force s ingle IMDepartment is to provide: 
 

1) Cos t s avings from economies of s cale; 
 

2) Efficient and effective common bus ines s process es; 
 

3) Compliance with s tatutory guidance and legis lation; 
 

4) Good cus tomer centred s ervices ; 
 

5) Optimum config uration of res ources ; 
 

6) Effective demand management; 
 

7) Increas ed s elf-s ervice; 
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8) Increas e in res ilience for the department; 
 

9) Maintaining s ervice   to the   highes t  ris ks  areas within   the information 
management arena; 

 

10) Improved s trategic coherence on information management acros s BCH; 
 

11) Reducing the time taken for routine tas ks , s o helping ‘future proof’ the function. 
 

 The ‘To Be’ s tate will build on the s trengths of the current  approaches and s tructures 
in the three current departments . 

 

 The Table below s ummaris es how the key public s ector principles and objectives 
were met to enable the decis ion to be made to collaborate the function. 

 

 
Principle W ork Completed (IM) 

Public Value Police and Crime Commiss ioners have been involved in ens uring 
the targ et operating model for this function would s ecure bes t 
value. This has been through the governance arrangement of 
the Strategic Alliance Summit, monthly Engagement Ses s ion 
with the project teams and the Organis ational Support 
Governance Board.  In addition OPCC repres entatives have 
attended s coping and des ign works hops .  

 
Address ing organis ational s upport as part of that collaborative 
vis ion is an opportunity  to maximis e s avings from this area of 
the bus ines s to pres erve res ources that directly contribute to 
the delivery of operational policing. Cambridges hire OPCC as 
lead holding to account body for the function have es tablis hed 
an Organis ational Support Governance Board to ens ure the new 
collaborated function will deliver public value and value for 
money.  This body holds the new collaborated IMD function to 
account for s trategy, change and performance. 

 
The IMD collaboration s eeks to unify the IMD functions of 
Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire and Hertfords hire police forces 
into a s ingle organis ational s upport function.  As a key initiative 
of the BCH Strategic Alliance, the collaboration is being 
delivered to provide effective, efficient and economic 
organis ational s upport at a reduced cos t whils t s ufficiently 
enabling local policing in each force. 

 
Collaboration of IMD between Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire  
and Hertfords hire (BCH) is the preferred route for delivering  
IMD s ervices moving forward.  The functions within IMD are too 
s mall and s pecialis t for s avings to be taken from local force-level 
delivery without affecting s ervice or s ignificantly increas ing risk. 
In addition, no fully outs ourced IMD s ervices have been found 
within policing and this is primarily becaus e the police s ervice 
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Principle W ork Completed (IM) 
 needs to maintain s trategic and operational control of the 

function. Collaboration of IMD enables economy of s cale 
s avings , builds res ilience and provides trans formational 
opportunities through us e of technology.  IMD manages a 
s ignificant area of ris k plus enables operational policing by 
treating information as a core enabling ‘as s et’. 

 

 

A bus ines s benefits baseline is being es tablished. This will then 

feed into the Benefits Realis ation Plan for the Project. 

Professional / Specialist 
Advice 

In preparing the Bus ines s Cas e other forces who have 
collaborated functions were engaged with. 

 
The operating model its elf was des igned with the active 
involvement of leaders and managers from the three forces 
who are the profes s ional experts in their areas of res pons ibility. 
This enhanced the s trength of the model which was developed. 

 
KPMG cons ultancy s ervices provided s pecialis t as sistance and 
s ubject matter expertis e throughout in developing the 
operating model along with commercial  rigour and s crutiny. 

Engagement and 
Communicat ion 

Pres s Releas es / Announcements have been iss ued at key  
miles tones including the approvals of the bus ines s cas e. 
Ongoing communication is continuing with internal cus tomers . 
Governance arrangements  are being put in place s o the function 
can unders tand and deliver to cus tomer needs plus be held to 
account. 

 
Individual Police and Crime Panels / Coordination Boards have 
been kept updated with update papers , briefing notes and  
pres entations . The redacted vers ions of the Bus ines s Case are 
available on PCC Webs ites . 

Value for Money In addition to the cos t s avings of £0.9m the following benefit 
categories are being monitored: 

 Tracking revenue budgets ;  

 Meas uring delivery agains t Service Level agreements , 
including performance  agains t s tatutory and legis lative 
requirements ; 

 Meas uring cus tomer s atis faction with new meas urement 
proces s es put in place. 

 
The key facets of the Target Operating Model are: 

 The es tablis hment of a joint Senior Management Team 
(SMT); 
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Principle W ork Completed (IM) 
  The reduction of IM s ites and offices ; 

 Us e of new technology to enable and automate 
proces s es ; 

 Applying bes t practice identified in departments  to 
realis e further s avings . 

 
Chief Finance Officers from the s ix Corporations Sole have 
s crutinis ed the financial data through a range of forums . 

Risk Management Project related implementation  ris ks continue to be monitored 
through change governance arrangements including a 
fortnightly Ass urance Review Group.  OPCCs monitor the 
management of the ris ks through their Organis ational Support 
Governance Board. 

Equality As part of the ICT project, an Equality Impact As s essment was 
undertaken to identify whether there would be 
dis proportionate neg ative impacts on any one particular group 
of individuals . The Ass es sment s howed that there may be s lig ht 
negative impacts on thos e with flexible working arrangements 
and thos e with dis abilities as the new Targ et Operating Model 
may require additional travel for s ome roles . However the level 
of impact brought by the change was deemed to have been low. 

 

 The collaborated Information Management Department will be fully operational 
from late 2016 and further phas es will then be implemented within a continuous 
improvement culture. 

 
5 .1 Criminal Justice (including Senior Management Team) – Phase 1 

 

 

 Criminal Jus tice collaboration is being delivered in two phas es . Phas e 1 deals with all 
thos e functions which are not affect by the imminent  implementation of the Athena 
inves tig ation management s ys tem. Phas e 2 deals with thos e functions which are 
directly affected by Athena.  Phas e 1 is being implemented for 1s t April 2016 and  
Phas e 2 will be implemented in mid-2017.  A s ingle Senior Management Team for 
Criminal Jus tice and Cus tody functions is als o being implemented from 1s t April 2016. 

 

 The Outline Bus ines s Case (OBC) for Phas e 1 collaboration of Criminal Jus tice and the 
Senior Management Team was approved at the Strategic Alliance Summit on 24th 
June 2015 with the Full Bus ines s Case (FBC) approved on 13th October 2015. 

 

 The functions within s cope during Phas e 1 were: 
 

 Single Senior Management Team; 

 Adminis tration of Local Criminal Jus tice Boards ;  
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 Typing  Services  – to  include  all  functions relating  to  typing  of  s ummaries , 
s tatements or  trans cripts  where  required  during  the  preparation  and 
progres s ion of a cas e. 

 Tape Library functions – relating to the management of s us pect and witnes s 
interviews and other types of digital media. 

 

 Policy and Performance – to include the management of approach and 
implementation of national and local Criminal Jus tice Sys tem (CJS) and policing 
initiatives . 

 

 Digital Working – to include the es tablis hment of a new Digital Jus tice Team to 
manage and provide the s upport required to drive change with  our  CJS 
partners in order to maximis e the benefits from us e of virtual courts and live 
links .  

 Overall, for Phas e 1 the project meets or exceeds its objectives : 
 

1) By realis ing 61% of the target s avings against a target of 25%. 
 

2) By s upporting the primary purpos e of CJ functions to make s ignificant progres s 
in bringing offenders to jus tice as effectively and as expeditious ly as pos s ible by 
ens uring evidence is available and prepared in line with s tatutory obligations 
(Police and Criminal Evidence Act - PACE; Criminal Procedure and Inves tigations 
Act - CPIA) and within nationally agreed CJS times cales . 

 

3) By introducing efficient common bus ines s process es to ens ure a proportionate 
approach is applied to the preparation of evidence, for example s ummaries of 
interviews (s us pect & vulnerable witnes s es ), appropriate to the s erious nes s of 
the offence and the expected outcome of the cas e. 

 

4) By ens uring that the us e of technology and IT s olutions have been maximis ed 
acros s the CJ functions within BCH and the wider CJS, introducing an innovative 
interim s torage s olution for the management of s us pect interviews.  

 

 The following table outlines the key functions and/or s ervices that will be delivered 

as fully collaborated in Phas e 1.  The SMT als o has res pons ibility for the already 

collaborated BCH Firearms  and Explos ives Licens ing Unit. 
 

 
 

Function Headlines 
 
 
 

Senior Management  Team 

 Provides a centralis ed and rationalis ed s enior 
managers s tructure for cus tody and CJ 

 Supports delivery of the introduction of 

Athena acros s all CJ teams . 

 Will introduce s tandardis ed and s treamlined 
policies and proces s es to s upport inves tigators 
within local policing 

 
 
 

Digital  Administration 

Services 

 Ens ures compliance with relevant legis lation 
regarding  the retention and management of 
s us pect interviews (i.e. PACE) 

 Us e of technology to avoid multiple trans fers 
of exhibits 
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Function Headlines 

  A cons is tent and proportionate  approach to 
the preparation of evidence, while meeting 
the needs of the wider CJS 

 
 
 

Policy and  Performance 

 A cons is tent and effective approach to the 
implementation of local and national CJS 
initiatives 

 The provis ion of performance  data, analys is 
and management information in relation to CJ 
s pecific functions and Force performance 

 
 
 

Digital Justice Team 

 Progres s ion of the Digital Agenda by increas ed 
us e of video link equipment for us e of Virtual 
Courts (VC) and Live Links (LL) 

 Maximis ing the opportunities for us e of VC 
and LL to improve the s ervice for Victims and 
Witnes s es (V&Ws) 

 
 

LCJB Support Team 

 Supporting  the three LCJBs to develop and 
implement national and local CJS s trategies in 
a cons is tent way acros s BCH 

 

 The SMT will als o take res pons ibility for managing, where appropriate, the local 
Force s ervices which will be cons idered for collaboration in Phas e 2 (early 2017) as 
per the table below. The Section 22 will be revis ed when the s ix Corporations Sole 
have taken decis ions on what will be collaborated in Phas e 2. 

 
 
 

Function Key function and/or Service 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Administration of Justice 

(Phase 2) 

 The provis ion of all functions acros s BCH relating to 
the adminis tration and progres s ion of contes ted 
and non-contes ted criminal cas es at Magis trates 
and Crown  Courts , from the point of charge or 
pres entation of a cas e for s ummons /pos tal 
charging requis ition. This includes the Crown Court 
File Preparation Team in Herts and the Crown 
Court Liais on Officers is Beds and Herts (thes e 
functions are not provided in Cambs ). 

 The adminis tration proces s es relating to 
management of Conditional Cautions 
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Function Key function and/or Service 
 
 
 
 

W itness Care (Phase 2) 

 The provis ion of s ervices to s upport Victims and 
Witnes s es (V&Ws) during the progres s ion of a cas e 
through the Criminal Jus tice Sys tem. This will be 
s ubject to a final decis ion by the SAS as different 
arrangements are currently in place acros s 
Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire and Hertfords hire 
cons tabularies 

 

 
Any Other related CJ 

functions (Phase 2) 

 Any other related CJ function as agreed as in s cope 

by the Joint Chief Officers Board (JCOB) and/or the 

Strategic Alliance Summit (SAS) 

 

 The Table below s ummaris es how the key public s ector principles and objectives 
were met to enable the decis ion to be made to collaborate the function. 

 

 

Principle W ork Completed (Criminal Justice) 

Public Value Police and Crime Commiss ioners have been involved in ens uring 
the targ et operating model for this function would s ecure bes t 
value. This has been through the governance arrangement of 
the Strategic Alliance Summit, monthly Engagement Ses s ion 
with the project teams and the Operational Support 
Governance Board.  In addition OPCC repres entatives have 
attended s coping and des ign works hops .  

 

 

Address ing operational s upport as part of that collaborative 
vis ion is an opportunity  to maximis e s avings from this area of 
the bus ines s to pres erve res ources that directly contribute to 
the delivery of operational policing. Hertfords hire OPCC as lead 
holding to account body for the function have es tablis hed an 
Operational Support Governance Board to ens ure the new 
collaborated function will deliver public value and value for 
money.  This body holds the new collaborated Criminal Jus tice 
function to account for s trategy, change and performance. 

 
The Criminal Jus tice Phas e 1 collaboration s eeks to unify the in- 
s cope areas acros s Bedfords hire, Cambridges hire and 
Hertfords hire into a s ingle operational s upport function.  As a 
key initiative of the BCH Strategic Alliance, the collaboration is 
being delivered to provide effective, efficient and economic 
operational s upport at a reduced cos t whils t s ufficiently 
enabling local policing in each force. 

 

 

The project objectives in s ection 5.4 above document the key 
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Principle W ork Completed (Criminal Justice) 
 value for money outcomes . 

 
A bus ines s benefits baseline is being es tablished. This will then 
feed into the Benefits Realis ation Plan for the Project. 

Professional / Specialist 
Advice 

In preparing the OBC and FBC other forces who have 
collaborated s imilar functions were engaged with. 

 
The operating model its elf was des igned with the active 
involvement of leaders and managers from the three forces 
who are the profes s ional experts in their areas of res pons ibility. 
This enhanced the s trength of the model which was developed. 

 
KPMG cons ultancy s ervices provided s pecialis t as sistance and 
s ubject matter expertis e throughout in developing the 
operating model along with commercial  rigour and s crutiny. 

 
An external independent Ass urance Review (i.e. Gateway 
Review) of the Full Bus ines s Cas e was conducted by Concerto 
LLP with s ite vis its and interviews between the5th and 9th 
October 2015 along with a detailed review of all the Project 
Documentation.  The review made a number of 
recommendations  which were incorporated  into the final 
vers ion of the FBC. The Ass urance Review findings 
accompanied the pres entation of the FBC to the Strategic 
Alliance Summit on 13th October 2015. 

Engagement and 
Communicat ion 

Pres s Releas es / Announcements have been iss ued at key 
miles tones including the approvals of the Outline and Full 
bus ines s cases and the final Operating Model. Ongoing 
communication is continuing with internal cus tomers . 
Governance arrangements  are being put in place s o the function 
can unders tand and deliver to cus tomer needs plus be held to 
account. 

 
Individual Police and Crime Panels / Coordination Boards have 
been kept updated with update papers , briefing notes and 
pres entations . The redacted vers ions of the OBC and FBC are 
available on PCC Webs ites . 

Value for Money Cos t s avings of £0.6m delivered through: 

 The es tablis hment of a joint Senior Management Team 
(SMT); 

 The es tablis hment of a joint Local Criminal Jus tice 
Adminis tration Team; 

 A greater us e of technology.  The introduction of the 
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Principle W ork Completed (Criminal Justice) 
 Electronic Witnes s Statement (EWS) acros s BCH within 

the next 12 months s hould res ult in a decreas e in 
demand for typed s tatements . The us e of a digital 
s torage s olution for s us pect interviews s hould reduce 
the adminis tration time taken to manage recorded 
interviews . 

 A reduction in demand for s ummaries of interviews for 
Magis trates Court cas es . Bas ed on current  volumes and 
trends from Sept 14 to June 15 a reduction of 18% has 
been predicated for the next 6 months and has been 
taken into cons ideration in the des ign of the TOM. 

 The proportionate  us e of commiss ioned s ervices for 
trans cripts of interview and typed s tatements (until the 
EWS is fully embedded). 

 A reduction in the ‘failure demand’. The us e of Athena 
to manage tas ks and s tore information will reduce the 
time taken to locate relevant information and manage 
CJS partner actions within nationally agreed times cales . 

 A reduction in the adminis tration of tas ks . The us e of 
Athena s hould reduce the number of s preads heets 
required and currently in us e. 

 A move to a s ing le central location s upported by agile 
working. 

 
Chief Finance Officers from the s ix Corporations Sole have 
s crutinis ed the financial data through a range of forums . 

Risk Management Project related implementation  ris ks continue to be monitored 
through change governance arrangements including a 
fortnightly Ass urance Review Group.  OPCCs monitor the 
management of the ris ks through their Operational Support 
Governance Board. 

Equality As part of the Criminal Jus tice project, an Equality Impact 
Ass es sment was undertaken to identify whether there would be 
dis proportionate neg ative impacts on any one particular group 
of individuals . The Ass es sment s howed that there may be s lig ht 
negative impacts on thos e with flexible working arrangements 
and thos e with dis abilities as the new Targ et Operating Model 
may require additional travel for s ome roles . However the level 
of impact brought by the change was deemed to have been low. 

 

 The elements in Phas e 1 of Criminal Jus tice collaboration will be fully operational 
from 1s t April 2016 with Phas e 2 following in 2017.  Criminal Jus tice and Cus tody are 
combined into one Section 22. 
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6.0 Custody 
 

 

 The Outline Bus ines s Case (OBC) for collaboration of Cus tody was approved at the 

Strategic Alliance Summit on 24th June 2015 with the Full Bus ines s Case (FBC) 

approved on 13th October 2015. 
 

 The following functions were in the s cope of the Cus tody collaboration: 
 

 Short-term  Cus tody Es tate 

 Staffing to Ins pector level 

 Standard Operating Procedures 

 Proces s es 

 Contracts and procurement 

 Creation of a Performance  and Policy Function 
 

 The main advantages of a collaborated Cus tody function are: 
 

 A more cost efficient staffing model by reducing from a 5-team pattern to a 4- 
team pattern. 

 Improved resilience as a res ult of the reductions in s hift numbers and greater 
interoperability acros s cus tody s uites . 

 Less reliance on frontline policing - for example, increas ed res ilience creates 
the opportunity for Cus tody to cover a greater percentage of cell watch duties , 
reducing the need for an officer to be brought off the s treet. In addition, the 
propos ed Ins pector model s hould als o reduce the need for PACE cover from 
local policing. 

 

 Consistent processes - the adoption of the new operating model will s ee 
uniformity of proces s acros s BCH. Staff us ing Cus tody units acros s BCH will be 
working to a bes t practice s ingle proces s ass isted by the bus ines s benefits that 
Athena will bring. 

 By working together in a collaborative manner, each Force will move to 
maintaining two cus tody blocks in their County Area thus making better 
utilisation of Estat e. 

 The projected s avings for Cus tody collaboration are £1.1m. 
 

 The Table below s ummaris es how the key public s ector principles and objectives 
were met to enable the decis ion to be made to collaborate the function. 

 

 

Principle W ork Completed (Custody) 

Public Value Police and Crime Commiss ioners have been involved in ens uring 
the targ et operating model for this function would s ecure bes t 
value. This has been through the governance arrangement of 
the Strategic Alliance Summit, monthly Engagement Ses s ion 
with the project teams and the Operational Support 
Governance Board.  In addition OPCC repres entatives have 
attended s coping and des ign works hops .  

 

 

Address ing operational s upport as part of that collaborative 
vis ion is an opportunity  to maximis e s avings from this area of 
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Principle W ork Completed (Custody) 
 the bus ines s to pres erve res ources that directly contribute to  

the delivery of operational policing. Hertfords hire OPCC as lead 
holding to account body for the function have es tablis hed an 
Operational Support Governance Board to ens ure the new 
collaborated function will deliver public value and value for 
money.  This body holds the new collaborated Cus tody function 
to account for s trategy, change and performance. 

 
Cus tody provis ion is a key operational s upport function. 
Improving s ervice delivery through a s ingle collaborated model 
will bring many benefits by better s upporting the operational 
bus ines s as well as delivering s avings through economies of 
s cale and by implementing common policies and procedures . 
Athena delivery will bring efficient and effective common IT 
proces s es to Cus tody and Criminal Jus tice furthering the 
opportunities for long term cohes ion of the function. 

 

 

The project benefits in s ection 6.3 above document the key 
value for money outcomes . 

 
A bus ines s benefits baseline is being es tablished. This will then 
feed into the Benefits Realis ation Plan for the Project. 

Professional / Specialist 
Advice 

In preparing the OBC and FBC other forces who have 
collaborated functions or which utilis e greater technological 
s olutions were engaged with. 

 

 

The operating model its elf was des igned with the active 
involvement of leaders and managers from the three forces 

who are the profes s ional experts in their areas of res pons ibility. 
This enhanced the s trength of the model which was developed. 

 

 

Significant analytical work was conducted to examine demand, 
cell utilis ation rates and als o to cons ider key proces s as pects 
including detainee welfare and handovers . 

 
KPMG cons ultancy s ervices provided s pecialis t as sistance and 
s ubject matter expertis e throughout in developing the 
operating model along with commercial  rigour and s crutiny. 

 
An external independent Ass urance Review (i.e. Gateway 
Review) of the Full Bus ines s Cas ewas conducted by Concerto 
LLP with s ite vis its and interviews between the5th and 9th 
October 2015 along with a detailed review of all the Project 
Documentation.  The review made a number of 
recommendations  which were incorporated  into the final 
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Principle W ork Completed (Custody) 
 vers ion of the FBC. The Ass urance Review findings 

accompanied the pres entation of the FBC to the Strategic 
Alliance Summit on 13th October 2015. 

Engagement and 
Communicat ion 

Pres s Releas es / Announcements have been iss ued at key 
miles tones including the approvals of the Outline and Full 
bus ines s cases and the final Operating Model. Ongoing 
communication is continuing with internal cus tomers . 
Governance arrangements  are being put in place s o the function 
can unders tand and deliver to cus tomer needs plus be held to 
account. 

 
News letters and emails were s ent to s taff to inform them of 
project progres s . Thes e, coupled with FAQs and a ‘Talking 
Heads ’ video were made available on a dedicated Cus tody area 
of the Strategic Alliance s ite. In all communications , s taff were 
encouraged to contact the team via a BCH Cus tody Project 
mailbox.  Ques tions were reviewed by the project team and 
res pons es publis hed online where appropriate.  This is an 
ongoing proces s . 

 
Members  of the Project Team have als o made thems elves 
available to s taff through meetings and attendance at Cus tody 
training s es sions acros s BCH. An Ambas s adors meeting  
compris ing of local Cus tody and Change team leads meets on a 
monthly bas is to maintain effective communication.  
Throughout the project regular, open and trans parent 
engagement s es sions have been held with UNISON and the 
Federation.  To capture National bes t practice the Project Team 
have als o vis ited s everal forces outs ide of BCH and utilis ed the 
Police Online Knowledge Area (POLKA). 

 

 

A s ympos ium entitled ‘The Management and Handover of Ris k 
in Police Cus tody’ was held in Bedfords hire Headquarters  on 
Friday 11 September.  This multi-agency event – the firs t of its 
kind on this s ubject – was attended by Chief Ins pectors , Cus tody 
Sergeants and s ubject matter experts from acros s the Eas tern 
Region and beyond.  Sympos ium s peakers included 
repres entatives from the College of Policing, IPCC, HMIP and the 
NHS.  The aims of the event were to s hare bes t practice and to 
identify ways of s treamlining the proces s to become more 
efficient and effective in our management and handover of ris k. 

 
Individual Police and Crime Panels / Coordination Boards have 
been kept updated with update papers , briefing notes and 
pres entations . The redacted vers ions of the OBC and FBC are 
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 available on PCC Webs ites . 

Value for Money Cos t s avings of £1.1m delivered through (s ee s ections 6.2 and 
6.3): 

 Staffing configuration for Cus tody acros s BCH, including 
s taffing numbers , ins pecting rank numbers and s hift 
patterns ; 

 Streamlined proces s es and demand reduction 
approaches ;  

 More effective procurement  practices and non-pay 
efficiencies . 

 An agreed s et of process es to be alig ned during the 
implementation phas e of the collaboration project; 

 Better utilis ation and rationalis ation of cus tody es tate. 
 

 

Chief Finance Officers from the s ix Corporations Sole have 
s crutinis ed the financial data through a range of forums . 

Risk Management Project related implementation  ris ks continue to be monitored 
through change governance arrangements including a 
fortnightly Ass urance Review Group.  OPCCs monitor the 

management of the ris ks through their Operational Support 
Governance Board. 

Equality As part of the Cus tody project, an Equality Impact Ass es sment 
was undertaken to identify whether there would be 
dis proportionate neg ative impacts on any one particular group 

of individuals . 

 
Internally, the Ass es sment s howed that there may be s light 
negative impacts on thos e with flexible working arrangements 
and thos e with dis abilities as the new Targ et Operating Model 
may require additional travel for s ome roles . However the level 
of impact brought by the change was deemed to have been low. 

 
Externally, in des ig ning a new Cus tody s ervice, any s ervice 
reliant on s elf-s ervice or increas ed us e of ICT could potentially 
have a dis proportionate impact on the protected characteris tics 
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 of age and dis ability bas ed around the iss ue of acces s to an 

effective us e of ICT. A new s ervice that includes a s urgery s tyle 
approach may have a dis proportionate impact on the protected 
characteris tic of dis ability, age and pregnancy / maternity bas ed 
around the iss ues of mobility. Both thes e factors above could 
potentially dis proportionately affect lower income and lower 
s ocio-economic group s ervice us ers where there may be cos t 
implication for acces s to s ervices . Although current Cus tody 
practices recog nis e each protected characteris tic this project 
provides the opportunity  to revis it them.  This is particularly 
relevant in relation to cus tody interaction.  Thes e factors will be 
featured within the final implementation and monitored.  The 
objective is to des ign a model which res ults in not s ervice us er 
complaints as a res ult of the above factors . 

 

 The collaborated Cus tody Department will be fully operational from late 2016 (at 
which point the Section 22 will be updated to reflect the move from managing 
‘bus ines s as us ual’ to a collaborated BCH unit following s taff cons ultation) and 

further phas es will then be implemented within a continuous improvement  culture. 
Criminal Jus tice and Cus tody are combined into one Section 22. 

 

 

7.0 Recommendation 
 

 

 To note the decis ion to s ign the Section 22 for Information Management Department 
and a combined Section 22 for Criminal Jus tice and Cus tody including the ass ociated 
functions and s ervices . 

 

 The Commiss ioner is as ked to s ign a Decis ion Notice to approve the Collaboration of 
the Information Management Department Ag reement under s ection 22A of the 
Police Act 1996 (as amended). 

 

 The Commiss ioner is as ked to s ign a Decis ion Notice to approve the Collaboration of 

the Criminal Jus tice and Cus tody Bus ines s Area Agreement under s ection 22A of the 

Police Act 1996 (as amended). 
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CAMBRID G ES HI RE POLICE    AND    CRIME    CO MMISSI O N ER DECISIO N RECO R D -     CPCC     2016-017 

Subject Capital Pr ogr amme 2016/17 to 2019/20 

Decision To approve the Capital Programme  for 2016/17 to 2019/20. 

Decision     Summa ry The proposed Capital Programme is split into sections A to D:- 
 

A Funding approved in previous years- £1.27m in 2016/17 

B Approva lrequired for 2016/2017 expenditure-  £3.6699m 

c Schemes  requiring a business case or further informatio n to be brought 

back for approva l- £0.2789m 
 

D Capital Financing - 
 

Capita l Grants £0.5966m 
 

Innovation  Fund Grant £0 
 

Vehicle Receipts (RCCO) £0.15m 
 

Vehicle Recharge £0.30m 
 

Cap ital Receipts £1.395m 
 

CapitalReserves £0.5m 
 

Budget Reserves £1.065m 

Revenue Contribution to Capital Outlay (RCCO) £1.212m 

Borrowing £0 

Total £5.219m 
 
 
 

 
The Commissioner agreed to the funding at the Business Coordination Board 

("the Board") meeting on the 301h March 2016. The paper presented to the Board 

is published on the Commissioner's  website  at: 
 

httg:LLwww.ca mbridge shire-gcc.gov .ukLbusine ss-coordination -boar dL 

 
 
 

Contac t     O ffice r Dorothy Gregson,  Chief Executive 
 

Tel: 0300 333 3456 

Email:  dorothy.gregson@cambs.g nn.golice .uk 

Backgro u n d     Paper 'Cap ital  Programme 2016/17  to 2019/20'  - paper  as presented  to Business 

Coordination  Board, 301  March 2016 
h 
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Sir Graham Bright, Cambridgeshire  Police and Crime Commissioner 
 
 

Iconfirm that Ihave reached the above decision after consideration of th e facts above. 
 
 

I Signa ture Date 
 

 

/ 
.- 
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To: Bus ines s Coordination Board 
 

 
 

From: Chief Finance Officer 
 

 
 

Date: 30 March 2016 
 
 
 
 

CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2016/17 TO 2019/20 

 
1 .  Introduction. 

 
1.1 The purpos e of this report is to update the Bus ines s Coordination Board (“the 

Board”) with the propos ed capital programme for years 2016/17 through to 
2019/20 (Appendix 1). 

 
2 .  Recommendation 

 
2.1 The Board is as ked to approve the  propos ed capital  programme for 2016/17 

and to note the propos ed capital programme from 2017/18 to 2019/20 
(Appendix A). 

 

 

2.2 The Police and Crime Commiss ioner (“the Commiss ioner”) s igns the Decis ion 
Notice to approve the propos ed capital programme for 2016/17. 

 
3 .  Backgro und 

 
3.1 The Capital Programme compris es a range of s chemes covering maintenance 

and development of the force information infras tructure and s pecific 
technology/change s chemes , es tates s chemes and the vehicle replacement 
programme. 

 

 

3.2 Bids have been provided by budget managers from  acros s  Cambridges hire 
Cons tabulary (“the Cons tabulary”) and the Tri-Force Units .  

 
3.3 All s chemes outlined in the capital programme  are fully funded. 
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3.4 The Police and Crime Commiss ioner (“the Commiss ioner”) receives a capital 
grant from the government and that is us ed to part fund the fleet expenditure. 
The capital res erve is us ed to fund old s chemes that have a life of more than 
one year and the budget res erve is being us ed to fund thos e s chemes that are 
part of the new Tri-Force arrangements . The remainder of the funding comes 
directly from in-year revenue as a revenue contribution to capital outlay (RCCO) 
and this figure is prepared in the budget propos als . If there are any further bids 
that come forward during the year then funding would have to be identified 
alongs ide the capital bid. 

 
4 .  Recommendation 

 

 

4.1 The Board is as ked to approve the propos ed capital  programme for 2016/17 
and to note the capital programme from 2017/18 to 2019/20 (Appendix A). 

 
 
 
 

 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 

 
 

Source 
Documents 

 
Provis ional Police Grant Report December 2015: 

www.gov.uk/government/collections/pol    ice-finance 

 

Contact 
Officer 

Jos ie Gowler 
Chief  Finance  Officer,   Cambridges hire   Office  of  the   Police   and  Crime 
Commiss ioner 
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Appendix A 

 
 

Capital Programme 2016/17 to 2019/20 
For e cas t For e cas t For e cas t For e cas t For e cas t 

Capital  Pr ogr amm e Pr ogr amm e  Pr ogr amme   Pr ogr amm e  Pr ogr amme 

Pr ogr amm e De s cr iption of Bid 2015/16  2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

No.  £ £ £ £

 £ Se ction A Funding Appr oved in Pr evious years 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Se ction B AExpppernodviatluRreequired for 2016/17 

1 Es tates Major Repairs Planned 

 
 

585,000 

 
 

580,000 

 
 

510,000 

 
 

500,000 

 
 

500,000 

2 New V ehicle Equipment 350,000 400,000 400,000 400,000 400,000 

3 V ehicle Replac ement Programme 1,000,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 

4 Rolling  Replac ement Mobile  Tec hnology 159,000 578,000 578,000 336,000 

5 ERP sys tem 624,320 100,000   

6 Covert Equipment  Renew al 70,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 
 

7 
Wisbech Fire Station Ext f or Police 
Purpos es 

 

395,000    

 

 
 
 

 
Se ction C 

Sche m esRe quiring aBus inessCase 
or Fur the r Inform ation to beBr ought 
Back For Appr oval 

 

9 ICT Inf rastructure f or BCH 

 

11 CRM / Contact 
 

Se ction C Totals 

 
Totals for All Sche m es 

 

Funding Pr oposal 

Se ction D Capital Financing:- 2015/16 * 2016/17  2017/18  2018/19  2019/20 

 Capital Grants  596,668 596,668 596,668 596,668 

Innovation Fund Grant 

 V ehicle Receipts (RCCO)  150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 

 V ehicle Recharge  300,000      

 Capital Receipts  1,395,000  0  0 0 

 Capital Reserves  500,000  0  0 0 

 Budget Reserve  1,064,896 193,576    

 Revenue Contribution to Capital Outlay 

(RCCO) 
 1,212,332 2,091,332 2,281,332 2,039,332 

 Borrow ing   0  0  0 0 

 Se ction DTotals 2,485,000 5,218,896 3,031,576 3,028,000 2,786,000 

 

* De taile d Funding for the 2015/16 capital pr ogramme ispr ovided in the Capital Expe nditure Re port, m adepublicon aquar terly 

bas is . 
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CAMBRID G  ES HI R E     POLICE     AND    CRIME    CO MMIS SI O N   E R    DECISIO  N    RECO RD -     CPCC    2016-018 

Subject Histon  Police  Station 

Decision To approve the grant of a lease of the first floor of Histon  Police Station to 

Cambridgeshire  & Peterborough NHS  Foundation Trust. 

Decision Summa ry The lease proposal and below heads of terms have  been agreed by t he Estates Sub Group 

of the Business Co-ordination  Board and by t he Const abulary 's  Chief Office  Group. 
 

• Use: Office for Commun ity  Nursing Team . 

• Term: Lease to expire on 31st March 2020 

• Break Clause: Landlord and Tenant rolling breaks at six months notice in 

writing following  the first  anniversa ry 

• Rent:  £34,600pa  inclusive  payable  quarterly  in adva nce  (£8,650  per 

calendar qtr) 

• Rent review: On 31st March 2018 Market rent 

• Repairs   &  Maintenan ce : Tenant  internal   (non-structura l),   Landlord 

externa l & common/shared  spaces 

• ICT: PCFT to provide an N3 line for data and telephony 

• Car Parking: Shared use of secure car park 

 
 
 

Contact Office r Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive 
 

Tel: 0300 333 3456 
 

Email:dorothy.gregson @ca mbs.Qnn.Qo lice .uk 

Backgro u n d     Papers Report from Director of Estates to PCC dated 28th April2016 

 

Sir   G raha m     Bright,    Cambri d g e shi re Police    and   Crime    Commis s  ion er 
 
 

Iconfirm that Ihave  reached the above decision  after considerat ion of the facts above . 
..,.-  ./}  

/ ; J 

 

Signature 

C)J 
Date ' 2ot
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S::Es tates :His ton 1  

To: Police & Crime Commissioner 

From: Colin Luscombe: Director of Estate 

Date:  28 April 2016 

Histon Police Stations 

 
1.0 Purpose 

 

 

1.1 To s eek approval to leas e the firs t floor of His ton Police Station to 
Cambridges hire & Peterborough  NHS Foundation Trus t (CPFT). 

 
2.0 Background 

 

 

2.1 His ton Police Station was cons tructed in 2000 as a purpos e built freehold 
s tation and provides office accommodation and a s ecure yard. 

 

 

 
2.2 At the Es tates Sub Group on 10th March 2016 it was agreed that a s hort term 

letting opportunity  may be available for His ton Police Station.  Longer term 
the building would be required as a cons equence of the enhanced policing 
requirements  of the planned development at Norths towe.   This propos ed 
s hort term letting of the whole building created a number of logis tical and 
operational is s ues for the Local Policing Team. 

 
2.3 On 31s t March CPFT contacted the Cons tabulary to enquire about s hared 

occupancy.  This approach was s upported by the Es tates Sub Group on 6th 

April. 
 

 
 

3 Engagement 
 

 

3.1 The propos ed letting of the firs t floor was dis cuss ed with the Area  
Commander and his Bus ines s Manager who concluded that the current police 
functions could be provided from the ground floor of the building. 

 

 

3.2 As the propos al had no impact on s ervice delivery and that the local 
community will not be advers ely affected public engagement is not 
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cons idered neces s ary. 

 
3.3 The Area Commander  has engaged with s taff and minor adaptations are 

being undertaken to the building to ens ure that accommodation remains fit 
for purpos e. 

 

 

3.4 The Chief Officer Group of the Cons tabulary have been engag ed and have 
provided their s upport to the propos al. 

 

 

3.5 The Es tates Sub Group and Chief Officer Board recognis e that the inclus ive 
rent to a partner organis ation provides value for money. 

 
4 Proposed Letting 

 
3.1 An initial enquiry was rais ed by the local neighbourhood community nurs ing 

team manager who had heard that the Police may have s urplus s pace at 
His ton. 

 
3.2 CPFT require accommodation  for 23 works tations for a team of 30-35 dis trict 

nurs es to s tream through.  Following a s ite meeting it was es tablis hed that 
this could be delivered from the firs t floor of the building. 

 
3.3 The firs t floor letting would require minor reconfiguration of the ground floor 

to ens ure s uitable accommodate for the Local Policing Team and a plan has 
been agreed with the Area Commander. 

 
3.4 The following heads of terms have been agreed with CPFT: 

 

 

 Us e: Office for Community  Nurs ing Team. 

 Term: Leas e to expire on 31s t March 2020 

 Break Claus e: Landlord and Tenant rolling breaks at s ix months  notice in 

writing following the firs t annivers ary 

 Rent:  £34,600pa  inclus ive  payable quarterly  in  advance  (£8,650  per 

calendar qtr) 

 Rent review: On 31s t March 2018 Market rent 

 Repairs   &  Maintenance:  Tenant  internal   (non   s tructural),   Landlord 

external & common/s hared  s paces 

 ICT: PCFT to provide an N3 line for data and telephony 

 Car Parking: Shared us e of the s ecure car park 
 
 

3.5 The s hared occupancy by a partner organis ation (Making Ass ets Count) has 
the added advantage of not requiring planning cons ent, marketing or legal 
fees . 

 
4. Recommendation 
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4.1 It is recommended  that the Police & Crime Commiss ioner approves the 
letting of the firs t floor of His ton Police Station to Cambridges hire & 
Peterborough  NHS Foundation Trus t (CPFT) and s igns the Decis ion Notice. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Bibliography 
 

 

Source Document(s) Contact Officer Location 

Es tate 
Property 

Management 
Files 

– Elly McKee (Es tates 
Management Surveyor) 
or 01480 422423 

Colin Lus combe (Director of 
Es tates OPCC) 

Cambridges hire Cons tabulary 
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CAMBRID G  E S HI R E POLICE    AND   CRIME    CO MMIS S I O  N ER DECISIO N RECO RD -      CPCC     2016-019 

Subject Cambri d g e s hire Consta b ul a ry Vehicle W orksh o p Decisio n    to   Opt  to  Tax 

Decision  

To approve the decision to opt to tax the vehicle workshop  at the Lakes 

Business Park, St lves. 

Decision Summa ry Cambridgeshire  Constabulary requires a modern central workshop for its vehicle 

fleet. 
 

 
The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner's Business Coordinat ion 

Board (BCB) at their meeting on the 27th August 2015 discussed the proposaland 

agreed to the funding of the project. The site comprises approximately 0.34ha 

(0.847acres) and had a purchase price of £296,450 plus VAT, payable upon 

completion of the land purchase, which took place on 15th April 2016. The total 

va lue of the contract is £1.3m plus VAT. 
 

 
Following consideration of a 'Proposa l to Opt to Tax' report by the Chief Finance 

Officer to the Estates Sub Group on the 11th May 2016, the decision to opt to tax 

the  workshop   has  been  taken  to  enable  the  reclaiming  of  the  VAT  on  the 

purchase  price  and the  charging of  VAT  should the  site  be  rented or sold to 

another  party within  the 20 years duration of the option.  Due to the nature of 

the site  it is considered  to be highly  unlikely  that  this  would   impact   on the 

attractiveness  of the site. 

 
 
 

Contact Office r Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive 
 

Tel: 0300 333 3456 
 

Email: dorothy.gregson@cambs .Qnn.Qolice.uk 
 
 

'Vehicle Workshop'  - paper as presented  to Business Coordina tion  Board, 

Agenda Item 10.0, 27th August 2015 
 
 

httQ ://www  .cambridgesh ire-Qcc .gov.uk/work/BCB 
 
 

'The LakesVehicle Workshop -ProposaltoOptTo Tax' -decision ta ken at Estates Sub 

Group Meeting, Agenda item 5, 11th May 2016 

Backgro u n d Papers 
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Jason Ablewhite,  Cambridgeshire  Police and Crime Commissioner  

Iconfirm that Ihave  reached the above decision after consideration  of the facts above.  

 
 
 

Date l!2 ... 0 - l Co . 
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1 Q:Committees  & Panels:ESG:110516  

To: Estates Sub Group 
 

From:  Josie Gow ler, Chief Finance Officer 

Date: 11 May 2016 

The Lakes Vehicle Workshop – Proposal to Opt to Tax 
 
1.0 Purpose 

 

 

1.1 To seek approval to exercise an option to tax on the vehicle  workshop 
at The Lakes, St Ives. 

 
2.0 Background 

 

 

2.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary  requires a modern central workshop for 
its vehicle  fleet. 

 
2.2 The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner’s Business 

Coordination Board (BCB) at their meeting on the 27th August 2015 
discussed the proposal and agreed to the funding  of the project.  The 
site comprises approximately 0.34ha (0.847acres) and had a purchase 
price of £296,450 plus VAT, payable upon completion of the land 
purchase, which  took place on 15th April 2016. The total value  of the 
contract is £1.3m plus  VAT. 

 
3.0 Proposal 

 

 

3.1 The  decision to opt to tax the workshop  is proposed.  This  wi lll       enable 

the reclaiming of the VAT on the purchase price. 
 
3.2 Should the site be rented or sold to another party within the 20 years 

duration of the option then VAT would need to be charged to that party. 
Due to the nature of the site it is considered to be highly unlikely that 
this would  impact on the attractiveness of the site. 

 
4 Recommendation 

 

 

4.1 It is recommended that the Office of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner exercises an option to tax the vehicle  workshop at The 
Lakes, St Ives. 
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Bibliography 
 

Contact Officer  

Josie Gowler, Chief Finance Officer and Deputy Chief 
Executive,  Police and Crime Commissioner 

Background 
Papers 

‘Vehicle Workshop’ – paper as presented to Business 

Coordination Board,  Agenda Item  10.0, 27th  August 
2015 

 
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc .gov.uk/work/BCB 
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item No. 11

29 JUNE 2016 Public Report

Report of: THE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL SECRETARIAT  

Contact Officer(s) – Paulina Ford,   Peterborough City Council
Contact Details – paulina.ford@peterborough.gov.uk

RULES OF PROCEDURE

1. PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this report is to review the Rules of Procedure which were adopted by the 
Police and Crime Panel at its meeting on 7 February 2013 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 It is recommended that:

(a)  the Panel review the Rules of Procedure as required at paragraph 1.4 of the Rules of 
Procedure.

(b) Take into consideration the suggested changes at paragraph 7.5 and 7.9 of the Rules of 
Procedure as highlighted in red in Appendix 1 of the report.

(c) Confirm and resolve to approve any changes as agreed following discussion.

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1 The rules of procedure outline how the Panel will operate.  They can also be referred to as the 
standing orders of the Panel.

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 At the meeting of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel on 7 February 2013 the Rules of 
Procedure were approved in accordance with Schedule 6, paragraph 25, of the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the ‘Act’).  In accordance with paragraph 1.4 of the Rules of 
Procedure the Panel are required to review the Rules of Procedure annually at the Panels 
Annual Meeting.  The Rules of Procedure are attached at Appendix 1.

5. KEY ISSUES

5.1

5.2

5.3

The Rules shall not be amended unless written notification of the amendments required are 
received by the Panel Secretariat not less than fifteen working days prior to a Panel meeting.   
No amendment may be considered by the Panel which does not comply with the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011, relevant Regulations or statutory guidance.

At the last Annual Meeting held on 17 June 2015 the Panel resolved to undertake an in-depth 
review of the Rules of Procedure and as a consequence it was agreed that a Working Group be 
set up to review and report back to the Panel with any suggested changes at the 4 November 
2015 meeting.  At this meeting the Panel considered a number of proposed amendments from 
the Working Group which were discussed and approved at that meeting.  The Panel therefore 
resolved to adopt the revised Rules of Procedure.  

At a Panel meeting on 3 February 2016 it was further highlighted that an amendment would be 
required to the Rules of Procedure when next reviewed to provide clarification of when 
questions and statements should be submitted once the agenda had been published and prior 
to the meeting date.  The Secretariat was asked to note the proposed change and present this 
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5.4

to the Panel when the Rules of Procedure were next reviewed at the Annual Meeting in June 
2016.  The Secretariat consulted with Edward Leigh, Co-opted Member who had highlighted the 
requirement for the proposed change on the suggested wording. 

The suggested wording for the proposed change can be found highlighted in RED at the section 
‘Questions and Statements’, paragraph 7.5 listed below and attached in Appendix 1.

A member of the public (Questioner) wishing to ask a question or make a statement at a public 
meeting of the Panel must submit his/her question or statement in writing, by facsimile 
transmission or by electronic mail to the Secretariat in advance of the meeting. To guarantee 
acceptance (subject to paragraphs 7.9 and 7.10), the Questioner’s submission must be 
received by the Secretariat not later than 12 noon three working days before the meeting date. 
Submissions received after the deadline may be accepted at the discretion of the Chairperson.

Paragraph 7.9 states the Chairperson can decide to receive an urgent question or statement 
provided the Secretariat receives it no later than 10am on the day of the meeting.  However, it 
assumes the meeting will be held in the afternoon. Meetings are usually held in the afternoon 
but there are occasions when the meeting takes place in the morning. Therefore the Secretariat 
suggests the following amendment to paragraphs 7.9.

If the Chairperson decides that a matter is urgent he or she can allow a question or 
statement without having received notice, as at paragraph 7.5, provided a copy of the 
question or statement is delivered to the Secretariat not later than: 

(a) 10am on the day of the meeting for meetings held in the afternoon. 
(b) 4pm on the (working) day before the meeting for meetings held in the morning, 

In such circumstances, the Chairperson shall have discretion as to the order in which it is 
presented to the meeting.  

6. IMPLICATIONS

6.1 N/A

7. CONSULTATION

7.1 N/A.

8. NEXT STEPS

8.1 Should any additional amendments be requested to specific sections of the Rules of Procedure, 
these will be amended accordingly and agreed at the next meeting of the Panel with the 
remaining Rules being deemed approved.

9. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS
Used to prepare this report, in accordance with the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985

9.1 None.

10. APPENDICES

10.1 Rules of Procedure (Appendix 1)
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Appendix 1 Last Updated 4/11/2015

C P
C P
Cambridgeshire Police 

and Crime Panel

Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel  
Rules of Procedure 

 
1.0 General 
 
1.1 In this document: 

 the “Panel” is the Police and Crime Panel for the Cambridgeshire Police Force; 
 the “Secretariat” is the financial, administrative, scrutiny and other officer support 

to the Panel; 
 the “Host Authority” is the council which is host to the Secretariat at the relevant 

time; 
 the “PCC” is the Police and Crime Commissioner
 the “Act” is the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011;  
 the “Panel Arrangements Document” is the document which sets out the 

agreement of all 7 Authorities on the overarching framework for how the Panel 
will operate; 

 the “Rules” are the rules as set out in this Rules of Procedure Document. 

1.2  These Rules of Procedure (“the Rules”) are made by the Panel pursuant to Schedule 
6, paragraph 25, of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the ‘Act’). 

 
1.3 The Police and Crime Panel (‘the Panel’) will be conducted in accordance with the 

Rules. The Rules should be read and considered in conjunction with the Panel 
Arrangements.  

 
1.4 The Rules shall be reviewed annually at the Panel’s Annual Meeting. In the first year 

of operation amendments may be made mid-year to take into account a 
Memorandum of Understanding between the Panel and the newly elected Police and 
Crime Commissioner; and at any time may be updated should regulations require. 

1.5 The Rules shall not be amended unless written notification of the amendment/s 
required are received by the Panel Secretariat not less than fifteen working days 
prior to the Panel meeting. No amendment may be considered by the Panel which 
does not comply with the Act, relevant Regulations or statutory guidance.  

1.6 If there is any conflict in interpretation between these Rules and the Act or 
Regulations made under the Act, the Act and Regulations will prevail. The Monitoring 
Officer of the Host Authority will have the final ruling as to the interpretation of legal 
matters.

 
1.7 Where the Rules do not explicitly address an issue the Standing Orders from the 

Host Authority will apply. 
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1.8 All Panel members will be subject to a Member Code of Conduct which for elected 
members will be those of their own Council; co-opted members will be subject to the 
Code of Conduct of the Host Authority provided that the Panel may agree to adopt 
such additional protocols as it thinks fit. 

2.0 Election of Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson 
 
2.1 The Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson of the Panel shall be elected from amongst 

the members of the Panel. The election will take place annually at the Annual 
Meeting of the Panel, which will normally be held in June of each year.  

2.2 Save for the requirement for re-election; there is no maximum term length for the 
Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson positions. 

2.3 The positions will be elected by those members present at the Annual Meeting by a 
simple majority vote.  

2.4 The Vice-Chairperson will preside in the absence of the Chairperson and, if neither is 
present, the Panel will appoint a Chairperson from among the remaining members 
for the purposes of that meeting.   

 
3.0 Resignation and removal of the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson 
 
3.1 The Chairperson and/or Vice Chairperson may be removed by a vote of no 

confidence by a simple majority vote at a formal meeting of the Panel.   

3.2 In the event of the resignation or removal of the Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson an 
election for the position will be held at the next meeting of the Panel.  

 
4.0  Panel Meetings 
 
4.1 The Panel will hold at least four Ordinary Meetings per year to carry out its functions. 

4.2 The date, time and venue of each Ordinary Meeting shall be determined and 
published on the Panel’s website at least 10 working days in advance, unless the 
Chairperson or, in his/her absence, the Vice-Chairperson agrees that there are 
special reasons for an urgent meeting in which case the notice period may be 
shorter.  Ordinary Meetings will not be held in April or May. The calendar of meetings 
will normally be agreed by the Panel at its Annual Meeting. 

4.3 Extraordinary Meetings may also be called by the Chairperson or by any four 
members of the Panel or by the Monitoring Officer of the Host Authority.

4.4 The date, time and venue of an Extraordinary Meeting must be published on the 
Panel’s website, and all Panel members notified at least ten working days before an 
Extraordinary Meeting, unless the Chairperson or, in his/her absence, the Vice-
Chairperson agrees that there are special reasons for an urgent meeting in which 
case the notice period may be shorter.

4.5 Any request for an Extraordinary Meeting of the Panel must specify the particular 
item of business for which the Extraordinary Meeting is to be called. 

4.6 The Panel will determine the location and timing of its meetings, bearing in mind the 
principle that meetings should be rotated across the Cambridgeshire area.  
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4.7 Ordinary Meetings will take place in accordance with a work programme agreed by 
the Panel, and will start at the time decided by the Panel. The maximum length of a 
meeting shall normally be three hours, however meetings would normally be 
expected to last no longer than two hours.   

4.8 The agenda to be followed at Ordinary Meetings will be as follows: 

1. to receive apologies for absence; 
2. to receive any declarations of interest from members; 
3. to approve the minutes of the last meeting;  
4. to receive the minutes of Sub-Committees and Task Groups and any 

reports submitted to the Panel by those Sub-Committees and Task 
Groups; and 

5. to receive any questions, statements or petitions from members of the 
public in accordance with paragraph 7;

6. to consider written and verbal reports from officers and Panel members; 
and 

7. to consider items requested by members in accordance with paragraph 
4.12.

4.9 The only business to be conducted at an Extraordinary Meeting of the Panel will be: 

a) to choose a person to preside if the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson are 
absent or otherwise unable to preside:

b) to consider the matter specified in the request to call an Extraordinary
Meeting;

c) to receive any questions, statements or petitions from members of the public 
in accordance with paragraph 7 which must relate to the matter of business 
specified in the request to call the Extraordinary Meeting;

d)  no other business may be conducted at the meeting unless the Panel   
otherwise resolve. 

4.10 The Panel Agenda, and accompanying papers, will normally be issued to Panel 
members at least 5 working days before the meeting. It will also be published on the 
Panel’s website and by sending copies to each Panel member, and publicised by 
any other means the Panel considers appropriate. Papers will normally be sent by 
email.  

4.11 The Secretariat will endeavour to co-ordinate the circulation of papers as early as 
possible to enable members to have as much time as possible to consider the issues 
before the meeting.  

The scheduling of ad-hoc agenda items  

4.12 Any member of the Panel shall be entitled to give notice to the Secretariat that he or 
she wishes an item relevant to the functions of the Panel to be included on the 
agenda following the existing scheduled items of business. Items will normally be 
considered at the next Ordinary Meeting of the Panel, providing that the following 
conditions apply: 

a) At least 15 working days written notice is given to the Secretariat (The Police 
and Crime Commissioner (PCC) is required to be given 10 working days 
notice therefore this timing allows for discussions prior to this).  
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b) The item must be relevant to the remit of the Panel, as set out in the Panel 
Arrangements Document. 

c) The item must not have been already considered within the last six months by 
the Panel.  

4.13 In the event of a dispute on whether the conditions listed above apply, the Monitoring 
Officer of the Host Authority will advise the Chairperson and Panel. The 
Chairperson’s decision shall be final.  

4.14 Where the conditions above apply and the agenda item is discussed, the Panel may 
consider at this point whether any further action is needed in terms of further agenda 
time; investigation outside of the meeting; or a written response or information from 
the PCC.  

5.0 Quorum   
  
5.1 A meeting of the Panel cannot take place unless at least one third of the 

membership of the Panel is present.  
 
6.0 Voting 
 
6.1 Unless agreed by consensus, a decision is taken by a majority of those present and 

voting.  

6.2 Voting is generally by a show of hands unless a named vote is called for by a 
member of the Panel.  

6.3 If a Panel member arrives at the meeting before the casting of votes on any item has 
been commenced he/she is entitled to vote on that item. 

6.4 Immediately after a vote is taken any Panel member may ask for it to be recorded in 
the minutes that he/she voted for or against the question, or that he/she abstained. 

6.5 The Chairperson of the Panel, or other person presiding, shall have a second and/or 
casting vote where votes for and against a proposal are equal. There shall be no 
restriction on the manner in which the casting vote is exercised. 

7.0  Public Participation 
 
7.1 Members of the public may attend all public meetings subject only to the exceptions 

in the Access to Information Standing Orders attached at Annex A.

7.2 The Police and Crime Panel may also invite other people to address it, discuss 
issues of local concern and/or answer questions. It may, for example, wish to hear 
from residents, stakeholders, councillors who are not members of the panel and 
officers in other parts of the public sector and may invite such people to attend.

7.3 Part of the order of business at public meetings shall be designated for community 
involvement. The time allowed for this section of the meeting shall be up to 30 
minutes.  During this part of the meeting there shall be provision for:

 Questions and statements from the public; and
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 The receipt of petitions.

7.4 At an Ordinary meeting, questions and statements need not relate to an item on the 
agenda.  At an Extraordinary Meeting only questions and statements that relate to 
the principle agenda item shall be admitted as stated in standing order 4.9

Questions and Statements

7.5 A member of the public (Questioner) wishing to ask a question or make a statement 
at a public meeting of the Panel must submit his/her question or statement   in 
writing, by facsimile transmission or by electronic mail to the Secretariat  in advance 
of the meeting.  To guarantee acceptance (subject to paragraphs 7.9 and 7.10), the 
Questioner’s submission must be received by the Secretariat not later than 12 noon, 
three working days before the meeting date. Submissions received after the deadline 
may be accepted at the discretion of the Chairperson.

7.6 Each question or statement must give the name and address of the Questioner.  All 
questions and statements to be addressed to the Chairperson.

7.7 The Secretariat shall circulate copies of all questions and statements to Panel 
members in advance of the meeting.

7.8 Questions and statements from the Public shall be taken at the beginning of the 
meeting.  The Chairperson shall determine the order in which questions or 
statements are put to the Panel.

7.9 If the Chairperson decides that a matter is urgent he or she can allow a question or 
statement without having received notice, as at paragraph 7.5, provided a copy of 
the question or statement is delivered to the Secretariat not later than:
(a) 10am on the day of the meeting for meetings held in the afternoon;
(b) 4pm on the (working) day before the meeting for meetings held in the morning.

In such circumstances, the Chairperson shall have discretion as to the order in which 
it is presented to the meeting.  

7.10 No person may submit more than two questions or statements to a Panel meeting 
and no more than two such questions or statements may be asked on behalf of one 
organisation.

7.11 If the Secretariat considers that a question or statement is:

(a) not about a matter for which the Panel has a responsibility;
(b) not a matter for the Commissioner;
(c) illegal, improper, irregular, frivolous or offensive; 
(d) substantially the same as a question or statement which has been put at a 

meeting of the Panel in the previous six months; or
(e) requires the disclosure of confidential or exempt information;

The Secretariat shall inform the Chairperson who will then decide whether or not to 
accept the question or statement to be put.  If the Chairperson decides not to 
accept a question or statement his or her reasons will be recorded in the minutes of 
the meeting and will not be open to debate.  
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7.12 The Secretariat may edit any question or statement provided the person asking the 
question or statement is consulted about any alteration. 

7.13 The Secretariat will enter each question or statement received in a book open to 
public inspection and will within two working days send a copy to the Panel or the 
nominated respondent.  In addition, a copy of all questions, statements and 
responses will be published on the Panel’s website and added as an annex to the 
meeting’s minutes.

7.14 Two minutes are allowed to the Questioner to read or explain each submitted 
question or statement.

7.15 If a questioner who has submitted a written question or statement is unable to be 
present at a Panel meeting, the Panel shall provide a written response.  Where 
possible, the written response will be available for public inspection at the meeting.  
However, where this is not possible, a written response will be sent to the questioner 
within ten days of the meeting. 

7.16 A questioner who has put a question or made a statement in person may also put 
one supplementary question without notice to the member who has replied to his or 
her original question or statement. A supplementary question must arise directly out 
of the original question, statement or the reply and be directed to clarifying the reply. 
The Chairperson may reject a supplementary question on any of the grounds in 
paragraph 7.11 above. One minute is allowed for putting a supplementary question.

7.17 An answer can take any of the following forms:

(a) a direct oral answer;
(b) a reference to a publicly available document if it answers the question;
(c) if it would not be practicable or appropriate to answer a question orally the 

member will supply a written answer to the questioner within 10 days.

7.18 The person asked the question may refuse to answer but must give his or her 
reasons for doing so. 

7.19 Any questions not fully answered at the end of the allotted period will be answered in 
writing within ten days and published on the Panel’s website.

Petitions

7.20 Members and residents can present petitions.

7.21 Every petition must be polite and must be relevant to the responsibilities of Panel.

7.22 The petitioner must say what the petition is about without commenting;
 
7.23 Petitions must contain at least 3 signatures.  To present a petition, the Secretariat 

must receive written notice and the wording of the petition no later than 4 pm on the 
day before the meeting.  No more than two people must present the petition and say 
what it is about, without commenting.  It will be referred to the Secretariat for 
consideration. 

7.24    There will be no debate about a petition when it is presented.
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7.25    A report to the Panel about the action taken on the petition will be made no later than   
the second Ordinary Meeting of the Panel following the meeting when the petition 
was presented.
General Participation

7.26 Any further involvement from the public at the meetings of the Panel will be at the 
discretion of the Chairperson, including involvement in any debate and the asking of 
questions or making statements, without prior notice, during the debate on items on 
the agenda.

7.27 Members of the public are entitled to record the meetings of the Panel using audio 
and visual recording equipment.  If the Chairperson feels that the recording is 
obstructing, disturbing or disrupting the proceedings of the meeting, the recording 
must cease.

 
8.0  Work Programme 
  
8.1 The Panel will be responsible for setting its work programme. In doing so it shall 

have regard to:  
 

a) the requirement to undertake the functions and responsibilities of the Panel as 
set out in the Act including consideration of the necessary timings to meet its 
legal responsibilities; 

b) the priorities defined by the PCC;  
c)  the views of the public on Police and Crime matters; 
d) the views of key partners, including Probation, Health, Community Safety 

Partnerships; and relevant county, district council or town or parish councils
e)  the views of its members and advisers; and  
 f) the resources available to support the delivery of the work programme. 

Suggestions from Members of the Public for items of Scrutiny by the Panel

8.2 Members of the public may submit suggestions for items of scrutiny to the Panel in 
writing by letter, facsimile transmission or by electronic mail to the Secretariat not 
later than 12 noon, five working days before the day of the Panel meeting (not 
including the day of the meeting itself).  Each suggestion must give the name and 
address of the person submitting the suggestion.  The suggested item for scrutiny 
will be considered at the next meeting of the Panel under the item on the Agenda 
called “Meeting Dates and Agenda Plan”.

9.0 Sub-Committees  
 
9.1 The Panel may set up Sub-Committees to undertake specified functions of the 

Panel. The role of Sub-Committees is to carry out delegated Panel functions, 
excluding those functions that are not able to be delegated under the Act.  Sub-
Committees may formally take decisions as delegated to them by the Panel.   

9.2 The work to be undertaken by a Sub-Committee will be agreed by the Panel. In 
commissioning the work the Panel will agree as part of the scoping document the 
following: 

a) terms of reference and delegations; 
b) purpose/objectives; 
c) resources;  
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d) timescales for completing the work and reporting back;
e) membership  

9.3 The Panel shall appoint Sub-Committees. The Chairperson of the Panel may make a 
recommendation to the Panel on membership. 

9.4 The maximum size of a Sub-Committee shall be seven members. The minimum size 
is three members. Size shall be determined on a case-by-case basis at the point that 
the review is commissioned.  

9.5 The membership of Sub-Committees shall be confined to members of the Panel. 

9.6 In determining the membership of a Sub-Committee the Panel shall give, so far as 
practicable, consideration to the duties in the Act to consider political balance; 
geographical balance; and the skills and expertise of members. 

9.7 Sub-Committee meetings shall be minuted.  The minutes shall be published on the 
Panel’s website and presented at the next meeting of the Panel. 

10.0  Task Groups 
 
10.1 The role of Task Groups is to undertake time-limited investigations into particular 

issues, such as a scrutiny topic review. They are informal working groups, and as 
such have no decision-making power. Task Groups will report back upon the 
completion of their work with a report and recommendations to the Panel.  

10.2 The work to be undertaken by a Task Group will be agreed by the Panel. In 
commissioning the work the Panel will agree as part of the scoping document the 
following: 

a) terms of reference; 
b) purpose/objectives; 
c) approach to gathering evidence; 
d) resources to support the review; 
e) timescales for completing the work and reporting back; and 
f) membership.  

10.3 The Panel will appoint Task Groups. The Chairperson of the Panel may make a 
recommendation to the Panel on the membership. 

10.4 The maximum size of a Task Group shall be agreed by the Panel at the point that 
the review is commissioned. The minimum size is three members.  

10.5 The Panel shall appoint a Chairperson of the Task Group from within the 
membership of the Panel. The Chairperson of the Panel may make a 
recommendation on whom to appoint. 

10.6 The composition of a Task Group will be determined by the role it is to perform. 
Whilst issues of political and geographical balance may be taken into account, to 
help the effectiveness of the group consideration may also be given to: 

a) skills and expertise 
b) availability of members to undertake the work 
c) interest and commitment  
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d)  Local knowledge

10.7 The Panel may choose to co-opt non-Panel members onto a Task Group if it is 
considered that they possess skills, expertise, or a perspective which will assist the 
Group in its work. Co-opted members on a Task Group are non-voting members of 
the Group. 

10.8 The following eligibility rules will apply to non-voting co-opted members of Task 
Groups: 

a) must live and/or work in the Cambridgeshire Police Force area; and 
b) must be able to provide expertise/layperson’s perspective to assist the group 

in carrying out its scrutiny function. 
 

11.0 Panel Reports and Recommendations—General  
 
11.1 Where the Panel makes a report to the PCC, the PCC will publish the report or 

recommendations on its website, except where the information is exempt or 
confidential as defined in the Local Government Act 1972 (as amended).  

11.2 The Panel may require the PCC within 20 working days (or within such other period 
as is indicated in these Rules) of the date on which s/he receives the Panel’s report 
or recommendations to: 

a) consider the report or recommendations;  
b) respond to the Panel indicating what (if any) action the PCC proposes to take;  
c) publish the response from the PCC where the Panel has published the report or 

recommendations.  

11.3 The Panel will formally make requests to the PCC or issue other statements by way 
of reports and recommendations. As the Panel is a scrutiny body, rather than an 
executive decision-making committee, motions or resolutions will not be considered 
by the Panel.  

Procedure for Agreeing Reports and Recommendations 

11.4 Recommendations to the PCC from the Panel will be made as an outcome of a 
scrutiny review or as a result of an agenda item discussion.  

11.5 As a cross-party scrutiny committee, reports and recommendations to the PCC 
should normally be agreed by consensus rather than a formal vote. Where this is not 
possible a vote may be taken, under the voting procedure outlined above. This 
includes the option of a Panel member requesting that a named vote is taken at the 
meeting to ensure that views are minuted.  

Minority Reporting 

11.6 In exceptional circumstances, one minority report in relation to a report prepared by 
a Task Groups may be prepared and submitted for consideration with the majority 
report to the PCC. Where a member or members wish to submit a minority report the 
Chairperson of the Panel and Secretariat should be notified as soon as possible in 
advance of the Panel meeting, normally 10 working days notice should be given 
depending on the timing of the Task Group’s consideration of its majority report.  
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11.7 The PCC’s responsibilities and remit relate to the Committee as a whole, therefore 
the PCC will respond to the Committee as a whole and not to individual members of 
the Panel. This means that for the purposes of communication to the public, 
stakeholders and the PCC the majority report represents the viewpoint of the Panel. 
The PCC will be required only to respond to the majority report.  

 
12.0 PCC and others giving account 
 
12.1 The presumption will be that the PCC will be required to attend all formal Police and 

Crime Panel meetings (Ordinary and Extraordinary) to answer questions which may 
be necessary to assist the Panel in discharging its functions, unless the Panel 
decides that this is not necessary and informs the PCC that he/she will not be 
required. 

12.2 The PCC shall be notified by the Secretariat of the Panel of the Annual Work 
Programme of the Panel, including meeting dates.

12.3 In setting the Annual Work Programme the Panel should identify and consider where 
possible what papers will be required, and if any supporting staff from the 
Secretariat, Police or otherwise are likely to be needed in addition to the PCC, in 
order to give as much notice as possible.  

12.4 Where a new agenda item is scheduled for a meeting that is not included within the 
work programme and the PCC (and staff/or Chief Constable) is required to attend, 
the Secretariat will inform the relevant persons of the nature of the agenda item and 
any written information that is required as soon as possible. 

12.5 At least 15 working days notice will be given of the new agenda item to the PCC and 
any requirement to provide written information (owing to the access of information 
requirements this equates to 10 working days notice for the provision of written 
information).

12.6 In exceptional circumstances, and where there is agreement between the PCC and 
Chairperson of the Panel, shorter notice may be required for either attendance or 
papers.   

12.7 If the Panel requires the PCC to attend before the Panel, the Panel may also request 
the Chief Constable to attend on the same occasion to answer any questions which 
appear to the Panel to be necessary in order for it to carry out its functions.  

12.8 In undertaking its functions, the Panel may invite persons other than those referred 
to above to attend Panel meetings, to address the meeting, discuss issues of local 
concern and/or answer questions. This may, for example and not exclusively, include 
residents, stakeholders, Council members who are not members of the Panel and 
officers from other parts of the public sector. 

12.9 The Secretariat shall publish on the Panel’s website any written responses from the 
PCC to matters raised at meetings of the Panel.

13.0 Special Functions  
 
13.1 The Special Functions of the Panel, as set out in the Panel Arrangements, are those 

functions which are conferred on the Panel in relation to: 
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a)  the review of the Police and Crime Plan as required by Section 28(3) of the Act;  
b)  the review of the Annual Report as required by Section 28 (4) of the Act;  
c)  the review of senior appointments in accordance with Paragraphs 10 and 11 of 

Schedule 1 of the Act;  
d)  the review and potential veto of the proposed precept in accordance with 

Schedule 5 of the Act;  
e)  the review and potential veto of appointment of the Chief Constable in 

accordance with Part 1 the Act.  
 
14.0 Police and Crime Plan 
 
14.1 The Panel is a statutory consultee on the development of the PCC’s Police and 

Crime Plan and will receive a copy of the draft Police and Crime Plan, or a draft of 
any variation to it, from the PCC.  

 
14.2 The Panel will:  
 

a) hold a meeting to review the draft Police and Crime Plan (or a variation to it); and 
b) report or make recommendations on the draft Plan which the PCC must take into 

account. 
 
15.0    Annual Report 
 
15.1 The PCC must publish an Annual Report about the exercise of his/her functions in 

the financial year and progress in meeting police and crime objectives in the year. 
The report must be sent to the Panel for consideration. 

 
15.2 The Panel must comment upon the Annual Report of the PCC, and for that purpose 

must: 

a) arrange for a meeting of the Panel to be held as soon as practicable after the 
Panel receives the Annual Report; 

b) require the PCC to attend the meeting to present the Annual Report and answer 
such questions about the Annual Report as the Panel think appropriate; 

c) make a report and/or recommendations on the Annual Report to the PCC. 
 
16.0 Proposed precept  
           
16.1 The Panel will receive notification from the PCC of the precept that s/he are 

proposing to issue for the coming financial year. The Panel will arrange for a meeting 
of the Panel to be held as soon as practicable after the Panel receives the proposed 
precept and make a report including recommendations. 

 
16.2 Having considered the precept, the Panel will either:  

a)  support the precept without qualification or comment; or  
b)  support the precept and make recommendations; or 
c)  veto the proposed precept (by the required majority of at least two thirds of the 

persons who are members of the Panel at the time when the decision is made).  

16.3 If the Panel vetoes the proposed precept, the report to the PCC must include a 
statement that the panel has vetoed the proposed precept and give reasons for that 
decision. The Panel will require a response from the PCC within seven days to the 
report and any such recommendations.  
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17.0  Senior Appointments 
 
17.1 The Panel must review the proposed appointment by the PCC of the Chief 

Constable, Chief Executive, Chief Finance Officer and Deputy Police and Crime 
PCC.  

 
17.2 The Panel will receive notification of the proposed appointment from the PCC, which 

will include: 

a) the name of the candidate; 
b) the criteria used to assess suitability of the candidate;  
c) why the candidate satisfies the criteria; and  
d) the terms and conditions proposed for the appointment. 

17.3 The Panel must hold a confirmation hearing for all proposed senior appointments as 
outlined in 17.1 within 15 working days of receipt of notification by the PCC. It must 
also report to the PCC at the same time with its recommendations. The 15 working 
days will not include the relevant post-election period. The relevant post-election 
period means the period that:

a) Begins with the day of the poll at an ordinary election of a police and crime 
commissioner under section 50 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility 
Act 2011, and

b) Ends with the day on which the person elected as Police and Crime 
Commissioner delivers a declaration of acceptance of office under section 70 of 
the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.

17.4 The confirmation hearings will be held in public and the candidates will be 
questioned in relation to their appointment. Candidates must attend, either in person 
or by video link.  After questioning the candidate, the Panel in accordance with 
schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, will go into private session in order 
to determine its recommendations regarding the candidate’s appointment.

17.5 Following the hearing, the Panel will make a report of its recommendations to the 
PCC on the proposed appointment. The PCC must respond in writing within 20 
working days of receipt of the Panel’s report confirming whether the 
recommendation has been accepted or not.   

17.6 In relation to the proposed appointment of the Chief Constable, the Panel is required 
to make recommendations to the PCC and has the power to veto the appointment. 
Following the hearing, the Panel will be asked to: 

a) support the appointment without qualification or comment; 
b) support the appointment with associated   recommendations, or  
c) veto the appointment of the Chief Constable (a two thirds majority is required of  

those members present at the time when the decision is made.) (This may be 
subject to change following Home Office Regulations)

17.7 If the Panel vetoes an appointment, it must set out its reasons for doing so in a 
report to the PCC and the PCC must not then appoint that candidate as Chief 
Constable. 
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18.0 Suspension of the Police and Crime Commissioner 
 
18.1 The Panel may suspend the PCC if it appears to the Panel that: 
  

 a)  the PCC is charged in the United Kingdom, the Channel Islands or the Isle of 
Man with an offence; and   

 b)  the offence is one which carries a maximum term of imprisonment exceeding two 
years.  

18.2 This decision will be taken at a formal Panel meeting via a majority vote. 

18.3 The suspension of the PCC ceases to have effect upon the occurrence of the 
earliest of these events: 

 
  a) the charge being dropped;  
 b) the PCC being acquitted of the offence; 

c) the PCC being convicted of the offence but not being disqualified under Section 
66 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 by virtue of the 
conviction; or  

d) the termination of the suspension by the Police and Crime Panel.  
 
18.4 In this section references to an offence which carries a maximum term of 

imprisonment exceeding two years are references to:  
 

 a)  an offence which carries such a maximum term in the case of a person who has 
attained the age of 18 years, or  

 b)  an offence for which, in the case of such a person, the sentence is fixed by law 
as life imprisonment. 

 
19.0 Suspension and Removal of the Chief Constable 
 
19.1 The Panel will receive notification if the PCC suspends the Chief Constable.  

19.2 The PCC must also notify the Panel in writing of his/her proposal to call upon the 
Chief Constable to retire or resign together with a copy of the reasons given to the 
Chief Constable in relation to that proposal. 

19.3 The PCC must provide the Panel with a copy of any representations from the Chief 
Constable about the proposal to call for his/her resignation or retirement. 

19.4 If the PCC is still proposing to call upon the Chief Constable to resign, she/he must 
notify the Panel accordingly (the ‘further notification’). 

19.5 Within 30 days from the date of receiving the further notification the Panel must 
make a recommendation in writing to the PCC as to whether or not s/he should call 
for the retirement or resignation. Before making any recommendation the Panel may 
consult the Chief Inspector of Constabulary, and must hold a Scrutiny hearing. 

19.6 The Scrutiny hearing which must be held by the Panel is a Panel meeting in private 
to which the PCC and Chief Constable are entitled to attend to make representations 
in relation to the proposal to call upon the Chief Constable to retire or resign. 
Appearance at the Scrutiny hearing can be by attending in person or video link.  

19.7 The PCC may not call upon the Chief Constable to retire or resign until the end of 
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the scrutiny process which will occur: 

(a) at the end of 30 days from the Panel having received notification if the Panel 
has not by then given the PCC a recommendation as to whether or not 
she/he should call for the retirement or resignation; or 

 
(b) when the PCC notifies the Panel of a decision about whether she/he accepts 

the Panel’s recommendations in relation to resignation or retirement. 
 
19.8 The PCC must consider the Panel’s recommendation and may accept or reject it, 

notifying the Panel accordingly.   
 
20.0 Appointment of an Acting Police and Crime Commissioner 

20.1 The Panel must meet to appoint a person to be acting PCC within 15 working days 
if:  

 
a)  no person holds the office of PCC;  
b)  the PCC is incapacitated (i.e. unable to fulfil the functions of PCC) which is a 

matter for the Panel to determine; or  
c)  the PCC is suspended.  

 
20.2 In the event that the Panel has to appoint an Acting PCC it will meet to determine the 

process for appointment which will comply with these Rules of Procedure and any 
legal requirements. 

20.3 The Panel may appoint a person as Acting PCC only if the person is a member of 
the PCC’s staff at the time of the appointment.  

20.4 In appointing a person as Acting PCC in a case where the PCC is incapacitated, the 
Panel must have regard to any representations made by the PCC in relation to the 
appointment.  

20.5 The appointment of an Acting PCC will cease to have effect upon the earliest of the 
following:  

 a)  the election of a person as PCC;  
b)    the termination by the Panel, or by the Acting PCC, of the appointment of the 

Acting PCC;  
c) where the Acting PCC is appointed because the PCC is incapacitated, the 

PCC ceases to be incapacitated; or 
d)  where the Acting PCC is appointed because the PCC is suspended, the PCC 

ceases to be suspended. 
 
20.6 Where the Acting PCC is appointed because the PCC is incapacitated or 

suspended, the Acting PCC’s appointment does not terminate because a vacancy 
occurs in the office of PCC. 

21.0   Complaints 
 
21.1 Complaints which involve allegations which may amount to a criminal offence by the 

PCC or senior office holders are dealt with by the Independent Police Complaints 
Commission (the ‘IPCC’).  
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21.2 The Panel may however be involved in the informal resolution of certain other 
complaints against the PCC and Deputy PCC, where they are not being investigated 
by the IPCC or cease to be investigated by the IPCC.  

21.3 The Panel shall have a complaints procedure for complaint handling that shall be set 
out in a protocol.  

 22.0 Further Guidelines/Protocols 

22.1 The Panel may agree further guidelines/protocols to assist it in carrying out its 
business so long as these are in accordance with the Rules of Procedure, Panel 
Arrangements and legal requirements. Further guidance and protocols may cover: 

a)  Memoranda of Understanding between the PCC and Panel. 
b)  Communications Protocols (including media handling).  
c)  Public Involvement.   
d)  Complaints Procedure.  
e)  PCP and Local Scrutiny Committees’ Protocol.
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 ANNEX A: ACCESS TO INFORMATION STANDING ORDERS  
 
1.0 SCOPE 
 
1.1 These standing orders apply to all formal meetings of the Police and Crime Panel. 

1.2 These rules do not affect any additional rights to information contained elsewhere in 
this constitution or granted by law. 

 2.0 RIGHTS TO ATTEND MEETINGS 
 
2.1 Members of the public may attend all meetings, subject only to the exceptions in 

these standing orders. 
 
3.0 NOTICES OF MEETING 
 
3.1 The Secretariat will give at least ten clear days notice of any meeting by posting 

details of the meeting at the principal offices of the Host Authority and on the 
Internet. 

 
4.0 ACCESS TO AGENDA AND REPORTS BEFORE THE MEETING 
 
4.1 The Secretariat will make copies of the agenda and reports open to the public 

available for inspection at the designated offices at least five clear days before the 
meeting. If an item is added to the agenda later, the Monitoring Officer of the Host 
Authority shall make each report available to the public as soon as the report is 
completed and sent to members, and will ensure that it will be open to inspection 
from the time the item was added to the supplementary agenda. 

 
5.0 SUPPLY OF COPIES 
 
5.1 The Secretariat will supply hard copies of: 

a)  any agenda and reports which are open to public inspection; 
b)  any further statements or particulars necessary to indicate the nature of the 

items in the agenda; and 
c) if the Monitoring Officer of the Host Authority thinks fit, copies of any other 

documents supplied to members in connection with an item to any person on 
payment of a charge for postage and any other costs under the Host Authority’s  
Charging Policy. Under the Freedom of Information Act, information would be 
supplied free until these costs go over the threshold of £450, when a charge 
would be levied. 

 
6.0 ACCESS TO MINUTES ETC AFTER THE MEETING
 
6.1 The Secretariat will make available hard copies of the following for six years after a 

meeting: 
 

a) the minutes of the meeting, or, where appropriate, records of decisions taken, 
together with reasons, for all meetings of the Panel, excluding any part of the 
minutes of proceedings when the meeting was not open to the public or which 
disclose exempt or confidential information; 

b) a summary of any proceedings not open to the public where the minutes open to 
inspection would not provide a reasonably fair and coherent record; 
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c) the agenda for the meeting; and 
d) reports relating to items when the meeting was open to the public. 

 
7.0 BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
7.1 List of background papers: Reports will include a list (prepared by the Secretariat) of 

those documents (called background papers) relating to the subject matter of the 
report which in their opinion disclose any facts or matters on which the report or an 
important part of the report is based; and which have been relied on to a material 
extent in preparing the report but does not include published works or those which 
disclose exempt or confidential information. 

 
7.2 Public inspection of background papers: The Council will make available for public 

inspection via its website for six years after the date of the meeting one copy of each 
of the documents on the list of background papers.

7.3 Use of media technology at Panel Meetings: At the discretion of the Chairperson of 
the Panel recording of meetings and use of media technology will be permitted 
provided that it does not release information that the Secretariat has identified as 
being confidential under the Access to Information Regulations. 

7.4 The Secretariat supports the use of networking sites to disseminate information 
during their meetings, provided that confidential information as outlined above is not 
deliberately or inadvertently disclosed. 

 
8.0 SUMMARY OF THE PUBLIC’S RIGHTS 
 
8.1 A written summary of the public’s rights to attend meetings and to inspect and copy 

documents is available for inspection at the Principal Offices of the Host Authority.  
 
9.0 EXCLUSION OF ACCESS BY THE PUBLIC TO MEETINGS 

Confidential or Exempt information – requirement to exclude public 

9.1 The public must be excluded from an item at a meeting whenever it is likely to be 
confidential in view of the nature of the business. 

9.2 Meaning of confidential information: Confidential information means information 
given to the Panel by a Government Department on terms which forbid its public 
disclosure or information which cannot be publicly disclosed by reason of a Court 
Order or any enactment. 

9.3 The public may be excluded from an item at a meeting whenever it is likely in view of 
the nature of the business to be transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that 
exempt information would be disclosed. 

 
9.4 Meaning of exempt information: Subject to the test of the Public Interest set out 

below, information is exempt information where it falls within any of the following 
categories: 

 1  Information relating to an individual. 

2  Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual. 

3  Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person 
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(including the public authority holding the information), except where the 
information is required to be registered under certain prescribed statutes including 
the Companies Act 1985 and the Charities Act 1993.“Financial or business affairs” 
includes contemplated, as well as past or current activities. 

4  Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or contemplated 
consultations or negotiations, in connection with any labour relations matter 
arising between the Authority or a Minister of the Crown and employees of, or 
office holders under, the Authority. “Labour relations matter” means any matter 
which may be the subject of a trade dispute, or any dispute about any such matter 
(i.e. a matter specified in paragraphs (a) to (g) of section 218(1) of the Trade 
Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992.)

5  Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be 
maintained in legal proceedings. 

6  Information which reveals that the Authority proposes: 
a) to give under any enactment a notice, under which or by virtue of which 

requirements are to be imposed on a person; or 
b) to make an order or direction under any enactment. 

7  Information relating to any action taken or to be taken in connection with the 
prevention, investigation or prosecution of crime. 

 
9.5 Public interest test: Information falling within any of categories 1-7 set out above, 

which is not prevented from being exempt because it falls within category 3, and is 
required to be registered under the prescribed enactments is exempt information if, 
and so long as, in all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining 
the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information. 

 
10.0 EXCLUSION OF ACCESS BY THE PUBLIC TO REPORTS 
 
10.1 The Monitoring Officer of the Host Authority may exclude access by the public to a 

report which, in his or her opinion, relates to an item during which, in accordance 
with this Access to Information Standing Order, the meeting is likely not to be open 
to the public; or, as the case may be, was not open to the public. Such reports will be 
marked “Not for publication”, together with the category of information likely to be 
disclosed. 

 
11.0 RECORD OF DECISIONS 
 
11.1 After any formal meeting of the Panel, the Secretariat will produce a record of every 

decision taken at that meeting as soon as practicable. The record will include a 
statement of the reasons for each decision and, where appropriate, any alternative 
options considered and rejected at that meeting. All such decisions will be recorded 
in the Panel’s minutes and published accordingly.
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item No. 12

29 JUNE 2016 Public Report

Report of:  Alison Stuart, Assistant Director Legal & Democratic Services 
Peterborough City Council

Contact Officer(s) – Alison Stuart
Contact Details – Alison Stuart@peterborough.gov.uk

REVIEW OF COMPLAINTS

1. PURPOSE

1.1 To update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel on complaints received against the 
Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner or his Deputy. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

To note that 2 complaints have been received against the Commissioner.

To agree to the complaints being referred to a Police and Crime Panel Sub Committee for 
consideration and a decision under Regulation 13 of the Elected Local Policing Bodies 
(Complaints and Misconduct) Regulations 2012 and the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Panel complaints procedure.

To agree that the complaints should not be disclosed at this time pending the decision of the 
Police and Crime Panel Sub Committee and/or any referral to the IPCC should this be 
necessary.

To agree in accordance with the Panels Complaints Procedure to establish a Sub Committee 
consisting of 3 members of the Panel one of whom should be an Independent Co-opted 
Member who will be Chairman of the Panel.

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1

3.2

3.3

This report discharges the responsibility for the panel to have an overview and record 
complaints made against the Commissioner or his Deputy.

The complaints have been recorded by the Panel as part of their statutory duty.  As a 
consequence of the OPCC Chief Executive referring the matter to the Panel in line with the 
Panel’s Complaints Procedure, the Chief Executive has therefore not recorded the complaints. 

The Panel must now consider recommending the establishment of a Sub Committee consisting 
of 3 members to deal with consideration of the complaints following a referral from the Chief 
Executive and Monitoring Officer of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner to the 
Police and Crime Panel who shall determine whether the complaints are serious complaints or 
whether they can be dealt with by informal resolution.

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 Two complaints have been received regarding the Police and Crime Commissioner. Both 
complaints relate to comments made by the Commissioner on social media in November 2009. 
Whilst these comments were made some years ago, these complaints are considered as the 
Commissioner is a relevant office holder.  Both complaints have been recorded in accordance 
with Regulation 9(5) of the Elected Local Policing Bodies (Complaints and Misconduct) 
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4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

Regulations 2012.

Under the Panel’s Complaints Procedure, The Chief Executive and Monitoring Officer of the 
Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner, who received the complaints has referred, 
the decision as to whether the complaint is a serious complaint to the Police and Crime Panel 
who need to record the complaint as part of their statutory duty and thereafter refer the 
complaints to a Sub Committee for consideration.

The power to consider complaints sits with the Panel who have delegated some functions to the 
Chief Executive.  The Panel’s Complaint Procedure (section 2) provides for the referral back to 
the Panel if the Chief Executive feels she cannot accept the delegation of the Panel’s power 
due to a potential or perceived conflict of interest. 

Having recorded the complaint under Regulation 9(5) a determination would then need to be 
made under Regulation 13 as to whether it is a serious complaint, about conduct which 
constitutes or involves, or appears to constitute or involve, the commission of a criminal 
offence. This will be undertaken by a Sub Committee in line with the Cambridgeshire Police and 
Crime Complaints procedure.

Under Regulation 13(1) of the Elected Local Policing Bodies (Complaints and Misconduct 
Regulations 2012, it shall be the duty of a Police and Crime panel to refer a complaint to the 
Commission if the panel determines that the complaint is a serious complaint.

Where complaints or conduct matters concerning a Police and Crime Commissioner or the 
Deputy Commissioner allege criminality, they must be referred to the Independent Police 
Complaints Commission (IPCC).  Where the Commission determines under Regulation 14(2) 
that it is not necessary for a complaint or conduct matter to be investigated, it shall refer the 
complaint or matter back to the Police and Crime panel.

Where the Panel decide that a complaint is not serious, it can be dealt with by the Panel under 
Regulation 15. The Panel has discretion to refuse to deal with the complaint or to take whatever 
approach to the complaint as it sees fit, for reasons set out in the Regulations, such as delay, 
anonymous complaint, injustice would be likely to be caused by the delay, the matter is already 
subject of a complaint, more than 12 months have elapsed between the incident, or the latest 
incident or the complaint is vexatious.

Informal resolution of the complaint may be carried out by the Panel, a Sub Committee or a 
single member of the Panel.  

The Panel can ask the person complained about to provide documents or to attend before the 
Panel to answer questions. The Panel has the power under paragraph 28 of the Regulations to 
ask the complainant and the person complained of to comment on the complaint. 

5. KEY ISSUES

5.1 Whilst there is a public interest in matters involving the Police and Crime Commissioner or his 
Deputy, it would be prudent for the complaints to be recorded but the contents to not be 
disclosed at this time pending the decision of the Police and Crime Panel Sub Committee 
and/or any referral to the IPCC should this be necessary and to avoid impeding due process.

6. IMPLICATIONS

6.1 The Panel must have due consideration of the Provisions of the Elected Local Policing Bodies 
(Complaints and Misconduct) Regulations 2012.

7. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

7.1 Used to prepare this report, in accordance with the Local Government (Access to Information) 
Act 1985
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 Elected Local Policing Bodies (Complaints and Misconduct) Regulations 2012
 Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel complaints procedure.

8. APPENDICES

8.1 None
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item No. 13

29 JUNE 2106 Public Report

Report of:  Ian Phillips, Peterborough City Council

Contact Officer(s) – Ian Phillips
Contact Details – Ian.Phillips@peterborough.gov.uk

CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL ANNUAL REPORT

1. PURPOSE

1.1 To consider the draft annual report of the work of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel 
during the last twelve months.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The Panel are recommended to approve the report.

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1 This report discharges the responsibility for the Panel to publish an annual report of its work.  

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 The report sets out some of the key areas that the Panel has scrutinised over the last twelve 
months which includes:

 HMIC’s report into the Constabulary’s approach to crime data integrity
 The role of Community Safety partnerships across the county
 Scrutinising financial performance and the Commissioner’s budget
 Issues around violent crime and domestic violence
 How the police tackle cybercrime 
 Review of the Commissioner’s Precept 
 Confirmation hearing for the Chief Constable

5. KEY ISSUES

5.1 None

6. IMPLICATIONS

6.1 None

7. CONSULTATION

7.1 None

8. NEXT STEPS

8.1 N/a.

9. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS
Used to prepare this report, in accordance with the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985
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9.1 Agendas and .Minutes  of the Panel for meetings held on 17 June 2015, 16 September 2015, 4 
November 2015, 3 February 2016, 16 March 2016

10. APPENDICES

10.1 Annual report of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime  Panel 2016
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Appendix 1

C P

C P
Cambridgeshire Police 

and Crime Panel

Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel:
Annual Report 2015/16

Foreword

The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel (the Panel) holds the Police and Crime 
Commissioner (the Commissioner) for Cambridgeshire to account by acting as a ‘critical 
friend’. Its role is to scrutinise, challenge and support the Commissioner, maintaining a check 
and balance on the performance of the Commissioner in regards to the strategic actions and 
decisions made. 

The Panel is not responsible for holding the Chief Constable or the Constabulary to account; 
this is a role for the Police and Crime Commissioner.  The principal role of the Panel is to 
scrutinise the actions and decisions of the Commissioner, not the performance of the police 
force.  The key functions of the Panel are:

 To review the PCC’s Police and Crime Plan
 To hold the PCC to account for the delivery of the Police and Crime Plan – the panel 

has powers to request any necessary information from the PCC on his decisions
 To review and report on the appointment of the Chief Constable and other senior 

appointments – the Panel has powers to veto the appointment of the Chief Constable
 To review the Commissioner’s proposed police precept – the panel has powers to veto 

the precept
 To scrutinise the PCC’s annual report
 To consider complaints against the PCC.

This is the third annual report of the Panel covering its work throughout 2015-16.  

The work of the Panel

During 2015-16, the Panel met on six occasions and has scrutinised a number of key areas 
of the Commissioner’s work.  These include – 

 Reviewing the Commissioner’s performance reporting procedures which sets out 
what the police are expected to achieve and how the Commissioner holds the police 
to account.
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 Reviewing Her Majesty’s Inspection Constabulary’s reports on crime data integrity 
and domestic abuse and the action that the Commissioner has overseen to address 
the issues raised within the reports.

 The role of the various community safety partnerships across Peterborough and 
Cambridgeshire and how the Commissioner supports them.

 Scrutinising the budget strategy and financial forecast for the Constabulary including 
the measures the Commissioner had taken to reduce costs and improve efficiencies 
within the police force.

 Understanding how violent crime was being recorded and the actions that the police 
were taking.  The Panel were particularly interested to understand how domestic 
violence is being tackled.

 Assessing how the Commissioner and the Constabulary are addressing issues 
around cybercrime and how the Commissioner engages with the National Crime 
Agency.

In addition, the Panel has scrutinised the Commissioner’s variations to his Police and Crime 
Plan throughout the year and the decisions which he has taken.  Full details of the issues 
that the Panel have considered can be found on the website here.

Commissioner Budget Precept 

The Commissioner proposed that for 2015/16 there would be 0.99% increase in the precept.  
The Panel has the power to veto any proposed precept from the Commissioner through a 
two thirds majority vote of its members.  The Panel undertook a thorough scrutiny in the 
Commissioner’s budget for the Constabulary asking a number of detailed questions on areas 
of expenditure including:

 The use and amount of budget reserves
 Costs and performance  of the 101 service
 Details of the Commissioner’s office running costs
 The number of serving police officers
 Capital expenditure and the police estate

The Panel endorsed the Commissioner’s proposed precept.

Chief Constable Confirmation Hearing

In September 2015, the Panel considered the Commissioner’s proposed appointment for 
Chief Constable.  Alec Wood was the Commissioner’s preferred candidate following the 
resignation of the previous Chief Constable earlier in the year.

The Panel held a confirmation hearing with the candidate and asked a number of questions 
regarding his professional competence and personal independence of the role.  The Panel 
also considered 

 The criteria used to assess the candidate’s suitability for appointment
 Why the candidate satisfied those criteria
 The terms and conditions on which the candidate was proposed to be appointed

Following careful consideration of the information provided by the Commissioner and 
answers given at the confirmation hearing, the Panel recommended the appointment of Alec 
Wood to Chief Constable.
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About the Panel

The Panel comprises the current membership as at May 2016:

 Councillor Mac McGuire (Cambridgeshire County Council)

 Councillor Robin Howe (Huntingdonshire District Council)

 Councillor Andy Pearson (East Cambs District Council)

 Councillor Michael Shellens (Cambridgeshire County Council)

 Councillor Ben Shelton (South Cambs District Council)

 Council David Oliver (Fenland District Council)

 Councillor Dave Baigent (Cambridge City Council)

 Councillor Derek Giles (Cambridge City Council)

 Councillor James Lillis  (Peterborough City Council)

 Councillor Ray Bisby (Peterborough City Council)

 Councillor Ed Murphy (Peterborough City Council)

 Edward Leigh (Independent Co-opted Member) 

 Francesca Anderson (Independent Co-opted Member)
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item No. 14

29 JUNE 2016 Public Report

Report of:  Paulina Ford, Peterborough City Council, Police and Crime Panel 
Secretariat

Contact Officer(s) – Paulina Ford
Contact Details – Paulina.ford@peterborough.gov.uk

VACANCY FOR CO-OPTED MEMBER

1. PURPOSE

1.1 To update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel on the vacancy for an Independent Co-
opted Member of the Panel following the resignation of Francesca Anderson.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

The Panel is asked to: 

note that there is now a vacancy for one Independent Co-opted Member of the Panel and to 
agree that the vacancy should be advertised

review and agree the job advertisement attached at appendix 1 

review and agree the role description and person specification attached at appendix 2

nominate up to 3 people from the Panel membership who would then form the interview Panel.

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1 Under the Panel’s arrangements the Panel is required to have two Independent Co-opted 
Members as part of its membership.

4. BACKGROUND

4.1

 

On 16 June 2016 the secretariat received notification from Francesca Anderson that due to 
ongoing work commitments elsewhere, she could no longer fulfil her duties to the Panel to the 
best of her abilities and therefore it was with regret that she would have to tender her 
resignation.

5. KEY ISSUES

5.1 In accordance with the Panel’s arrangements there is a requirement to have two Independent 
Co-opted Members as part of its membership.  It is therefore necessary to advertise the vacant 
position and to go out to recruitment.   A generic advertisement which was used to advertise the 
post in May 2015 is attached at appendix 1.  Also attached at appendix 2 is a Role Description.

6. IMPLICATIONS

6.1 None

7. CONSULTATION

7.1 None
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8. NEXT STEPS

8.1

8.2

Subject to the Panel’s agreement, the role will shortly be advertised throughout Cambridgeshire 
on council websites, partner networks and social media.  A press notice will also be distributed 
to media outlets in the County to alert them to the position.

The application process will be handled by Peterborough City Council.

9. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS
Used to prepare this report, in accordance with the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985

9.1 None

10. APPENDICES

10.1  Appendix 1 - Panel advert
 Appendix 2 – Role Description
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Appendix 1

C P
C P
Cambridgeshire Police 

and Crime Panel

Appointment of a Co-opted Independent Members to the Cambridgeshire Police and 
Crime Panel

Expenses paid up to a maximum of £920 per annum

The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel is looking for a committed and energetic person 
from Cambridgeshire or Peterborough to help oversee and scrutinise the work of the Police and 
Crime Commissioner.

The Police and Crime Commissioner is required to consult with the Panel on his plans and 
budget for policing, the level of Council Tax, and the appointment of certain staff, including the 
Chief Constable. 

The role of a panel member is important and challenging one and offers the chance to review 
the strategy, decisions and actions of the Police and Crime Commissioner. The full panel 
comprises eleven Councillors from the county, city and district councils of Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough, plus two independent members.

The Panel is looking for an independent member to join who has a track record in community 
involvement, can represent a cross section of views and concerns of the public and has a keen 
interest in policing, crime prevention, victim support, and community partnerships.

The applicant should be willing and able to scrutinise reports, papers and budgets; attend five 
half-day public meetings with the Police and Crime Commissioner, plus occasional 
extraordinary meetings, briefings, planning meetings and conferences each year; and contribute 
to setting the work agenda of the Panel. 

Meetings will take place throughout Cambridgeshire and Peterborough for which travel 
expenses will be provided.  The term of appointment will be four years.

For full details and a copy of the application pack please contact……

The closing date for applications is….
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Appendix 2

C P
C P
Cambridgeshire Police 

and Crime Panel

ROLE DESCRIPTION

INDEPENDENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL MEMBERS

All Independent members of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel are full voting members and 
will have access to the same level of support and information as elected councillors on the Panel. The 
core role of both elected and independent members on the Panel is to:

 Scrutinise the work of the PCC to ensure that the PCC is discharging their functions effectively
 Bring any specialist knowledge, skills, experience and expertise they may have to the scrutiny 

work of the Panel
 Ensure that there is an effective independent challenge to the PCC and that this challenge is 

constructive to support the PCC in carrying out their role.

Responsibilities

Independent members of the Police and Crime Panel are expected to:

 Attend all formal meetings of the Panel, including any sub-committees they are assigned to
 Establish good relations with other members, officers and co-optees
 Attend additional meetings e.g. working groups or evidence gathering sessions as required
 Prepare for each meeting by reading the agenda papers and additional information to familiarise 

yourself with the issues to be covered during the meeting. Prior to the meeting consider the 
questions you may wish to put to the Police and Crime Commissioner and other expert witnesses

 At the meetings you will need to listen carefully, ask questions in a way which is non-judgmental, 
respect confidentiality and help the Panel to make practical suggestions for improvements in 
services

 Assist in the preparation of reports and the formulation of recommendations; this may involve 
volunteering to participate in a Task Group to conduct a scrutiny review

 Attend training and development events as needed
 Abide by the Panel Arrangements and Rules of Procedure which set out how the Police and 

Crime Panel will operate in the Cambridgeshire area
 Keep abreast of the key issues in relation to the responsibilities of the Police and Crime 

Commissioner and the priorities within the Police and Crime Plan
 Contribute to achieving an open, accountable and transparent decision making process in 

relation to policing and community safety issues in the Cambridgeshire area
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Person Specification

This is a voluntary role (although reasonable travel expenses will be paid) and no specific professional 
knowledge or experience is required. Applicants might have a professional background in an area such 
as community safety, criminal justice or victim support. Alternatively, a strong track record of community 
work or business skills would be just as valuable. An interest in policing/community safety issues is 
expected.

Candidates will be assessed against the following competencies and personal qualities.

Competencies:

 The ability to think strategically: To have breadth of vision, to rise above detail, and to see 
problems and issues from a wider, forward-looking perspective and to make appropriate linkages

 The ability to make good judgements: To take a balanced, open-minded and objective 
approach, for example, in evaluating the priorities of the Police and Crime Commissioner, 
assessing candidates for top level appointments or considering complaints against the Police and 
Crime Commissioner.

 The ability to challenge: To be able to rigorously scrutinise and challenge constructively without 
becoming confrontational, using appropriate data, evidence and resources

 The ability to be analytical: To interpret and question complex written material, including 
financial and statistical information and other data such as performance measures and identify 
the salient points

 The ability to communicate effectively: To be able to communicate effectively both verbally 
and in writing – and to interact positively with other members of the Panel, the PCC and the 
public

Personal Qualities:

 Team working: The ability to play an effective role in meetings through listening, persuading and 
showing respect for the views of others

 Self-confidence: The skill to challenge accepted views constructively without becoming 
confrontational

 Enthusiasm and drive: The ability to be proactive in seeking out learning and developmental 
opportunities to enhance knowledge and understanding (for example, on financial matters and 
statutory requirements)

 Respect for others: The capacity to treat all people fairly and with respect, to value diversity and 
respond sensitively to difference

 Integrity: The necessity to embrace high standards of conduct and ethics and be committed to 
upholding human rights and equality of opportunity for all

Other Requirements and Considerations:

 Candidates must be able to attend meetings at varying locations throughout the Cambridgeshire 
area

 Candidates should have the time, energy and commitment to prepare for and attend regular 
meetings. We suggest that they would need to allocate around one day per month to devote to 
this role

 Candidates should have a willingness to learn
 Candidates must be eligible for the role (see eligibility criteria in the Information Booklet)
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C P
C P
Cambridgeshire Police 

and Crime Panel

CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL
AGENDA PLAN 2016-2017

DATE OF MEETING TITLE/PURPOSE OFFICER

Election of Chairman

Election of Vice Chairman

Public Questions/Statements

Police and Crime Commissioners Approach

The Panel to scrutinise how the Police and Crime 
Commissioner intends to take forward his role, and 
how his Police and Crime Plan will be developed

Police and Crime Commissioners Office

Wednesday 29 June 2016, 10.30am
ANNUAL MEETING,
Peterborough City Council, Bourges / 
Viersen Rooms, Town Hall

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary 
Inspection Reports 

The Panel to receive  an overview of how the findings 
of the Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary 
(HMIC) Police Effectiveness, Efficiency, and 
Legitimacy (PEEL) reports have been addressed and 
how the Police and Crime Commissioner intends to 
address these in the future. 

Police and Crime Commissioners Office
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DATE OF MEETING TITLE/PURPOSE OFFICER

Police and Crime Commissioner’s Annual Report 
2015/2016

The Panel to review the Police and Crime 
Commissioners Annual Report as required by Section 
28 (4) of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility 
Act 2011 (“the Act”)

Police and Crime Commissioners Office

Decisions by the Cambridgeshire Police and 
Crime Commissioner

The Panel to  review or scrutinise decisions taken by 
the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the 
Commissioner”) under Section 28 of the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (“the Act”).

Police and Crime Commissioners Office

Rules of Procedure

The Panel to review the Rules of Procedure as 
required at paragraph 1.4 of the Panels Rules of 
Procedure.

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat

Review of Complaints

To update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Panel on complaints received against the 
Commissioner or his Deputy.

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat
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DATE OF MEETING TITLE/PURPOSE OFFICER

Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel Annual 
Report 2015-2016

The Panel to consider the draft annual report of the 
work of the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel 
during the last twelve months.

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat

Independent Co-opted Member Vacancy

To update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Panel on the vacancy for an Independent Co-opted 
Member.

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat

Meeting Dates and Agenda Plan 2016/2017

Panel to note the dates of future meetings and to 
consider any items for future meetings which may 
have been highlighted during the meeting.

Wednesday 29 June 2016, 2pm
Confirmation Hearing 
Peterborough City Council, 
Bourges/Viersen Rooms, Town Hall

Confirmation Hearing 

The Panel to review the proposed appointment of the 
Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner for the 
Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner.
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DATE OF MEETING TITLE/PURPOSE OFFICER

Public Questions/Statements

Review of Complaints

To update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Panel on complaints received against the 
Commissioner or his Deputy.

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat

Decisions by the Cambridgeshire Police and 
Crime Commissioner

The Panel to  review or scrutinise decisions taken by 
the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the 
Commissioner”) under Section 28 of the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (“the Act”).

Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office

Wednesday  7 September 2016, 2pm
South Cambridgeshire District Council
Swansley Room 

Meeting Dates and Agenda Plan 2016/2017

Panel to note the dates of future meetings and to 
consider any items for future meetings which may 
have been highlighted during the meeting.
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DATE OF MEETING TITLE/PURPOSE OFFICER

Public Questions/Statements

Review of Complaints

To update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Panel on complaints received against the 
Commissioner or his Deputy.

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat

Decisions by the Cambridgeshire Police and 
Crime Commissioner

The Panel to  review or scrutinise decisions taken by 
the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the 
Commissioner”) under Section 28 of the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (“the Act”).

Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office

Wednesday 9  November 2016, 2pm
Huntingdonshire District Council
Civic Room 1A

Meeting Dates and Agenda Plan 2016/2017

Panel to note the dates of future meetings and to 
consider any items for future meetings which may 
have been highlighted during the meeting.

Wednesday 1 February 2017
BUDGET MEETING
Huntingdonshire District Council
Civic Room 1A

Public Questions/Statements
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DATE OF MEETING TITLE/PURPOSE OFFICER

Review of Complaints

To update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Panel on complaints received against the 
Commissioner or his Deputy.

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat

Budget Precept 2017/2018

To notify the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime of the 
Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner’s 
proposed budget and precept for 2017/87.  To enable 
the Panel to review the proposed precept.

Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office

Decisions by the Cambridgeshire Police and 
Crime Commissioner

The Panel to  review or scrutinise decisions taken by 
the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the 
Commissioner”) under Section 28 of the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (“the Act”).

Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office

Meeting Dates and Agenda Plan 2016/2017

Panel to note the dates of future meetings and to 
consider any items for future meetings which may 
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DATE OF MEETING TITLE/PURPOSE OFFICER

have been highlighted during the meeting.

Public Questions/Statements

Review of Complaints

To update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime 
Panel on complaints received against the 
Commissioner or his Deputy.

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat

Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel 
Administration Costs and Member Expenses

Peterborough City Council, Secretariat

Police and Crime Plan Variation – Appendix 1 
Finances Update

The purpose of the report is to provide the Police and 
Crime Panel with an update of the Police and Crime 
Police and Crime Plan  Appendix 1 – Finances

Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office

Wednesday 15 March 2017
Cambridgeshire County Council
Kreis Viersen Room

Decisions by the Cambridgeshire Police and 
Crime Commissioner

Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office
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DATE OF MEETING TITLE/PURPOSE OFFICER

The Panel to  review or scrutinise decisions taken by 
the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the 
Commissioner”) under Section 28 of the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (“the Act”).

Draft Meeting Dates 2017/2018 and Agenda Plan

Panel to note the dates of future meetings and to 
consider any items for future meetings which may 
have been highlighted during the meeting.

Updated: 21 June 2016

Items to be programmed in to 2016/2017 Work Programme                                                                                                                                   
Item Comments
Child Sexual Exploitation
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Item Comments
A report on the Modern Slavery Act Requested at meeting held on 4 November 2015

To include an explanation of the act and how this is being 
implemented locally.

Review of cost effectiveness of offices of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner

Requested at meeting held on 4 November 2015

A report from the Commissioner on Surveillance & ANPR including 
the use of Police Drones in Cambridgeshire.

Requested at the meeting held on 4 November 2015.  

To include:  What has the  Police and Crime Commissioner done on 
ensuring safeguards are in place in relation to the force's use of 
surveillance technology, including Automatic Number Plate 
Recognition ANPR, and on the collection of data from electronic 
devices during searches and when individuals are brought into 
custody. Has the Police and Crime Commissioner set a clear 
strategy and policy in this area and is assured himself, and can 
assure the public, that the force's activities are lawful and 
proportionate.
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